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Background: Most people who are dying want to be cared for at home, but only half of them achieve
this. The likelihood of a home death often depends on the availability of able and willing lay carers.
When people who are dying are unable to take oral medication, injectable medication is used. When
top-up medication is required, a health-care professional travels to the dying person’s home, which
may delay symptom relief. The administration of subcutaneous medication by lay carers, although not
widespread UK practice, has proven to be key in achieving better symptom control for those dying at
home in other countries.
Objectives: To determine if carer administration of as-needed subcutaneous medication for common
breakthrough symptoms in people dying at home is feasible and acceptable in the UK, and if it would
be feasible to test this intervention in a future definitive randomised controlled trial.
Design: We conducted a two-arm, parallel-group, individually randomised, open pilot trial of the
intervention versus usual care, with a 1 : 1 allocation ratio, using convergent mixed methods.
Setting: Home-based care without 24/7 paid care provision, in three UK sites.
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ABSTRACT

Participants: Participants were dyads of adult patients and carers: patients in the last weeks of their
life who wished to die at home and lay carers who were willing to be trained to give subcutaneous
medication. Strict risk assessment criteria needed to be met before approach, including known history
of substance abuse or carer ability to be trained to competency.
Intervention: Intervention-group carers received training by local nurses using a manualised training
package.
Main outcome measures: Quantitative data were collected at baseline and 6–8 weeks post
bereavement and via carer diaries. Interviews with carers and health-care professionals explored
attitudes to, experiences of and preferences for giving subcutaneous medication and experience of trial
processes. The main outcomes of interest were feasibility, acceptability, recruitment rates, attrition and
selection of the most appropriate outcome measures.
Results: In total, 40 out of 101 eligible dyads were recruited (39.6%), which met the feasibility criterion
of recruiting > 30% of eligible dyads. The expected recruitment target (≈50 dyads) was not reached, as
fewer than expected participants were identified. Although the overall retention rate was 55% (22/40),
this was substantially unbalanced [30% (6/20) usual care and 80% (16/20) intervention]. The feasibility
criterion of > 40% retention was, therefore, considered not met. A total of 12 carers (intervention,
n = 10; usual care, n = 2) and 20 health-care professionals were interviewed. The intervention was
considered acceptable, feasible and safe in the small study population. The context of the feasibility
study was not ideal, as district nurses were seriously overstretched and unfamiliar with research
methods. A disparity in readiness to consider the intervention was demonstrated between carers and
health-care professionals. Findings showed that there were methodological and ethics issues pertaining
to researching last days of life care.
Conclusion: The success of a future definitive trial is uncertain because of equivocal results in the
progression criteria, particularly poor recruitment overall and a low retention rate in the usual-care
group. Future work regarding the intervention should include understanding the context of UK areas
where this has been adopted, ascertaining wider public views and exploring health-care professional
views on burden and risk in the NHS context. There should be consideration of the need for national
policy and of the most appropriate quantitative outcome measures to use. This will help to ascertain if
there are unanswered questions to be studied in a trial.
Trial registration: Current Controlled Trials ISRCTN11211024.
Funding: This project was funded by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health
Technology Assessment programme and will be published in full in Health Technology Assessment;
Vol. 24, No. 25. See the NIHR Journals Library website for further project information.
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Plain English summary

M

ost people in the UK would prefer to die at home, but only half of them achieve this. This usually
depends on having able and willing lay carers (family or friends) to help look after them. Once
swallowing is not possible, medicine is given continually under the skin (syringe driver). If common
problems such as pain, vomiting or agitation break through, health-care professionals attend to give
extra doses. The wait for a health-care professional to arrive can be distressing.
In the UK, it is legal (but not routine) for lay carers to give needle-free subcutaneous injections
themselves. We reworked an Australian carer education package for UK use. The best way to find out
if this would work well is to do a randomised controlled trial. This is a test in which, at random, half of
the people taking part receive ‘usual care’ and the other half receive the ‘new care’ or intervention. A
pilot randomised controlled trial (a ‘test’ trial to see if a larger one is worth doing) was carried out to
determine if lay carer injections were possible in the UK.
We approached 90 dyads (a dying person and a key carer) and, of these, 40 were willing to take part
and 22 completed the follow-up visit, so we could analyse their data. Of these 22 dyads, 16 were in
the intervention group (lay carer injects) and six were in the control group (usual care). All carers were
asked to keep a diary. Carers and health-care professionals were interviewed (qualitative study) and
carer preferences were assessed.
This new practice was safe, acceptable and welcomed. Carer confidence increased rapidly, symptom
control was quicker and the interviews backed up these findings.
Recruitment was low owing to overstretched health-care professionals. Only certain families were
picked. Dyads in the usual-care group often wished they were in the intervention group. Carers found
it difficult to complete some of the questionnaires that were used to measure the effect of the
intervention.
Therefore, uncertainty remains as to whether or not a full trial should proceed. Because the practice
is already legal, some areas in the UK are already undertaking it. We plan to study what makes this
practice possible or less possible to achieve.
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Scientific summary
Background
Caring for the dying during their last few days of life in a place of their preference is an essential part
of health and social care. The majority of people express a wish to die at home (79%), but only half of
those achieve this. The likelihood of patients remaining at home often depends on the availability of
able and willing informal carers, who take on numerous care tasks. Extending the role of carers to
include administering subcutaneous injections has proven key in achieving better symptom control for
those dying at home in other countries.
Pain, nausea/vomiting, restlessness/agitation and noisy breathing (rattle) are common symptoms in people
who are dying. In addition to regular (background) medication, given via continuous subcutaneous infusion
using a syringe pump, guidelines suggest using additional (‘as-needed’) medication for symptoms that ‘break
through’. As dying patients are commonly unable to take oral medication, as-needed medication is most
often given as a subcutaneous injection by a health-care professional, in the UK usually a district nurse.
Medication for breakthrough symptoms is usually prescribed in advance (anticipatory prescribing) and kept
in the patient’s home. Medication administration can be severely delayed by health-care professionals’
travel time to the patients’ home and/or the non-availability of anticipatory medication in the home. Delays
happen even with dedicated out-of-hours ‘rapid response’ nursing services for patients dying at home.
Breakthrough pain is usually quick in onset and has a median duration of 30 minutes. Long waits mean that
pain is often not adequately managed in the home setting, as shown in the National Survey of Bereaved
People (VOICES).
This study focused on timely administration of as-needed medication for dying patients who were
being cared for at home.

Objectives
The research question was ‘Is carer administration of as-needed subcutaneous medication for common
breakthrough symptoms in people dying at home feasible and acceptable in the UK, and is it feasible to
test this intervention in a future definitive randomised controlled trial?’.
l
l

l
l

P (People) = people in their last days of life who are being cared for at home, and their carers.
I (Intervention) = carer administration of as-needed subcutaneous medication for common
breakthrough symptoms (pain, restlessness/agitation, nausea/vomiting and noisy breathing),
supported by tailored education.
C (Control) = usual care (health-care professional administration of as-needed
subcutaneous medication).
O (Outcome) = main outcomes of interest – feasibility and acceptability of the trial and intervention,
recruitment, attrition and contamination.

To inform the design of a Phase III trial, we aimed to:
l

Adapt a successful Australian intervention as a standardised, manualised intervention for UK carer
administration of as-needed subcutaneous medication for breakthrough symptoms in patients dying
at home.
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l

l

Establish the feasibility of the trial and the intervention by assessing acceptability, ability to recruit,
attrition rates and suitability to a UK context. This was achieved by conducting an external
randomised pilot trial with an embedded qualitative component.
Identify attributes pertinent to carers’ preferences for health-care professional versus own
administration of as-needed subcutaneous medications for patients dying at home (as part of
qualitative component) and to establish the feasibility of completion of the Carer Experience Scale
(assessed in the pilot trial).

Methods
Expert consensus workshops were conducted in the planned recruitment areas to map current
processes and to gain a clearer understanding of how the intervention could be delivered in the local
NHS context. These half-day, face-to-face workshops were attended by patients, carers, general
practitioners, district nurses, pharmacists, specialist palliative care clinicians and research nurses, and
informed the development of the trial processes and materials.
An existing well-established Australian manualised training package was reviewed and adapted for use
in the trial through discussion with the Australian authors, input from the expert consensus workshops
and consideration of the UK context. This formed the basis of the intervention for a multicentre
randomised pilot trial carried out in North Wales, Vale of Glamorgan and Gloucestershire.

Inclusion criteria
Dyads
Dyads consisted of an adult (i.e. aged ≥ 18 years) patient in the last weeks of their life who was likely
to lose the oral route of administration for medication and who had expressed a preference to die at
home and their adult (unpaid) lay/family carer, who was willing to take on this extended role and
receive subcutaneous injection training.
Prognostication was reliant on the professional judgement of and agreement among the attending
health-care professional team (i.e. clinical estimate of survival). There was an assumption that the carer
would spend a significant amount of time with the patient. When more than one carer was available,
we asked the patient to identify which carer they would like to be included in the study.
A dyad was excluded if any one of the following criteria were met:
l
l
l
l
l

safety concerns (e.g. drug allergies or the ability of the carer to carry out required tasks)
relational concerns
misuse of drugs concerns
objections to the concept of lay carer administration
lack of access to, or willingness to engage with, health-care support systems.

Recruitment of > 30% of eligible dyads and retention of > 40% of recruited dyads was assumed to
indicate sufficient feasibility for progression to full trial.
Dyads were initially approached by their local district nurse or specialist palliative care team and were
recruited by research nurses. Dynamic adaptive randomisation that stratified for recruitment centre
and diagnosis (cancer/non-cancer) was carried out remotely by the recruiting research nurse using a
secure online randomisation system.
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Data were collected through an assessment from a research nurse at baseline and follow-up (with the
carer at 6–8 weeks post bereavement) and via carer diaries. Baseline assessment included patient and
carer demographic information, medical history, capacity assessment and current drug management.
Carers were asked to complete the Carer Experience Scale at baseline and follow-up and the Quality of
Life in Life-Threatening Illness – Family Carer Version (QOLLTI-F) at baseline and every 48 hours after the
first subcutaneous medication was administered for breakthrough symptoms. Carers completed the Family
Memorial Symptom Assessment Score – General Distress Index (MSAS-GDI) at follow-up. Carer diaries
were used to record incidences of breakthrough symptoms, including the symptom score before and after
subcutaneous medication was administered and the time to symptom relief. In the intervention arm, diaries
were also used to record carer confidence and whether or not health-care professional support was sought.
Carers were invited to a qualitative interview 2–4 months post bereavement, which included asking them
to select attributes for a future discrete choice experiment. Health-care professionals were also invited to
take part in separate qualitative interviews to share their experiences. Interviews were audio-recorded and
transcribed verbatim. Carer interviews were analysed using interpretive phenomenological analysis and
health-care professional interviews were analysed using the Framework approach.

Results
There were 189 potential dyads identified across the three sites in which the patient was in the
last weeks of their life and was likely to lose the oral route of medication administration. Of these,
169 were screened and 68 were ineligible. The main reasons for ineligibility were only paid or formal
care being in place (18/68, 26.5%) and the patient not wishing to die at home (13/68, 19.1%). For 11
out of 169 dyads, eligibility was confirmed but no further information was provided (n = 8) or the
patient died before approach (n = 3).
A total of 101 dyads were eligible: 90 dyads were approached to participate and 40 dyads completed
the baseline visit and were randomised [39.6% (40/101) of the eligible population, 44.4% (40/90) of
those approached]. This met the feasibility criterion of recruiting > 30% of eligible dyads. Twenty dyads
were allocated to the intervention and 20 were allocated to usual care. The expected recruitment
target (≈50) was not reached because fewer than expected participants were identified.
Twenty-two carers completed the follow-up visit (22/40, 55% of those randomised): 16 (16/20, 80%)
from the intervention group and six (6/20, 30%) from the usual-care group. The feasibility criterion of
> 40% retention was, therefore, considered not met. It was possible to obtain some information from
medical notes for a further three patients; therefore, partial data are available for 25 patients at
follow-up.
The majority of patients, 33 out of 40 (82.5%), had cancer. Their mean age was 68.3 years, 23 (57.5%)
were male and 17 (42.5%) were female. In total, 18 out of 25 (72%) patients died at home, with others
dying either in hospital (n = 2, 8%) or in a hospice (n = 5, 20%). The mean age of the carers in the study
was 56.6 years and 35 out of 40 (87.5%) carers were female. Half of the carers were the patient’s
spouse/partner and the majority of the carers, 32 out of 40 (80%), lived with the patient.
At baseline, 33 out of 40 (82.5%) patients had anticipatory prescribing in place. All patients had
anticipatory prescribing in place at death. Four patients did not have this in place at baseline. At
baseline, 27 (67.5%) patients did not have a continuous subcutaneous infusion set up. There were
21 (84%) patients who had a continuous subcutaneous infusion at the time of their death.
At baseline, only one carer did not complete the QOLLTI-F (35 carers completed 100% and four carers
completed 70–99%). It was intended that, after the baseline visit, to assess quality of life, the QUOLLTI-F
would be completed every 48 hours after the first injection for breakthrough symptoms. However, the
QOLLTI-F was completed for only six dyads: four in the intervention group and two in the usual-care
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group. The high level of completion at baseline suggests that the measure is acceptable but that it is less
feasible for carers to complete this independently and at regular intervals in this context (i.e. while caring
for someone in the last days of their life).
All of the 22 carers who completed follow-up completed the Family MSAS-GDI. Of these, 19 (86.4%)
carers completed all of the Family MSAS-GDI and three (13.6%) completed 75–99% of the measure.
From these results, at least 80% of the measure is completed; therefore, from this perspective, the
Family MSAS-GDI can be considered as a primary outcome in a definitive trial.
Three dyads from the usual-care group returned carer diaries, with 20 medication administration
entries completed. Eleven dyads from the intervention group returned carer diaries, with 147
medication administration entries completed.
Calculation of time to symptom relief depended on how complete the medication administration
entries were; this was possible in 91.3% of entries in the intervention group and 75% of entries in the
control group. In the intervention group, 88.8% of these had resolved to an acceptable level within
30 minutes compared with 26.7% in the usual-care group.
The intervention group had a considerably shorter time to medication administration than the
usual-care group: the median time to administer medication in the intervention group was 5 minutes
and in the usual-care group was 105 minutes.
Carers in the intervention group were asked how confident they felt about administering the
medication. This was on a scale from 1 to 7, with a higher score indicating higher confidence. Of the
11 carers in the intervention group who returned carer diaries, nine (81.8%) administered medications.
Although there is fluctuation in the scores, the overall trend shows an increase in carer confidence
over time, with the final score being 6 or 7 for all of the carers.
Health-care professional support was sought by carers in the intervention group in 24 out of 147
(16.3%) medication administration entries. These were not clustered at the beginning of the carer’s
time in the study.
In total, four (10%) dyads withdrew from the study. Three of these withdrew because they had been
allocated to the usual-care group and one withdrew because of concerns around possibly giving the
last injection to the patient.
Qualitative interviews with 12 carers (intervention group, n = 10; usual-care group, n = 2) show that
the intervention is acceptable to patients and carers, who found it helpful and reassuring. Key findings
from carer interviews show that carers have a strong desire to fulfil patient wishes to have a home
death and are glad of the opportunity to be able to help them have a good death and keep them
symptom free as much as possible. The intervention was shown to empower patients and carers by
giving them greater control over the circumstances during end of life. The QOLLTI-F was a source of
confusion for carers. Carer concerns regarding euthanasia or hastening death can be relieved with
training and reassurance from health-care professionals.
Interviews with 20 health-care professionals revealed that, although they mostly found the intervention
to be acceptable in terms of patient and carer benefit, they also had concerns regarding the screening
and selection of dyads. Health-care professionals reported having to be very careful about who was
approached, which may be a result of concerns regarding carer coping ability and the risk for patients,
but also of a desire for self-protection and concern about culpability should mistakes occur. Health-care
professionals reported time constraints owing to heavy workloads and were sometimes unable to
prioritise recruitment and trial training over their other responsibilities. Health-care professionals had
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a largely positive view of the intervention in terms of the dyads that they had supported and found that
carers were also positive about the experience.

Conclusions
The CARiAD study explored the feasibility of testing the clinical effectiveness of the intervention of
carer administration of as-needed medication for breakthrough symptoms in people dying at home in the
UK to inform the design of a future definitive trial. We concluded that the success of a future definitive
trial is uncertain owing to equivocal results relating to trial feasibility, particularly that target recruitment
was not reached and retention in the usual-care group was low. The context of the trial was not ideal;
district nurses were seriously overstretched and unfamiliar with the research methods. However, the
intervention was shown to be acceptable, feasible and safe in the study population, and the overall
recruitment and retention rate was above what was stated to be necessary for a definitive trial.
Furthermore, noting that the intervention is already spreading across more areas in the UK, it should
be considered whether or not there is still an unanswered clinical effectiveness question. The CARiAD
study lends some weight to this notion by demonstrating considerably shorter time to medication
administration and faster symptom control in the intervention group, and almost universal positivity
from carers, albeit in a small sample size. For this reason, a ‘common good’ argument could increasingly
be defended. Moreover, the disparity in readiness to consider the intervention between carers and
health-care professionals was clearly demonstrated.
Future work is clearly needed. This should include understanding the context of the areas in the UK
where the practice has already been adopted, ascertaining wider public views on the intervention and
understanding health-care professionals motivations/views on burden and risk and interface with NHS
context. Findings from both quantitative and qualitative data suggest that there is a need for consideration
of the most appropriate outcome measures, including consideration of the expected impact of the
intervention and where it can be best evidenced for effect. There should also be consideration of the need
for national policy on the intervention. Owing to the small sample size and poor retention of the usual-care
group, it may be that there are unanswered questions relating to the intervention that would be best
studied in a trial in future; the work suggested above will help to ascertain if this is the case.

Trial registration
This trial is registered as ISRCTN11211024.

Funding
This project was funded by the National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Health Technology
Assessment programme and will be published in full in Health Technology Assessment; Vol. 24, No. 25.
See the NIHR Journals Library website for further project information.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Background
Caring for people who are dying during their last few days of life in a place of their preference is an
essential part of health and social care. The majority of people who are dying express a wish to die at
home (79%); however, only half of those achieve this.1 The likelihood of patients remaining at home
often depends on the availability of able and willing informal carers.2–4 These carers take on numerous
care tasks, including the responsibility of assisting patients to have their oral as-needed medications.
Extending the role of carers to include administering subcutaneous (SC) medication has proven to be
key to achieving home death in other countries.5
Pain, nausea/vomiting, restlessness/agitation and noisy breathing (rattle) are common symptoms in
people who are dying.6,7 In addition to regular (background) medication, which is given via continuous
SC infusion using a syringe pump, guidelines suggest using additional (‘as-needed’) medication for
symptoms that ‘break through’.8,9 As dying patients are commonly unable to take oral medication,
as-needed medication is most often given as a SC injection by a health-care professional (HCP),8
in the UK usually a district nurse (DN).
Medication for breakthrough symptoms is commonly prescribed in advance (anticipatory prescribing)
and kept in the patient’s home. Medication administration can be severely delayed by the HCP’s travel
time to the patient’s home and/or the non-availability of anticipatory medication in the home. Delays
happen even with dedicated out-of-hours (OOH) ‘rapid response’ nursing services for patients dying
at home. Our local audit revealed long waiting times. The median waiting time from the call to OOH
services for symptom control to the administration of as-needed medication by a HCP was 86 minutes
(range 35–167 minutes), not including the time from administration to the onset of action or symptom
control. Breakthrough pain is usually difficult to predict; it is quick in onset and has a median duration
of 30 minutes.10 Long waits mean that pain is often not adequately managed in the home setting,
as shown in the National Survey of Bereaved People (VOICES).1
The CARiAD trial is about exploring and developing:
l

l

a legal practice in the UK of carer administration of injectable medication (including strong
analgesia) to patients who are unable to take oral medication and may not be able to make
decisions for themselves (see Appendix 1)
a practice that is not yet routine in the UK and needs careful testing to see whether or not the
carer role can routinely be extended to include training in the administration of SC medication to a
dying patient who is unable to swallow their usual medication.

The CARiAD trial is not about:
l
l
l

control of background symptoms that are usually managed by a continuous SC infusion when a
patient becomes unable to swallow their usual medication
pressurising carers to take on the extended role if that is not right for either the carer or their
loved one
hastening death or replacing best-quality palliative care from HCPs.

This study focuses on timely administration of as-needed medication for dying patients who are being
cared for at home, in particular whether or not lay carer role extension (to be trained to give as-needed
SC injections) is feasible and acceptable in the UK.
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Rationale
Although carer administration of injectable medication (including strong opioids) is lawful and
practical,1 it is not currently part of usual care everywhere in the UK. The national Palliative and End
of Life Care Priority Setting Partnership (PeolcPSP) surveyed 1403 people, including patients in the
last years of their life, current and bereaved carers and HCPs, on their unanswered questions about
palliative and end-of-life care. They accorded highest priority to research into the provision of palliative
care, including symptom management outside working hours to avoid crises and help patients to stay
in their place of choice. The survey noted the information and training needs of carers and families to
provide the best care for their loved one who was dying, including training for administering medicines
at home.11 Data from the PeolcPSP indicated that UK patients may be denied the opportunity to die at
home owing to the lack of access to adequate symptom relief.12,13
Carers across the world embrace this as an option, as evidenced through the published literature. In
Australia, the practice is well established (> 30 years) and highly acceptable.5 A manualised educational
package and evidence-based guidelines are available.14
This practice appears acceptable and has become embedded in Queensland, Australia. However, as per
our rapid review (unpublished),5,15–22 to our knowledge there have been no randomised studies testing
the clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of carer-administered non-oral medication in the last
days of life for patients dying at home anywhere in the world.
Equipoise is emerging on this topic in the UK. Carer administration of as-needed non-oral (including SC)
medication for breakthrough symptoms in patients dying at home is practised in a limited way in some
areas in the UK, and has been for a number of years. For this to be widely available to more carers who are
considering supporting a loved one at home, testing was required in a UK environment with the support of
an evidence-based carer education programme and resources. Not all family, carers or patients at home
will want to be involved in this practice. This research will help to ascertain the proportion of those who
are interested and how to train and support those who are willing to be involved.

How does the existing literature support this study?
Carers prioritise rapid symptom control and are willing and able to administer injectable drugs,
including controlled drugs such as morphine: a narrative literature review of family carer perspectives
on supporting a dying person at home illustrated the desire of families to be able to provide immediate
symptom relief.23 Our review found that caregivers are willing to learn to overcome their reservations
about administering SC medications.5,15–22 The ability to alleviate their loved one’s symptoms and
support them to stay at home was paramount.
There is an existing evidence-based education package and medication resources; a Brisbane group
developed and evaluated an educational package and a randomised trial was completed of who prepares
the SC injections (carer, nurse or pharmacist).5,14,24 In Singapore, a colour-coded ‘Comfort Care Kit’ is in
use,25 with oral and non-oral as-needed medication provided for caregiver administration. A telephone
survey of 49 family carers showed that 67% of them used this kit, all family members found it easy to
use and 98% of them found it effective for symptom management. All except one patient died at home.
In Canberra, the provision of an emergency medical kit (including for use by lay carers) was largely
viewed as an effective strategy to achieve timely symptom control and to prevent inpatient admissions.19
There is growing UK evidence around the carer role for patients who are in the last months/year of
their life, but few studies focus on the last days of life (as reiterated by the Neuberger Review into the
Liverpool Care Pathway26). The evidence that is beginning to accumulate mostly focuses on patients
who have capacity in the last year of their life. UK and Australian research includes ‘Unpacking the
home’,27,28 the Cancer Carers Medication Management work,29,30 the SMART (Self-Management of
Analgesia and Related Treatments) study31 and ImPaCCT (Improving Palliative Care through Clinical
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Trials).32 Our study, by contrast, focuses on the last days of life at home, when the individual’s capacity
is likely to be limited or absent, with very different implications and issues for carer administration.

Community receptivity
The UK was ready for testing this extended lay carer role:
l
l
l

l

Primary care teams and families are used to similar practices in other areas of medicine (e.g. insulin
for diabetes mellitus and intravenous antibiotics for children with cystic fibrosis).
The PeolcPSP report incorporated the views of 1403 people across the UK and placed great
emphasis on empowerment of family carers and symptom management during the last days of life.11
Ambitions for Palliative and End of Life Care: A Framework for Local Action was published in September
2015.33 It was jointly developed and published by the National Partnership for Palliative and End of Life
Care (27 national organisations) and has widespread support in the UK, especially as the partnership
included the Patients’ Association and charities with large public contributor groups. They identified
eight foundations for their six ambitions; one of these foundations relates to ‘Involving, supporting
and caring for those important to the dying person’, acknowledging the importance of lay carers in
the caring team. Each ambition has a set of building blocks; the building block of ‘practical support’
in ambition 6 is particularly applicable to the CARiAD trial as it calls for ‘new ways to give the practical
support, information and training that enables families . . . to help’. There has been a strong positive
response to the framework, and many localities are using it to consider their local strategies. The
message about shared ownership and responsibility is particularly pertinent.
In the UK, this practice is not widely accepted as usual care; however, over the past few years, we
have identified a small number of geographically distinct sites where the practice occurs (< 10 sites).
Recently, the Lincolnshire project was showcased on national radio as part of a series of talks on
dying.21,34,35 Since the conception of the CARiAD trial, at least seven other areas have, unsolicited,
expressed interest in exploring the practice, including joining as potential recruitment sites in a
future definitive trial.

Pressure on health and care services in the UK
Health-care professionals in all three sites were universally positive about testing the intervention; if
found to be beneficial, it could make their patients more comfortable and their jobs more manageable.
In the longer term, this innovation could relieve some pressure on emergency departments by reducing
inappropriate emergency (crisis) admissions due to uncontrolled symptoms.36,37
Pressure on DN time could also be relieved as extra visits (in addition to the daily check) to administer
as-needed medication would decrease, which would contribute to the sustainability of services.

Choice of design
Our team was aware of the challenges that are associated with research in the last days to weeks of
life in general, including recruitment and ethics considerations. Although we recognised the benefits of
conducting an internal pilot trial with progression rules to a full trial, we felt that an external pilot and
feasibility study was more appropriate. Regarding recruitment, an external pilot trial required three
sites recruiting 50 patients. A full trial would require at least 30 sites recruiting 520 patients. Although
our three sites were confident about recruitment, and a number of other areas had already expressed
interest in participating in a future trial, we could not disregard the effect of the other complex factors
affecting a broader roll-out.
These specific additional considerations added to the decision to propose a stand-alone (external) pilot trial:
l

The current UK context (post Shipman,38 post Liverpool Care Pathway26 and with the ongoing
euthanasia public debate) – this called for careful attention to its affect on consent mechanisms and
attitudes of carers, patients and clinicians to this innovation.
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INTRODUCTION

l

l
l

The lack of clear UK-wide guidance on carer administration of as-needed SC medication to patients
dying at home – the practice is legal but current guidance was not detailed or specific enough for
wide adoption (see Appendix 1).
The lack of a clear and widely accepted training package for lay carers, adapted for the UK context.
The uncertainty about the primary outcome measure for a definitive trial.

These were unpredictable barriers until we began to introduce the reworked Australian manualised
intervention and tested the trial processes. If the intervention was proven to be feasible and
acceptable, we anticipated a phase of ensuring that new guidance is developed and put in place at
national level in UK health systems to enable the practice, prior to rolling out a full trial.
We aimed to demonstrate a clear path towards a definitive randomised controlled trial (RCT), as per
Medical Research Council Framework, for the evaluation of complex intervention principles, further
informed by the MORECare guidance developed for palliative care research.39,40

Aims and objectives
The research question was ‘is carer administration of as-needed SC medication for common
breakthrough symptoms in patients dying at home feasible and acceptable in the UK, and is it feasible
to test this intervention in a future definitive randomised controlled trial?’
l

l

l
l

P (Patient) = patients in the last days of their life who are becoming unable to take their usual oral
as-needed medication for breakthrough symptoms and are being cared for at home, and
their carers.
I (Intervention) = carer administration of as-needed SC medication for common breakthrough
symptoms, such as pain, restlessness/agitation, nausea/vomiting, and noisy breathing/rattle,
supported by tailored education.
C (Control) = usual care (HCP administration of as-needed SC medication).
O (Outcome) = main outcomes of interest – feasibility and acceptability, recruitment, attrition
and contamination.

To inform the design of a Phase III trial we aimed to:
l
l

l

Tailor a successful Australian intervention as a standardised, manualised intervention for UK carer
administration of as-needed SC medication for breakthrough symptoms in patients dying at home.
Establish the feasibility of this standardised manualised package and carer role extension by
assessing acceptability, ability to recruit, attrition rates and suitability to UK context. This will be
carried out by conducting an external randomised pilot trial with an embedded qualitative
component.
Identify attributes pertinent to carers’ preferences for HCP versus own administration of as-needed
SC medications for patients dying at home (as part of the qualitative component) and to establish
the feasibility of completion of the Carer Experience Scale (CES) (assessed in the pilot trial).

The aim of the public contribution was to:
l
l
l

conduct the study and be informed and influenced by the lived experience of bereaved carers
facilitate meaningful involvement of patient representatives
provide an exemplar of a highly integrated and proactive public contributor role in care of the
dying trials.
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Chapter 2 Developing the intervention
Manualised education package
Introduction
From discussion with our Australian co-investigators, we developed a good understanding of the
Caring Safely at Home resources, which consist of carer and HCP resources. When the CARiAD study
commenced, carer resources that were part of the Caring@Home study comprised:
l

Illustrated step-by-step guides that provided a simple structured approach to the preparation and
administration of SC injections –
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

l
l
l
l
l
l

opening and drawing up from an ampoule
10-step plan – blunt needle technique
10-step plan – no-needle technique
injection via cannula – blunt needle technique
injection via cannula – no-needle technique.

A practice demonstration kit, including a cannula and other equipment that are required for the
preparation and delivery of SC injections.
Colour-coded medication labels for labelling prepared syringes.
A fridge magnet that was colour coded to help the clinician or caregiver match the relevant
medication with the patient’s symptoms.
A daily diary to document aspects of medication administration.
A series of videos, ‘Palliative subcutaneous medication administration: a guide for carers’, that
demonstrated aspects of SC medication preparation and administration.
A booklet, ‘Subcutaneous medication and palliative care: a guide for caregivers’, that covered topics
including frequently asked questions, the importance of symptom control, management of common
palliative symptoms, commonly used SC medications and injecting processes.

The HCP resources comprised:
l
l
l
l

the Caring Safely at Home Standardised Education Framework
detailed instruction guidelines for the Caring Safely at Home resources and education framework
a competency checklist that provides the clinician with a mechanism to ensure that the caregiver is
competent to safely inject SC medications
a clinician lanyard that provides a useful overview of the educational framework and the colour-coding
scheme utilised for the medications.

The Queensland materials continue to be freely available on the project website (www.caringathomeproject.
com.au/; accessed 5 January 2020) and are updated frequently (most recent update 12 June 2019).
The materials are now available for use in all Australian jurisdictions.
In this chapter, we describe the development of the manualised training package that was used in the
CARiAD trial. It does not cover all of the supporting trial documents, for example the participant
information sheets (PISs), screening log or daily DN checklist.
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DEVELOPING THE INTERVENTION

Methods
We developed the manualised training package materials in three distinct stages:
1. clarifying focus and scope
2. developing the content
3. deciding the design, colour scheme and layout.
The final materials would be used in the trial and feedback would be obtained on their utility,
acceptability and feasibility via qualitative interviews and informal feedback processes.
A more detailed description of each of the three stages is as follows:
1. Clarifying focus and scope.
After detailed review of the suite of Australian materials (including any updates during the time the
CARiAD trial materials were developed), and after accounting for practice differences between
Australia and the UK, the materials were adapted for a UK trial setting. All references to the Australian
practice of drawing as-needed medication up in advance, labelling with colour-coded labels and storing
in the fridge (with supporting aide memoires such as fridge magnets and lanyards) were removed.
All references to the Queensland-wide framework Guidelines for the Handling of Medication in
Community-Based Palliative Care Services in Queensland (March 2015) were removed. Wording was
scrutinised and, if needed, aligned with the UK practice of carer administration being tested in the trial.
Details in the Australian framework pertinent to the CARiAD trial were included in the trial protocol.
Permission was granted by our Australian co-applicants for us to use the graphics in their materials
as appropriate.
The Quality of Life in Life-Threatening Illness–Family Carer Version (QOLLTI-F) questionnaire was
added to the diary, to be completed every 48 hours following the first administration of SC as-needed
medication (see Appendix 2).41
2. Developing the content.
This stage required detailed, word-for-word consideration of the Australian materials and
adjustments as appropriate. In the first instance this was carried out by the core CARiAD team,
who also cross-checked the content against other available documents (specifically the Lincolnshire
policy and supporting documentation and the risk assessment tools for self-medicating).35,42 This was
reviewed by the co-applicants who are clinicians. As a final check prior to discussion at the expert
consensus workshops, it was considered by our public contributor co-applicants. Overall, minimal
adaptation was needed, including of terminology and drug names. Detail included in the Australian
Standard Education Framework was incorporated into the training that HCPs received on the trial.
3. Deciding the final design, colour scheme and layout.
The final design stage was an iterative process between the core team and the design company,
with invaluable input from the public contributor co-applicants, especially on colour scheme choice
(distinctive enough but not intrusive, i.e. not using too strong colours and using different colours for
different trial booklets to support ease of recognition for carers and HCPs) and cover graphics.

Results
The final set of documents included in the CARiAD trial manualised training pack for carers comprised:
l

‘Subcutaneous medication for breakthrough symptoms in the last days of life: a guide for carers’
(see Report Supplementary Material 1).
This was adapted from the booklet ‘Subcutaneous medication and palliative care: a guide for caregivers’
and covered similar topic areas. In addition, it included information on how to know which medication
to give, how long to wait for medication to work, how often to give medication, which symptoms
medication can be given for in the trial, how many doses could be given, what to do if too much
medication is given and what to do if the carer is not available to give medications. A section was also
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included broaching the concept of the ‘last injection’. After careful discussion with our public
contributor co-applicants, the following paragraph was added –
There may come a time when you are giving the injections when the person you are caring for is very
ill and will soon die. This might mean that the time when they die is near to when you have last given
them medication. It is very important for you to know that these two things are not related and the
medication has not ended their life. The nurse training you to give injections will discuss any worries or
concerns you may have about this.
Rather than leaving it to individual clinicians to find their own way of explaining this, the text was
intended to provide a script on which the HCP’s explanation to the carer could be based.
l

A carer diary (intervention or usual care), which was A5 size (see Report Supplementary Material 1).
This was divided into the following sections –
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

introduction, explaining provenance and focus
contact details of the teams involved in the dying person’s care and space to record
medical appointments
instructions for use of the diary when recording symptom management
information on the prescribed as-needed medication (intervention group diary only)
record of symptoms and subsequent management (one page per entry, 15 entries per booklet)
QOLLTI-F questionnaire (three copies per diary, additional diaries provided by DN teams as required).

Changes to the carer diary included assigning a full A5 page to each administration entry (rather than
five administration entries per page, as in the Australian carer diary) and amending the medication
information table to align with commonly used medication in the UK. The context of a RCT necessitated
the need for carer diaries with different content for the two trial groups; therefore, two versions of the
diary were produced.
l

Step-by-step guides with images illustrating the required actions (see Report Supplementary Material 1) –
¢
¢
¢

step-by-step guide to opening and drawing-up medications from an ampoule
10-step plan for preparing and giving as-needed SC injections using a blunt needle technique
10-step plan for preparing and giving as-needed SC injections using a no-needle technique.

An injection training pack was also included so that the carer could practise giving needle-less
injections (i.e. via a cannula). We listed the suggested content to be assembled by the HCP from their
stocks (see Report Supplementary Material 1). Given that ampoule openers are not in widespread use,
these were provided to the HCPs for inclusion in the training packs.
In relation to carer resources, we were advised that the video resources were not often used and that
carers preferred the printed resources; therefore, video resources were not developed.
More extensive changes were required to the HCP resources, as it was outside the scope of the trial to
generate a standardised education framework for a UK context. The framework was therefore removed from
the HCP resources along with the detailed instruction guidelines, as HCPs delivering the intervention would
be comprehensively trained by the core CARiAD trial team. Additional resources were developed to support
HCPs and ensure the safety of patients and carers (see Report Supplementary Material 2) and comprised:
l
l
l
l

risk assessment (RA) tool
information for prescribers (intervention group only)
daily checklist for DNs – this document was an aide memoire of all the trial-related tasks to be
carried out at DN visits
adverse event (AE) record – to be kept in the patient’s notes and returned to the trial team at the end
of the study. It defined AEs, serious adverse events (SAEs) and related events, included a table to record
AEs and provided a prompt of the circumstances in which a separate SAE form should be recorded.
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The competency checklist was amended to include the following questions about the nominated carer:
l
l
l
l
l

Is aware of the symptoms of pain, restlessness/anxiety, nausea/vomiting and noisy breathing and
which medications to use for each of these symptoms?
Can reconstitute drugs if required?
Understands the importance of completing all associated study paperwork?
Is aware of how many as-needed doses can be administered of each drug in 24 hours?
Understands the importance of contacting the health-care team immediately if an error is made
with medications or unusual symptoms develop?

The date, signature and name of the HCP were also included in the competency checklist. In addition,
two columns were added so that ongoing checks of competency could be recorded if needed.
The intervention under scrutiny in the CARiAD trial was carer administration of as-needed SC
medication and, for this reason, the training to enable carers in this practice was key. The printed
documents described supported carer training and, therefore, there was ongoing review of these
materials throughout the trial, resulting in minor changes.

Expert consensus work
Introduction
The aim of the expert consensus workshops was to refine trial processes, guide the adaptation of the
existing Australian training materials for use in a UK context and inform the development of other
supporting documents. The chosen format was based on the successful model used in the Early Lung
Cancer Identification and Diagnosis (ELCID) trial.43

Methods
Two workshops were planned with invited UK experts: one in North Wales and one in the southern part of
the UK (either south Wales or Gloucestershire). The invited experts from the three recruitment sites were
to include public contributors, primary care clinicians [general practitioners (GPs) and DNs], specialist
palliative care (SPC) clinicians, research nurses (RNs), pharmacists and representatives of other support
services [including hospice at home and Marie Curie (London, UK)]. Workshops were facilitated by two
members of the core CARiAD trial team, one of whom made notes throughout the workshop. Workshop
attendees were given background to the trial, including detail on how the question for the research was
developed and the existing Australian training package that was to be adapted for the CARiAD trial.
The facilitators then led discussions on the following areas:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

identifying and approaching participants
consent processes
prescription, supply and storage of drugs
delivery of the intervention
monitoring and accountability
follow-up measures
post-bereavement interviews
ethics concerns
resource pack.

Attendees were given the opportunity to freely discuss, ask for clarification on or raise any queries or
concerns about these areas. In addition, the core CARiAD team raised specific questions that required input.
Workshops were audio-recorded and a summary of discussions and resultant actions from each
workshop was produced.
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Results
Following the first workshop in North Wales, the decision was taken to have two separate workshops
in the southern part of the UK (i.e. for both south Wales and Gloucestershire recruitment sites), as it
became apparent that the specific details of the local ways of working would be vital in understanding
how to deliver the trial intervention. Discussions at each workshop built on and refined those from
previous workshops, interpreting them in a local context. There were 10–12 attendees at each of
the three workshops, with at least one representative of each of the invited groups present at each
meeting. A co-chief investigator for the study (MP) facilitated two of the workshops, supported by the
trial manager (JR). The third workshop was facilitated by the principal investigator (PI) for the site (AB)
and the qualitative lead for the study (AN).

Identifying and approaching participants
All sites agreed that specific DN teams who were deemed to be stable and had the capacity to take
on research should be chosen to take part and be responsible for identifying eligible patient/carer
dyads. This decision was to be made with the input of the local DN matrons or equivalent. HCPs
who were linked with these teams were to be made aware of the study and that the named DN team
was involved. They had to have knowledge of the RA tool (see Report Supplementary Material 2) and
would be asked to flag potential patients to the DN team. No concerns were raised about difficulties
in identifying dyads suitable for the CARiAD trial by the DN teams, and discussion focused on the
practicalities of how, when and where patients and their carers should be approached.
There was considerable discussion around the content of the RA tool. It was noted that there was
no need for the RA tool to exclude patients who were known to have human immunodeficiency virus
(HIV) or hepatitis as, first, universal precautions should be taken and, second, there was no risk of
needle-stick injury as needles would not come into contact with the patient’s blood owing to the
no-needle administration technique. It was also suggested that RA using the RA tool should be ongoing
to account for changes in circumstances. Other factors discussed included how to include GPs in the
RA process, what to do if there was more than one carer, whether or not a question about social
support for the carer was appropriate, the inclusion of a free-text box for additional issues and the
need for a question about a suitable environment for drug storage.

Consent processes
The benefit of research staff being responsible for the consent process was discussed, as they have
experience in explaining trial-specific procedures, such as equipoise and randomisation, to ensure that
consent was fully informed and that dyads were clear that agreeing to take part did not guarantee that
they would be able to administer as-needed SC medications.
Attendees were asked to consider the balance between the benefits of a RN obtaining informed
consent and the potential burden caused by introducing a new colleague (i.e. the RN) to a dyad during
such a sensitive time. Public contributors suggested that an acceptable course of action was that, first,
the DNs introduced the concept of the study and gave the information sheets and, second, if the dyad
was interested in participating, the DN could attend a joint visit with the RN to introduce the RN to
the dyad. During subsequent discussion in Gloucestershire, it was suggested that a joint visit might not
be necessary and that it would be appropriate for the DNs to ask the dyad if they would be happy for
a RN to visit independently.

Prescription, supply and storage of drugs
The legal responsibilities of the prescribers was discussed. If all usual prescribing procedures are
followed correctly, training to competency of carers evidenced by the DNs and the delegation of
administration duties clearly demonstrated, the legal responsibilities for all HCPs involved remain
the same as in usual care. However, as the anticipatory medications prescribed for patients in the
intervention group may be administered by a carer rather than a HCP, it was felt that all GPs (the
usual prescribers) in the area covered by the DN teams involved in identifying potential participants
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for CARiAD would need to agree in principle to their patients being approached. Potential other
prescribers who should be informed of the study were also identified across the three sites; these
included advanced nurse practitioners, DNs, pharmacists and SPC nurses.
The CARiAD team raised the issue of reconstitution of drugs for discussion, as diamorphine is a
commonly used drug and needs reconstitution (morphine does not need reconstitution). The workshop
attendees confirmed that morphine is used as first-line SC opioid and the use of diamorphine would be
limited to a small percentage of cases in which exceptions apply. In North Wales, this was supported by
a recent change in the local health board’s official prescribing policy. Therefore, it was felt that these
small number of patients should be dealt with on a case-by-case basis, with the DNs liaising with the
prescriber to negotiate the use of morphine as an alternative and being able to train carers to
reconstitute diamorphine when needed.
It was also noted that because all drugs would be in glass ampoules, blunt filter needles should be used
for drawing up medications and it was agreed that a reusable ampoule opener should be provided in
the injection training kit, alongside the step-by-step guide to opening an ampoule, to minimise the risk
of injury.

Delivery of the intervention
No major concerns were raised about the delivery of the intervention; however, there were certain
factors that attendees felt that the research team needed to take into consideration. These mainly
centred around support for the carer, including ensuring that they are able to access as-needed
support 24/7, and being mindful of carer burden.
Practical issues raised included the need for a second SC butterfly administration site and that carers
would need to know how to check when the administration site is compromised. It was also noted that
the use of a second SC butterfly site may not be routine in all areas, so this should be emphasised to
the DN teams. Similarly, as the research team are relying on DNs to undertake daily visits to these
patients, this should be checked with individual teams as this may not always be the case.

Monitoring and accountability
Practicalities around how carer administration of medications would be recorded in patient notes were
discussed. It was suggested that information could be transferred to the medication administration
chart by the DNs and marked as ‘carer administered’ during the daily checks. Some members felt
that a copy of the RA and competency checklist should also be included in the patient notes.
Limits of how many doses of carer-administered as-needed medication that could be given in 24 hours
for the same indication were discussed. The agreement was three doses to balance pragmatism and
safety considerations. If a further dose of medication for the same indication was needed within
24 hours, this could not be carer administered and a review by a HCP should be sought. The frequency
of carer administration of commonly used medication was discussed and agreed that they should, in
general, not be given more frequently than every 4 hours. The attendees noted that failure to respond
fully to medication may sometimes indicate a different reason for the symptom (e.g. pain could be
caused by a new urinary retention, for which a catheter, and not increasing doses of pain relief, is
needed) and that clinical review should be sought if symptoms are not settling or are persisting or
increasing. This concern was carefully weighed against the need to give timely symptom relief, which
is often achieved by increased doses of pain relief medication. Attendees, drawing on experiences of
public contributor carers and current usual care in the community setting, agreed that a carer could be
given specific permission by the prescriber to give one further dose of morphine or midazolam 1 hour
after the previous administration, if required.
For safety reasons, it was felt that prescribers and OOH services should be made aware that dose
steps/options should not be prescribed for patients in the intervention group and that dose changes
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could not be suggested to the carer over the telephone. If the as-needed dose of medication was
adjusted, this had to be communicated to the clinical team and the carer. It was suggested that space
should be provided in the medication table at the front of intervention carer diaries for updating dose
information. A SPC pharmacist at the North Wales workshop suggested including a dose–volume
column to aid carers in giving the correct dose of medication.
The patchwork of OOH services available was discussed in some detail, showing the challenges
involved in ensuring that there was awareness of the CARiAD study across the board. The group
advised that the CARiAD team can flag inclusion on the study to the OOH services themselves, using
current mechanisms.

Follow-up measures and post-bereavement interviews
The proposed plans for conducting the post-bereavement follow-up and qualitative interview with the
carer were deemed to be an acceptable balance between not overburdening the carer and being soon
enough that they would still have accurate recall. Feedback from attendees suggested that earlier time
points may also be acceptable. The workshops emphasised the importance of signposting to bereavement
services at this visit when appropriate. It was generally felt that the best way to do this would be to
signpost via the GP.
It was agreed that, ideally, the follow-up visit should be conducted by the same person who completed
the baseline visit, but that if this was not possible it would be acceptable for a different person to do
this. As the intention was for the baseline visit to be conducted by the RN, this would require the RN
to remain blinded to the randomisation allocation. RNs attending the workshop expressed a strong
preference for being unblinded, as it is usually part of the RN role to deliver the randomisation
allocation news to a participant and it was felt that their knowledge of allocation would be beneficial
to the management of the study processes.

Ethics concerns
No concerns were raised that posed a significant risk to the commencement of the study. For all points
raised, the attendees were asked to consider if this was something that was specific to the CARiAD
intervention or something that would also be relevant to usual practice in the UK.
The main concern was the potential for carer burden, which was raised in all workshops. This included
concerns about randomisation and the potential for distress when families were not randomised to
the intervention group. Strategies for minimising this risk were discussed, which focused mainly on
establishing an open dialogue between participants and RNs/DNs to allow an explanation of equipoise
and the randomisation process. The importance of the initial approach and explanation of the study
was discussed, and the reliance on the experience of RNs to do this effectively to ensure that patients
and carers understood all of the trial processes as well as difficult events such as the ‘last injection’.
There was a general view that the risk of overdose was no different from the usual risk involved when
carers administer oral opioids at home. Similarly, with regard to patients who may attempt to coerce a
carer into giving an increased dose, the risk was deemed to be comparable with that in usual practice,
as drugs are already present in the home.
There were questions about what would happen if the carer gave the wrong drug, but attendees were
reassured by the CARiAD team who reported that there were no recorded incidents of this in the
Australian study and that if this were to happen it should be noted by DNs during drug stock checks,
which attendees reported were part of usual practice.
There was much discussion at the south Wales workshop about professional accountability and the
responsibilities and legal position if things went wrong. The group was informed of research insurance
and the sponsor’s role.
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There was uncertainty about whether or not there was any issue in taking part in the trial for carers who
were also HCPs, and if the relevant medical or nursing councils held a view on their eligibility to take
part. It was generally felt that, although HCPs who found themselves in a caring role should not be
excluded, it would be beneficial to obtain a supporting statement from the relevant councils if possible.

Discussion
The consensus workshops provided rich, site-specific information from a range of expert stakeholders
to inform the trial processes and the development of carer training materials. Attendees were positive
and supportive about the trial and its aims, and the majority of concerns that were expressed were
addressed by the trial team or other attendees by sharing their experiences.
Suggestions made in the workshops were considered by the core CARiAD team and were incorporated
into training materials and other trial documents accordingly. It was apparent that clear guidelines for
prescribing for intervention patients would be required and that an information sheet for prescribers
should be compiled to enable prescribers to adhere to these. This summarised the issues raised in the
workshop and suggested dose regimens for as-needed medications. As reconstitution was not likely
to be common, it was felt that no step-by-step guide for this would be needed. Specific changes that
were required to the RA tool were removing reference to the risk of transmissible disease, adding a
check that there was a suitable place to store medications and amending it to allow it to be used as an
ongoing document. Carer burden concerns were addressed as much as possible in the carer handbook
and through signposting to OOH services as well as by ensuring that during training carers were aware
that there was no obligation to administer as-needed medications, even when trained.
The importance of GP support for the study, particularly regarding the prescribing requests for
intervention patients, required all general practices in the areas covered by the chosen DN teams to
indicate that they had no objections to patients being approached to take part. Although some DN teams
planned to involve the GP in the initial RA, this was unlikely to happen in every case, and for this reason
the general practices were targeted by the core CARiAD team prior to opening trial recruitment.
The issue of whether or not the RNs could be unblinded was not resolved, and further discussion of
this with the core CARiAD team and trial steering committee was required.
After DN teams were identified at each site, they were trained by the trial manager in how to recruit
participants and how to train carers in the intervention group. They were provided with all of the
materials and information, and the purpose of the documents was clearly explained, particularly the
RA tool and the competency checklists. When usual-care processes already existed and there had been
no strong views in the consensus workshops about the need for any changes to these, and as long as
there was no impact on safety, DN teams were encouraged to continue with these processes. For this
reason, no trial paperwork was provided for drug stock checks because these checks were already
being carried out as part of current practice. When DN teams felt that it was appropriate and feasible
for the carer, the carer was trained to complete the Medication Administration Record along with the
carer diaries.
The General Medical Council (GMC) and Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) were contacted to
establish their stance on recruiting carers to the CARiAD study who were also HCPs. Although they
were unable to offer complete clarity, they did not object to HCPs being included in the study. As all
carer participants were to be trained as lay carers, regardless of their background, they were not
excluded from taking part.
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Chapter 3 Randomised pilot trial design
and methods
Design
We conducted a two-arm, parallel-group, individually randomised, multicentre pilot trial of careradministered as-needed SC medication for common breakthrough symptoms in patients dying at
home compared with usual care, with a 1 : 1 allocation ratio and using convergent mixed methods.44
Qualitative and quantitative data were seen as complementary and were given equal importance.
Data analysis of the two data sources was undertaken independently and then combined during the
interpretation stage, during which the data were examined for convergence, divergence, contradictions
and relationships between the two data sets.
The study was funded by the Health Technology Assessment programme of the National Institute for
Health Research (NIHR). It received a favourable ethics opinion from the Wales 1 National Research
Ethics Committee (REC) (reference: 17/WA/0208; IRAS project ID: 227970) and the Bangor University
REC (project ID: 2016–15826). The UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency has
advised that the CARiAD trial was not a Clinical Trial of an Investigational Medicinal Product (CTIMP).
The study was registered on the International Standard Randomised Controlled Trials Number (ISRCTN)
registry (ISRCTN11211024). Approval was granted from the NHS research and development departments
of all three sites. Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials (SPIRIT) 201345
recommendations and Consolidating Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) 2010 statements46
(including those specific to randomised pilot and feasibility trials) guided protocol development.
The current version of the trial protocol can be accessed from the NIHR project web page.47

Trial flow chart
Figure 1 details planned participant flow in the trial.

Participants
Trial setting/context
The trial was carried out in community settings in North Wales {Betsi Cadwaladr University Health
Board [BCUHB], the Vale of Glamorgan [i.e. Cardiff and surrounding areas, Cardiff & Vale University
Health Board (CVUHB)] and Gloucestershire [Gloucester Care Services (GCS)]}, where patients were
likely to die at home in accordance with their wishes and without the provision of round-the-clock
paid care. The three pilot study sites were chosen as they are representative of the range of sites
for a future definitive study.

Eligibility criteria
Inclusion criteria
Inclusion criteria for dyads were:
l
l

an adult (i.e. aged ≥ 18 years) patient in the last weeks of their life who was likely to lose the oral
route for administration of medication and who had expressed a preference to die at home
their adult (unpaid) lay/family carer, who was willing to have this extended role and receive SC
injection training.
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Approached
(n = 200)
Enrolment
Excluded
(n = 100)
• Not meeting inclusion criteria
• Declined to participate
• Other reasons

Assumed that 50% of dyads who are
approached will consent
Randomised
(n = 100)

Assumed that 50% of allocation will
be analysed

Allocation
Allocated to the intervention group
(carer training)
(n = 50)
• Received allocated intervention
• Did not receive allocated intervention
(give reasons)

Allocated to the usual-care group
(n = 50)
• Received allocated intervention
• Did not receive allocated intervention
(give reasons)

Follow-up
Lost to follow-up (give reasons)
Discontinued intervention (give reasons)
Note: not all carers who were trained will
necessarily give SC injections (patient might
not have breakthrough symptoms or carer
decides against giving injections)

Lost to follow-up (give reasons)
Discontinued intervention (give reasons)

Analysis
Analysed
(n = 25)
• Excluded from analysis (give reasons)

Analysed
(n = 25)
• Excluded from analysis (give reasons)

FIGURE 1 Anticipated trial flow chart.

Patient inclusion was not reliant on cognitive status.
Prognostication was reliant on the professional judgement of and agreement among the attending
HCP team (i.e. clinical estimate of survival). There is an assumption that the carer will spend a
significant amount of time with the patient.
In cases where more than one carer was available, we asked the patient to identify which carer they
wanted to be included in the study.
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Exclusion criteria
A dyad was excluded if any one of the following criteria were present:
l

A patient who –
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

l

A carer who –
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

l

had only paid/formal care
had a known allergy/adverse reaction to any one of the usually prescribed anticipatory
medication with no suitable alternative
had a known history of substance abuse
had an objection to the concept of lay carer administration of SC medication
was unwilling for available health-care support systems to be accessed (e.g. OOH services).

had cognitive problems (i.e. who was confused, disorientated or forgetful or unable to
understand the importance of medications and the information relating to them)
had significant visual problems
had insufficient literacy skills to understand and complete the study documentation
had insufficient dexterity to prepare and give SC injections
had a known history of substance abuse
had an objection to the concept of lay carer administration of SC medication
was unable and unwilling to engage with and access available health-care support systems
(e.g. OOH services).

A context/environment in which –
¢

¢
¢

there were known relational issues between the carer and the patient that contraindicated carer
administration of medications (e.g. when either the patient or the carer could have assumed this
practice supports assisted dying)
there were known issues of substance misuse in the immediate circle of family and/or friends
there was no suitable place for medications to be stored.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria were incorporated in the RA tool (see Report Supplementary
Material 2). The aim was to complete the tool:
l
l

prior to approaching a dyad (if the criteria were not met, dyads were not approached for consent
to participate)
at intervals (at the discretion of the HCP or local research teams) for dyads included in the trial
(if the criteria were not continued to be met, dyads were withdrawn from the trial).

Recruitment
Patient identification
Potential patient/carer dyads were identified consecutively from clinical caseloads in a number of
ways: through the hospice, SPC service or DN teams. When a patient was deemed by the HCP team to
be in the last weeks of their life and they had expressed a wish to be cared for and die at home, they
were screened for approach.

Screening
To be eligible, dyads must have satisfied the RA criteria. A RA screening tool was refined for the
CARiAD trial, which was based on existing self-medication tools (see Report Supplementary Material 2).42
RA took into account several factors as detailed above, and was conducted by the health-care team
involved in the patient’s care. If a dyad did not satisfy the RA criteria, they were not approached.
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Approach
The patient was approached with written material (PIS; see project web page at www.journalslibrary.
nihr.ac.uk/programmes/hta/151037/#/documentation; accessed 5 January 2020) by a member of their
health-care team. The initial patient approach was carried out separately from that of the carer, unless
otherwise requested by the patient and if the attending HCP deemed this appropriate, that is when
there was no perceived risk of patient–carer coercion. As the study involved sites in Wales, the PISs
(see project web page at www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/programmes/hta/151037/#/documentation ;
accessed 5 January 2020) and consent forms (see project web page at www.journalslibrary.nihr.ac.uk/
programmes/hta/151037/#/documentation; accessed 5 January 2020) were translated into Welsh
for the Welsh centres and offered bilingually to comply with the Welsh Language Act 1993.48 Dyads
were given as much time as they needed to consider the information sheets and to discuss with family,
friends or the health-care team whether or not to take part. They were told that they could decline to
participate without giving reasons.

Informed consent
A RN sought consent at a time that was judged to be suitable by the attending HCP. This gave the
patient and carer as much time as they needed to understand the nature of the research, ask questions
and make their feelings clear on trial participation.49,50 If the patient was unable to consent or they had
lost the capacity to do so after they had previously given consent, the assent of a personal consultee
was sought (as required by the Mental Capacity Act 200551) to the patient’s participation in the
trial.49,50 As the RA excluded dyads for whom there were concerns about relational issues between the
patient and the carer, the carer could act as personal consultee.
If the carer did not wish to act as the personal consultee and there was no additional family member
or close friend to take on this role, we appointed a nominated consultee (e.g. a HCP not associated
with the research) who would act for all patients in this situation in the trial.
The PI retained overall responsibility for the informed consent of participants at their site and was
mandated to ensure that any person who was delegated responsibility to participate in the informed
consent process was duly authorised, trained and competent to participate according to the ethically
approved protocol, principles of Good Clinical Practice and Declaration of Helsinki.52,53

Randomisation
Method of implementing the allocation sequence
Once the dyad had consented and baseline data collection had been completed, the dyad was
randomised to one of the trial arms. Secure online randomisation hosted by the North Wales
Organisation for Randomised Trials in Health (NWORTH) Clinical Trials Unit was carried out by the
researcher who obtained consent or the trial manager. The system used a dynamic adaptive method
of randomisation in which it stratified for recruitment centre and diagnosis (cancer/non-cancer).54
Confirmation of allocation was sent only to those members of study staff who needed to be aware of
the result.

Blinding
The CARiAD trial was an open-label trial in which blinded-outcome assessment was not feasible;
therefore, it was important that outcomes were as robust as possible in the light of the lack of blinding.
See Appendix 2 and Table 27 for details of the primary outcome contenders, methods of assessment,
strategies to reduce bias (by increasing subjectivity) and criteria for assessing feasibility as a primary
outcome measure for a future definitive trial. Outcome assessors were experienced RNs.
Data entry was completed unblinded; the trial statistician who carried out the data analysis was the
only individual who was blinded to randomisation allocation. The analysis was unblinded at a combined
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Trial Steering Committee (TSC) and Data Monitoring and Ethics Committee (DMEC) meeting, with
independent members present.

Withdrawal criteria
Participants were free to withdraw from the trial at any time without giving reasons and without
prejudicing their further treatment. This was made clear to all potential participants at the time that
they consented and throughout their time in the trial. Non-completion of the follow-up questionnaires
did not constitute formal withdrawal from the trial; unless the participant requested withdrawal of
their data completely, all data collected were used for analysis. The RA was reviewed at intervals based
on the HCP’s judgement, and if the criteria were not met the dyad was withdrawn from the trial.

Duration of the feasibility study
The study opened to recruitment in BCUHB on 10 January 2018, in CVUHB on 21 March 2018 and in
GCS on 1 April 2018. Recruitment closed on 15 March 2019.

Interventions
Schedule of study procedures
Table 1 details the planned study procedures.

Health technologies being assessed
The technology under scrutiny was the extended role of lay carers to administer as-needed SC
medication for common symptoms to a person who was dying at home. Lay carers were trained in this
practice, and their training was supported by a manualised training package that was based on the
Australian package Caring Safely at Home (see Chapter 2 for details of the development of the
intervention).
Of note, it is usual practice in the UK to ensure that there is provision of as-needed medicines for
breakthrough symptoms in the patient’s home for administration by the attending HCP.55–57 The
difference in this technology is that lay carers were trained and, therefore, had the option to
administer these medicines (instead of and/or in addition to HCP administration).

Carer training
Carers in both groups received training on the trial materials. This was carried out by a DN or RNs at
their visit to the dyad’s home to collect baseline information.
In addition, carers in the intervention group received one-to-one face-to-face training that was
delivered by a HCP (usually a DN or SPC nurse) and was supported by written materials. The training
covered common symptoms that may occur in the last days of life and how to assess if their loved one
needed medication for a particular symptom; how to prepare (draw up) medication and dispose of
sharps (glass ampoules and drawing-up needles); how to administer SC medication by needle-less
technique (using a butterfly SC catheter); how to assess the effect of the medication; and the support
that was available, including the primary care team as well as dedicated 24/7 SPC support. If a
symptom occurred for which medication was deemed necessary (either as expressed by the patient,
if able, or as assessed by the carer), the carer could use the training outlined above to administer the
appropriate medication.
Training was to be tailored to the individual lay carer. As competence and confidence in practical tasks
develop over time,24 HCPs were asked to be ready to deliver the training over the course of a few
visits until the carer attained competency.
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TABLE 1 Schedule of study procedures
Time point
Baseline

Study period
(last days of life)

Procedures

Screening

Eligibility assessment

As per dyad
As per dyad
inclusion/exclusion inclusion/exclusion
criteria
criteria

As per dyad inclusion/
exclusion criteria

Informed consent

Advance consent
from dyad

Check consent
(personal consultee
assent might be
required when patient
loses capacity)

Check consent

Demographics

CRF

Medical history

CRF

Concomitant medications

CRF

Post bereavement

CRF

Randomisation
Assessment
Symptom control
Symptom scores

Tool: carer diary
l
l

Completed
by: carer
When: at every
occurrence
of symptom

Overall symptom
burden

Tool: Family MSAS-GDI
l
l

Completed by: carer
When: postbereavement visit

Tool: qualitative
interviewing
l
l

Time to symptom
relief

Measure: episodes
resolved in
30 minutes

Tool: qualitative
interviewing
l

l
l

Completed
by: carer
When: 30 minutes
after drug
administration

Measure: time when
control achieved or
symptom reduced to
an acceptable level
l
l
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Completed
by: carer
When: after
drug administration

Completed by: carer
When: post
bereavement

l

Completed by: carer
When: post
bereavement
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TABLE 1 Schedule of study procedures (continued )
Time point
Procedures

Screening

Baseline

Study period
(last days of life)

Tool: competency
checklist

Tool: competency
checklist

l

l

Post bereavement

Safety
RA tool

Tool: adapted tool
based on Fuller
and Watson’s42
self-medication
RA screening tool
l
l

Competency checklist

Completed
by: HCP
When: prior to
dyads being
approached to
take part in the
study (to satisfy
eligibility criteria

l

Completed
by: HCP
When: on
completion of
training and
if deemed
necessary
afterwards

SAE reporting

l

Completed
by: HCP
When: on
completion of
training and
if deemed
necessary
afterwards

Including
appropriateness of
administration,
proportionality,
side effects, drug
accountability and
carer events

Evaluation of training
package

Tool: qualitative
interviewing
l
l

Completed by: carer
and HCP
When: post
bereavement

Impact on carer
Self-efficacy

Tool: QOLLTI-F

Tool: QOLLTI-F

l

l

l

Completed
by: carer
When: at baseline
before
randomisation

l

Completed
by: carer
When: at the time
the patient first
needs as-needed
SC medication and
every 48 hours
thereafter

Tool: qualitative
interviewing
l
l

Completed by: carer
When: post
bereavement

continued
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TABLE 1 Schedule of study procedures (continued )
Time point
Procedures

Screening

Baseline

Confidence

Study period
(last days of life)

Post bereavement

Tool: carer diary
l
l

Completed
by: carer
When: after giving
every injection

Health economic outcomes
Impact on carers

Tool: CES

Tool: CES

l

l

l

DCE attribute
selection

Completed
by: carer
When: baseline

l

Completed by: carer
When: post
bereavement

Tool: qualitative
interviewing
l
l

Completed by: carer
When: post
bereavement

CRF, case report form; DCE, discrete choice experiment; MSAS-GDI, Memorial Symptom Assessment Score – General
Distress Index.

When carer competency in the task was attained, HCPs offered ongoing support in building confidence:
l
l
l

The first time that the patient needs an injection, the carer should call a HCP and
observe administration.
The carer should then administer an injection at a subsequent opportunity, while a HCP is present.
Finally, the carer should administer an injection and call the HCP.

Medication regimens
Guidelines for anticipatory prescribing for care in the last days of life are in place across the UK.55,56
They cover common symptoms in the dying phase, such as pain, nausea and/or vomiting, restlessness/
agitation and noisy breathing/rattle. The CARiAD trial recruitment sites were advised to follow usual
prescribing practice for dosing anticipatory medication. For example, in Wales, as-needed SC
medication prescribing advice includes:58
l
l
l
l

for pain – morphine or diamorphine at one-sixth of the 24-hour dose, or if a patient is not on
background strong opioids a starting dose of diamorphine of 2.5 mg or morphine of 2.5 mg
for nausea and/or vomiting – 50 mg of cyclizine (maximum dose in 24 hours = 150 mg), 6.25 mg of
levomepromazine (maximum dose in 24 hours = 25 mg) or 1.25 mg of haloperidol
for restlessness/agitation –2.5 mg or 5 mg of midazolam
for noisy breathing/rattle – 400 µg of hyoscine hydrobromide (maximum dose in 24 hours =
2.4 mg) or 200 µg of glycopyrronium (maximum dose in 24 hours = 1.2 mg).

For patients in the intervention group only, prescribers were provided with specific additional advice,
including instructions not to prescribe dose ranges/steps and that dose changes could be made only
after a face-to-face assessment (not remotely, e.g. over the telephone) (see Report Supplementary
Material 2).
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Care pathways
In both groups, the following aspects of the current care pathway remained in place:
l

l
l

Patients were visited regularly (ideally daily) by a member of the health-care team, usually a DN.
‘Usual routes’ for support applied. These usual routes were different across the recruitment sites.
For some areas, there was direct access to a 24/7 SPC advice line for carers in addition to support
from the patient’s primary care team or OOH. In other areas, support for the carer was via their
primary care team, and the GPs and DNs could ask for advice from the SPC clinicians.
As per local guidelines for anticipatory care of common symptoms in the last days of life, there was
a supply of drugs in the patient’s home and the apparatus needed to administer them.55,56
Measures for managing background symptoms were unchanged (usually through medication
delivered via continuous SC infusion). If a patient requires several doses of as-needed medication
for a particular symptom in a 24-hour period, it is usual practice for a prescriber to review and
either start a continuous SC infusion of a medication or increase the dose if the medication is
already given, to reduce the likelihood of further as-needed doses.

In summary, the usual-care group followed an unchanged care pathway for dealing with breakthrough
symptoms at home, with the usual palliative care in place and DNs administering as-needed SC
medication.
In the intervention group, carers were trained to administer as-needed SC medication, although they
were not obliged to actually administer medication. If the carer needed the support of a HCP, either
because they would feel more confident having a HCP present when they administered the medication
or because they wished the HCP to assess and give the medication, they could obtain it via the usual
routes in their area. If the carer had reached the limit of the number of administrations of medication
that could be given in 24 hours (maximum of three medication administrations for each indication per
24-hour period, unless the prescribing clinician advised a maximum of fewer than three), they were
asked to contact a HCP as review was required. Usual routes for support included the DN team, the
GP, the GP/DN OOH, the hospice at home team or a hospice advice line. The use of such support was
captured in carer diaries.
For each recruitment site, the following were clearly set out as standard operating procedures:
l
l

clinical support for dyads and for their primary care HCPs regarding SPC advice (relevant contact
details will be recorded in the carer diary)
research support, including when, how and in what circumstances the research team should
be accessed.

If a patient in the intervention group was admitted to an inpatient unit (including a hospital, hospice or
nursing home), carers were made aware that they should not administer SC medications to the patient
during the admission.

Health-care professional training requirements
All DNs (or SPC nurses) who were providing carer training had undertaken detailed standardised
training on:
l
l

trial background, including why it is needed, the legal framework (see Appendix 1), ethics
considerations and the research support team in their area
detailed trial processes, including inclusion/exclusion criteria, screening and approach, consent,
randomisation, trial assessments and outcome measurements, safety, recruitment targets, post-trial
care and the delegation log
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l

l

training carers in the intervention group, based on the framework developed in Australia detailing
the step-by-step processes and materials (see Report Supplementary Material 1 and Report
Supplementary Material 2)
training the trainers, including detailed guidance on how to disseminate the training within their
team and maintain training records.

Training was designed to be delivered by the trial manager to the DN team leads, the DN educator or
another nominated individual who would be able to disseminate the training to the rest of the DN
team. A record of attendance was kept for each training session. Standardised training documents
[Microsoft PowerPoint® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) slides and training materials]
were made available to the DN team leads for disseminating training.

Randomised pilot trial outcomes
The main outcomes of interest were those appropriate to a pilot trial, including feasibility, acceptability,
recruitment rates, attrition and selection of the most appropriate outcomes measures. Outcomes were
measured for patients, their lay carers and HCPs. System barriers were also noted. These measurements
were made at baseline, on a daily basis for symptom control and lay carer confidence, and at 6–8 weeks
post bereavement.

Recruitment measurements
Recruitment measurements were the number of eligible patients who fulfilled the inclusion criteria and
were willing to be randomised, which was expressed as a percentage of the number of patients screened,
the number who withdrew after baseline assessment and randomisation, the number who completed the
various outcome measurements at baseline and at later time points, and reasons for any non-completion.

Patient measurements
Patient measurements were baseline information (including demographic information, medical history,
capacity assessment, preferred place of care in the last days of their life and current drug management)
and a daily carer diary during the study that was related to the presence and treatment of breakthrough
symptoms (for use in both trial groups). Data points in each medication administration diary entry
included the initial time when the breakthrough symptom triggered a perceived need for an additional
SC dose; whether this was noted by the patient or the lay carer; medication and dose, and time given;
reason for medication (e.g. pain, nausea, restlessness or noisy breathing); symptom score before and
30 minutes after medication administration; and when symptom control/reduction of the symptom to an
acceptable level was achieved. Hospital or hospice admissions during last illness and the actual place of
death were also recorded. Approximately 6–8 weeks post bereavement, carers were asked to complete
the Family Memorial Symptom Assessment Score – General Distress Index (MSAS-GDI).10,59–61

Carer measurements
Carer measurements were demographic information at baseline; QOLLTI-F questionnaire (at baseline,
after the first as-needed SC medication, then every 48 hours thereafter until the patient’s death);
whether or not HCP support was sought; and Family MSAS-GDI (a measure of the patient’s symptom
distress in the last 7 days of life) at the 6–8 week post-bereavement visit. In the intervention group, the
confidence in administering SC medication and competence at intervals after training were recorded.

Health-care professional measurements
Health-care professional measurements were the baseline measurements of attending team structure,
primary prescriber and carer trainer.
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Safety
The CARiAD study contained a number of safety outcome measures at different stages of the
clinical journey taken by the patient, carer and HCPs. Safety outcome measures include the RA tool,
competency checklist and significant event reporting (see Report Supplementary Material 2). Significant
event reporting included the following: the appropriateness of administration (is administration
accompanied by evidence of need?); proportionality (has the correct dose been administered?); side
effects both anticipated and not anticipated; drug accountability (do stocks tally?); and carer events
(e.g. distress, injury, accidental or purposeful self-administration).
An AE was defined as any untoward medical occurrence in a trial participant (either the patient or the
carer) and included incidents that were not necessarily caused by or related to the trial. A SAE was any
untoward occurrence that resulted in death, was life-threatening, required inpatient hospitalisation or
prolonged existing hospitalisation, resulted in persistent or significant disability/incapacity or was
otherwise medically significant.
All AEs and SAEs were captured via the significant event form. SAEs were reported to the PI and
sponsor within 24 hours. As this was a study involving patients who were close to the end of their lives,
death was an expected outcome. It was recorded and reported to the sponsor but was not considered a
SAE if, in the opinion of the PI, it was a natural conclusion to a patient’s life-limiting illness. Owing to the
nature of the study, events of death did not require immediate reporting to the DMEC.

Exploratory end points/outcomes for a future definitive trial
Core Outcome Measures for Effectiveness Trials (COMET) in patients close to the end of their life were
not available at the time of CARiAD trial planning.2 After scrutiny of available outcome measures, the
most likely candidates for primary outcome measures for a future definitive trial of this intervention
were Family MSAS-GDI (a measure of overall symptom burden/distress in the last 7 days of life)10,59–61
and QOLLTI-F (a measure of the quality of life of carers looking after someone with a life-threatening
illness, incorporating elements of control and self-efficacy).41
In addition, we measured carer confidence using a seven-point Likert scale, in which the carer is asked
after administration of every as-needed SC injection to rate their level of confidence in administering
this injection (1 = not at all confident, 7 = extremely confident). We planned to give quantitative and
qualitative data equal importance and integrate these at the interpretation stage. For more detail on
the rationale for choosing the Family MSAS-GDI and QOLLTI-F, see Appendix 2.

Criteria for assessing feasibility as primary outcome measure
All outcome measures were assessed on the same criteria for consistency.
Applicability:
l
l
l

This was assessed by an independent expert panel and was based on feedback from participants
(HCPs and carers).
Each measure was assessed by the panel with regard to its relevance and applicability to the
population, based on the outcomes of the pilot data collection phase.
The panel will recommend an ‘accept’ or ‘not accept’ status for each outcome based on the criteria
below and their expert opinions, and taking into account the RATIONALE (Risk of Bias Justification
Table) statements on outcome measures and assessment of bias risks in ultimate reporting.62,63
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Acceptability:
l

This was assessed by participants and HCPs during the qualitative aspects of the
feedback interviews.

Level of completeness:
l
l

This was assessed by the frequency of missing data during the data collection phase. This would
require potential primary outcome measures to have > 70% completeness.
An assessment will also be made of the reasons for missing data to establish whether or not
anything systematic in the trial design could be adjusted to mitigate for the missing data.

Once the feasibility of the outcomes is established, the design of the definitive trial will consider
whether a single or a combined primary outcome of interest is appropriate.

Secondary outcome measures
The potential suitability of the secondary outcomes will be considered, as detailed below.

Time to symptom relief
This outcome measure was collected given the importance of this outcome to carers and patients.
It does, however, present significant inherent challenges with potential bias and will not contend as a
primary outcome measure for a future definitive trial, unless methodological concerns are resolved.
The specific methodological concern is that it will be hard to demonstrate that the measurement of
this outcome will be carried out in comparable ways in the two arms of the trials. We acknowledge
that these problems arise because the individual who is measuring the outcome (the carer) cannot be
blinded to the trial group. The intervention group will have lay carers deciding to dispense treatment,
and this could systematically affect their judgement of this outcome.

Carer Experience Scale
See Chapter 7.

Sample size
A fully justified sample size was not required; sample size was justified by estimating what sample size
a future definitive RCT will need.
Careful consideration was given to the size of effect that we could potentially see for the Family
MSAS-GDI and QOLLTI-F in a potential future definitive trial. There was no definitive statement of
what a minimal clinically important difference would be for either of these measures in this context;
therefore, we had to make an assumption that was informed by both HCPs and public contributors.
It may be that these estimates are considered too conservative/small; however, for the pilot trial we
wanted to ensure that we had captured enough precision within any estimates to be confident of
capturing any potential indication of a signal. Using a smaller effect size to ensure adequate precision
when investigating at this stage would not preclude the use of a larger effect size (and possibly
resultant smaller sample), if it were considered more appropriate when designing a definitive study.
Assuming an important difference of 0.4 [standard deviation (SD) = 1)] on the Family MSAS-GDI, a
sample of about 216 participants would be required to achieve 90% power to detect a difference of
this size with a significance level of 0.05 using a two-sided test. Equivalently, a sample of about 550
participants would be required to detect a difference of 0.5 points (SD = 2) using the QOLLTI-F.
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Using the larger of these estimates for the feasibility trial, we assumed approximately 9% of the main trial
size, give an 80% confidence interval to exclude a clinically important difference, required approximately
25 participants in each group.64 Sim and Lewis65 recommend a sample size of approximately 50–55
to ensure robust estimates of the variance. Using estimates of dropouts, we predicted that we needed
to approach 200 potential participants to achieve 100 randomised participants, with 50 completers
(‘completer’ is defined as a dyad who completed all of the study measures from baseline to follow-up at
6–8 weeks post bereavement). Therefore, we needed to approach 5.5 dyads per month from each of the
three sites and randomise 2.7 dyads per month from each of the three sites to meet our recruitment
target. Assuming that we would recruit equally between the three sites, we needed to approach 66 dyads,
randomise 33–34 and would have had 16–17 dyads available per site for analysis (see Figure 1).

Detailed considerations
The 2013 Office for National Statistics data66 showed that 8.6% of all deaths in those aged > 15 years
are home deaths caused by neoplasms. Deaths caused by neoplasms were seen as a useful proxy for
expected deaths. Therefore, the three recruitment sites had the following numbers of home deaths
caused by neoplasms available per annum: BCUHB, 653; CVUHB, 349; and GCS, 517.

Lay carers of patients who are cared for at home in their last days of life
Drawing on the collective clinical experience of the study team, we knew that it is rare for a patient to
successfully fulfil their wish to die at home if they did not have the support of a lay carer. This was
because most health and care services (and specifically in the sites that we propose to recruit from)
could not provide 24/7 care in a patient’s own home. That said, the best data available on this topic
came from a recent quasi-experimental study examining palliative care interventions at home. It noted
that of 953 patients who expressed a preference to die at home, 72.2% had an informal carer.67 It is
worth noting that the study did not record where patients who were unable to identify an informal
carer actually died, or if previously unidentified lay carers in the patient’s circle stepped in to support
their wish to die at home.

The pilot trial
For the pilot trial we proposed to approach 200 dyads (66 or 67 at each site). Therefore, even if only 72.2%
of the patients had an identified carer, the numbers of dyads in the three sites that could be eligible were
as follows: BCUHB, 471; CVUHB, 251; and GCS, 373. It is also worth noting that all of the participants in
the focus group indicated they would take part in a trial if invited (caution: selection bias). Of these, on very
conservative calculation, 100 dyads would consent to participate (33 or 34 at each site). The percentage
recruited in the Australian study was much higher: 97.6% of those approached consented to participate.
In total, 50 of those dyads would be in the intervention group (receiving training) and 50 dyads would be
in the usual-care group (i.e. 16 or 17 per group per site), with, again on very conservative calculation, 25 in
each group (50 in total) completing the trial (i.e. 8 or 9 per group per site). In total, 50 completers were
needed for the analysis (i.e. 25% of those initially approached for participation).

Statistical methods
Statistical analysis
The primary analysis was concentrated on the feasibility metrics and adherence outcomes based on
defined thresholds (Table 2). There was limited preliminary analysis of intervention outcomes. Point and
95% confidence interval estimates were calculated and used to estimate the variability and direction of
effect to further inform the sample size calculation for a definitive study.
Summary statistics of all outcomes were used to inform the approximate models of analysis that would
be used in a full trial. The results of the feasibility trial were used to inform the most appropriate
analysis models (e.g. the number of episodes in which as-needed medication was used and proportion
of participants who never required as-needed medication). A preliminary analysis of the outcomes was
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TABLE 2 Sample size calculations
Estimate of a
conservative
effect

Proposed primary
outcome measure

Outcome measure
description

Family MSAS-GDI

An 11-item scale rated
0–4 for each item. The
score is given as the
mean of the 11 items,
giving an overall scale
of 0–4

Difference of
0.4 points
(SD 1.0 points)

216

Hickman et al.59 indicated
a SD of 0.87, which
reduces the sample
size to 164

QOLLTI-F

A 16-item scale rated
0–10 for each item. The
score is given as the
mean of the 16 items
giving an overall scale
of 0–10

Difference of
0.5 points
(SD 2 points)

550

Cohen et al.41 indicated
a 1-point difference
between a ‘bad’ and
an ‘average’ day or an
‘average’ and a ‘good’
day; using this would
reduce the sample size
to 140

If feasible, time to
symptom relief

Continuous outcome
based on the number of
minutes from when the
need for symptom relief
is noted until the time
symptoms are resolved

10 minutes
(SD 35 minutes)

520

To achieve 90% power
to detect a difference
of this size with a
significance level of 0.05
using a two-sided test

Sample size
needed (n)

Rationale

completed using an intention-to-treat approach. All analysis that was undertaken was prespecified in a
statistical analysis plan that was written and agreed before data collection was completed.
As this was a feasibility trial, there was no imputation of missing data. Missing data were considered as a
criterion for assessing the suitability of measures. Descriptive statistics were produced for each of the
outcome measures to evaluate the appropriateness of the measures for inclusion in a definitive RCT.

Progression to a full trial
Clear progression rules were defined to determine whether or not an application for a future
substantive trial that was powered to study clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness should
proceed. Our progression rules related to the following measure that we considered important to
feasibility: reaching our target (16–17) for the number of patients recruited per site.
We also established clear assessment criteria for establishing the acceptability of the potential primary
outcome measures.
Table 2 explains sample size calculations and Table 3 summarises the objectives, action plan and criteria
for progression to a full trial.

Summary of any changes to the study protocol
Version 1 was approved by the funder (October 2016) and detailed the whole CARiAD study
(including the work-up phase/expert consensus workshops). The workshops had concluded and the
results were incorporated in the trial processes and materials. Version 2 focused on the trial (with
embedded qualitative study), which was due to commence in October 2017. Further amendments
were made in response to REC comments (July 2017) to clarify details of the qualitative methods
(June 2018) to reflect the decision to unblind RNs and the affect on trial processes (August 2018) and
to make general corrections to trial processes and reflect the extended trial period (November 2018).
The current protocol is version 6 (27 November 2018).
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TABLE 3 Objectives, action plan and criteria for progression to a full trial
Objective

Action plan

Threshold for progression to full RCT

To refine the assessment and outcome Qualitative feedback will be collected
measures to be used in any potential
from participants 2–4 months after
RCT
the intervention, regarding the
acceptability of the measures, and will
evaluate whether or not all of the
intended information was captured
To evaluate the acceptability of
the manualised intervention
(and potentially refine)

An initial workshop with the
Australian team was held (November
2015). Expert consensus workshop
discussions led to refined trial
processes, education package and
resources. A detailed process is
described in the study protocol
(see NIHR project web page47)
clarifying the legal and regulatory
framework for the practice

In the feasibility study, the simplest
method is for lay carers to draw up
medications in immediate form only;
a full trial would be more appropriate
if it was able to extend this to advance
preparation and labelling

To evaluate the recruitment process

Referral sites and referral sources,
where participants had heard about
the study, the number and speed
of referrals received and the time
elapsed between initial contact made
with the study team (for information
and consent form)

In the feasibility we have assumed
50% recruitment. We would say that a
full trial is not possible if recruitment
falls below 30%

To estimate participant retention rate
for the full RCT

Retention rates will inform the
refinement of the sample size
calculation for any potential
subsequent RCT. Participant
engagement will be monitored
throughout the pilot trial

In the feasibility we have assumed
50% retention. We would say a full
trial is not possible if retention falls
below 40%

To test the assessment and outcome
measures for suitability, relevant
change factors, and acceptability to
participants

Data from the assessment process will
be compared against raw data from
the outcomes measures to assess the
outcome measures sensitivity to
identifying participant change

To identify acceptability and collection
of relevant data to inform the data
collection and analysis plan for
implementation in the subsequent RCT

A review will be completed of each
outcome measure of levels of missing
data and stability to ensure that the
information collected will allow any
future main analysis to be feasible
and appropriate. Amendments can be
suggested where appropriate to amend
data collection for any potential future
trial. The data available will also inform
the details for the analysis plan of any
potential full trial

Carer diary data items successfully
completed (70%), Family MSAS-GDI
successfully completed at bereavement
visit (70%) and QOLLTI-F successfully
completed at 48-hour intervals (70%)

Governance
Trial governance procedures adhere to the NIHR guidelines and include a trial management group,
an independent TSC and an independent DMEC. SAEs will be reported to the TSC and DMEC in line
with NIHR guidance.68 The current version of the trial protocol can be accessed via the NIHR project
web page.47

Ethics and regulatory considerations
The current version of the trial protocol details safety outcome measures, REC review, regulatory
arrangements, quality assurance and quality control, data handling and publication policy.47
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Public contribution
Public contribution formed an integral part of the CARiAD trial and was part of each stage from
development to dissemination. Our reporting of public contribution in the CARiAD trial is based on the
GRIPP2 (Guidance for Reporting Involvement of Patients and the Public) (short form) checklist (version 2).69
A summary, presented in the GRIPP2 (short form) format, is shown in Table 4. This is followed by a more
detailed account, organised in accordance with the GRIPP2 (short form) structure.
TABLE 4 Summary of public contribution in the CARiAD trial
Section and topic

Item

Aim: report the aim of the study

To collaboratively involve patients as co-applicants and
partners at all stages of the study, with the intention
of improving the design and conduct of the study and
ensuring that it was informed by experiences of giving
injections to loved ones dying at home. To involve public
contributors who have appropriate experience to ensure
full understanding of the needs of research participants

Methods: provide a clear description of the methods used
for public contribution in the study

A range of methods were used for public contribution at
stages throughout the study. These included the following:
l

l

l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l

l

Results: outcomes – results of public contribution,
including positive and negative outcomes

The initial decision to develop the CARiAD trial
resulted from the Palliative and End of Life Care
Priority Setting Partnership
Work-up stage – two group consultations held with
carer groups (suggestions on consent mechanisms, drug
safety, training and ongoing support were incorporated
into the study design), one telephone consultation with
a bereaved carer (JO’C) who had given SC medications
to her late husband and one telephone consultation
with a nurse who had trained and supported a carer to
give SC medication to a relative
Two public contributors (BF and JO’C) were recruited
as members of the research team to be involved in all
stages of the study
BF and JO’C were co-applicants
BF and JO’C were contributors and co-authors
on publications
JO’C attended and contributed significantly to the
REC meeting
Trial materials, including topic guides for the qualitative
interviews, were produced with the input of the
public contributors
Public contributors participated in expert
consensus workshops
Public contributors formed part of the TSC
JO’C presented the study results at a national palliative
care conference
For meetings in person, measures were taken for
considerate inclusion (e.g. access, briefing, refreshments
and travel expenses)
The two public contributor team members/co-applicants
were supported in the role both directly by the CARiAD
team and by their respective groups

Public contribution added to the study in several ways,
including a better-designed study, improved quality of
public-facing documents, accessible and appropriate lay
sections in all study documentation, improved qualitative
topic guides and a successful NHS research ethics
application owing to the participation of JO’C
We identified no negative outcomes from public
contribution
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TABLE 4 Summary of public contribution in the CARiAD trial (continued )
Section and topic

Item

Discussion: outcomes – comment on the extent to which
public contribution influenced the study overall. Describe
positive and negative effects

Patient and public involvement in this study was very
effective and influenced the study in important ways. This
could have been related to several factors. First, the public
contributors both had relevant, direct personal experience
of caring for a loved one at the end of life. JO’C had direct
experience of administering SC medications to her late
husband. Second, effective public contribution processes
were in place, for example researchers experienced at
involving public contributors and public contributor
involvement from the outset, allowing public contributors
to fully help shape the study. Third, the study offered the
right context for effective public contribution, for example
the supportive attitude to their involvement from the
research team, two public contributor team members
which allowed mutual support, a pre-existing relationship
with one of the public contributors (BF) and the
opportunity of a ‘fresh pair of eyes’ from the other
contributor (JO’C)
A more indirect outcome that may have been influenced
by participation in this study is that one of the public
contributors (JO’C) has decided to embark on a new career
in end-of-life care
The only possible limitation that we were able to identify
was that both of the public contributors were positive
about the intervention; however, we did also have group
discussions with participants who were not positive

Reflections: critical perspective – comment critically on
the study

The public contribution in the study was embedded as far
as possible into the research team and into all stages of
the research. Two key strengths were the directly relevant
experience of the public contributors and the very early
public contributor involvement at the pre-design stage,
which enabled meaningful and significant involvement
In a study that was sensitive and ethically thoughtprovoking, the public contributors enabled the study team
to be better informed and to develop a stronger sense of
bereaved carers’ perspectives on the appropriateness of
the approaches considered

Aim
In this study, the aim of public contribution was to collaboratively involve patients as co-applicants and
partners at all stages of the study, with the intention of improving the design and conduct of the study
and ensuring that it was informed by experiences of giving injections to loved ones dying at home, and
to involve public contributors with appropriate experience to ensure that there was full understanding
of the needs of research participants.

Methods
A range of methods were used for public contribution at different stages throughout the study.
These included the following:
l

The initial decision to develop the CARiAD trial resulted from the Palliative and End of Life Care
Priority Setting Partnership report, which incorporated the views of 1403 people across the UK,
which placed great emphasis on empowerment of family carers and symptom management during
the last days of life.11
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l

l

l

l

The study design was heavily informed by the work-up stages, which comprised two group
consultations with carer groups (suggestions on consent mechanisms, drug safety, training and
ongoing support were incorporated into the study design), one telephone consultation with a
bereaved carer (JO’C) who had given SC medications to her late husband and one telephone
consultation with a nurse who had trained a carer to give SC medication to a relative and had
supported them in doing so.
The CARiAD trial had two public contributors as co-applicants to the study (BF and JO’C) who
contributed to the submitted application, including providing the lay summary. Following this, one of
the public contributors (JO’C) attended and contributed significantly to the CARiAD REC meeting.
Trial materials, including the topic guides for the qualitative interviews, were produced with the
input of the public contributors. Public contributors also took part in expert consensus workshops
and formed part of the TSC.
The public contributors strongly supported the study dissemination. One of the public contributor
co-applicants (JO’C) presented the results of the CARiAD study at a national palliative
care conference.

Public contribution was of an extremely high standard in this study and public contributors formed
an integral part of the research team. When public contributors were able to attend meetings in
person, measures were taken for considerate inclusion, such as access, briefing, refreshments and
travel provision and expenses. The two public contributor team members/co-applicants were supported
in the role directly both by the CARiAD team and by their respective groups (Sue Ryder Hospice and
North Wales Cancer Network).

Results
The outcomes of public contribution in the early stages of the study included a better-designed study,
particularly based on input during the study work-up phase. This added to, altered or confirmed a
number of study design elements. Throughout the study, the study team were better informed through
the sustained and active public contribution in meetings and developed a stronger sense of bereaved
carers’ perspectives on the appropriateness of the approaches considered.
In more practical ways, it was an enormous advantage to have the presence and participation of Julie
O’Connor at the NHS REC meeting. This gave the REC a sense of the meaning of the study and how
it may be perceived by bereaved carers, and reassured them that the study intervention could be
welcomed by carers. The public contribution improved the quality of a number of the public-facing
documents, such as the qualitative topic guide and the study close-out documentation for carers.
We identified no negative outcomes from public contribution.
A more indirect outcome that may have been influenced by participating in this study is that one of the
public contributors (JO’C) has decided to embark on a new career in end-of-life care.

Reflections
Overall, public contribution influenced this study to a great extent. At all stages, the study was kept on
track by ongoing and active public participation. The study team learnt a lot and changed a lot. We were
guided through a very sensitive and potentially distressing study and steered towards appropriate and
acceptable approaches. Not only was the instructive, beneficial and reassuring for the team but it also
resulted in more of the right approaches being used to ensure that the study proceeded with respect
and consideration for the study participants at a very difficult, and important, time of their lives.
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Chapter 4 Randomised pilot trial results

I

n this chapter, we report the findings of the quantitative analysis of the pilot trial results that were
held in MACRO (version 4.9.0.8594; Elsevier, London, UK), the electronic data capture system that
was used to store the trial data. When appropriate, we comment and reflect on CARiAD processes,
with information gleaned from the trial manager and the core operational group discussions.

Recruitment
Site initiation
Final REC approval was granted on 3 August 2017 and excess treatment costs were approved on
26 September 2017, both ahead of schedule (Table 5).

Health-care professional training
Initial HCP training was conducted by the trial manager and was given to DN team leads and relevant
SPC nurses, who were provided with the training materials to disseminate to DN teams who would be
recruiting dyads and training carers. A presentation summarised the background to the study and
provided an in-depth discussion of the trial processes. This focused on the trial paperwork that would
need to be completed by HCPs, and the training of carers to give SC medications. Training was scheduled
to last 2 hours. In BCUHB, further training sessions were requested for the individual DN teams at their
bases, alongside the DN team lead.
The training focus was led by the needs of the team and usually focused on the research processes,
particularly around identifying and screening dyads and completing the RA. Some teams requested
further training sessions in which the trial manager worked through the screening processes with them
for the current palliative list of patients, as the team were not confident in carrying out these tasks
and required reassurance they were doing this correctly. The training was often led by the questions
TABLE 5 Site-specific initiation activities
Site
Activity

Proposed deadline

BCUHB

CVUHB

GCS

Site agreements signed

31 September 2017

6 October 2017

20 December 2017

1 December 2017

Local approvals obtained

31 September 2017

25 August 2017

3 January 2018

8 December 2017

Staff training completed

31 July 2017

19 October 2017

8 February 2018

6 November 2017

Site opened

1 October 2017

10 January 2018

21 March 2018

1 April 2018

First dyad recruited

5 February 2018

3 May 2018

12 June 2018

Last dyad recruited

29 November 2018

17 December 2018

5 February 2019

Planned total full months’
recruitment per site (based
on recruitment closure date
of 15 March 2019)

12

12

12

Total full months’ recruitment
until 15 March 2019 (from
site opening)

14

11

11

Total full months’ recruitment
until 15 March 2019 (from
first dyad recruited)

13

10

9
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and concerns of the teams about what would happen in specific situations; these were talked through,
outlining the safety measures that were in place and how many of the concerns were also present in
the usual-care group. All teams were confident with training carers in the clinical aspects of drawing up
and administering medications.

Participant flow
Trial recruitment is presented in Figure 2 and Table 6. There were 189 potential dyads identified at
pre-screening in which the patient was in the last weeks of their life and was likely to lose the oral
route of medication administration. Of these, 169 dyads were screened.
In total, 68 out of 169 dyads were ineligible. The main reasons for ineligibility were that only paid or
formal care was in place (n = 18, 26.5%), the patient did not wish to die at home (n = 13, 19.1%), the
carer was disorientated, confused or forgetful (n = 5, 7.4%) and there were relationship issues between
the patient and the carer (n = 5, 7.4%).
For 11 out of the 169 dyads eligibility was confirmed, but for eight no further information was
provided and in three dyads the patient died before approach.

Pre-screened
(n = 189)
(n = 78, n = 29, n = 82)
• No information, n = 10 (n = 2, n = 6, n = 2)
• Death, n = 10 (n = 6, n = 2, n = 2)
Screened
(n = 169)
(n = 70, n = 21, n = 78)
• Ineligible, n = 68 (n = 32, n = 7, n = 29)
• No information, n = 8 (n = 1, n = 3, n = 4)
• Death, n = 3 (n = 2, n = 1, n = 0)
Approached
(n = 90)
(n = 35, n = 10, n = 45)

• Declined, n = 25 (n = 7, n = 5, n = 13)
• Death, n = 13 (n = 5, n = 2, n = 6)
• No information, n = 9 (n = 0, n = 0, n = 9)
• Undecided, n = 2 (n = 0, n = 0, n = 2)
• Put on hold, n = 1 (n = 0, n = 0, n = 1)

Randomised
(n = 40)
(n = 23, n = 3, n = 14)

Allocated to the intervention group
(n = 20)
(n = 12, n = 1, n = 7)

Allocated to the usual-care group
(n = 20)
(n = 11, n = 2, n = 7)

• Lost to follow-up, n = 2 (n = 2, n = 0, n = 0)
• Withdrawn, n = 2 (n = 0, n = 0, n = 2)
• Alive, n = 0 (n = 0, n = 0, n = 0)

• Lost to follow-up, n = 9 (n = 4, n = 0, n = 5)
• Withdrawn, n = 3 (n = 1, n = 1, n = 1)
• Alive, n = 2 (n = 2, n = 0, n = 0)

Analysed
(n = 16)
(n = 10, n = 1, n = 5)

Analysed
(n = 6)
(n = 4, n = 1, n = 1)

FIGURE 2 Trial recruitment overall and by site (BCUHB, CVUHB and GCS).
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TABLE 6 Recruitment data
Site (n)
Patient recruitment

BCUHB

CVUHB

GCS

Total (n)

Patients pre-screened

78

29

82

189

Dyads with no further information

2

6

2

10

Patients who died before screening

6

2

2

10

Dyads screened

70

21

78

169

Dyads eligible

38

14

49

101

Dyads ineligible

32

7

29

68

Patients who died after screening but before approach

2

1

0

3

Eligible dyads with no further information

1

3

4

8

35

10

45

90

Patients who died after approach but before consent

5

2

6

13

Eligible dyads with no further information

0

0

9

9

Dyads who declined

7

5

13

25

Dyads who were undecided

0

0

2

2

Dyads who were put on hold

0

0

1

1

Dyads recruited (consented)

23

3

14

40

Dyads who withdrew

1

1

3

5

Dyads lost to follow-up

6

0

5

11

Patients alive

2

0

0

2

15

2

5

22

Dyads approached

Dyads completed

The remaining 90 dyads were approached to participate in the study. Of these, 25 declined to take
part. From the patients’ perspective, the reasons given for declining were not wanting to be randomised
(n = 1, 4%) and not wanting the carer to administer medications (n = 5, 20%), and two (8%) declined for
reasons not specified. From the carers’ perspective, three (12%) carers were concerned about burden,
two (8%) did not want to be randomised, six (24%) did not want to administer medications, one (4%)
did not want to complete paperwork and five (20%) declined for reasons not specified.
There were 40 dyads (40/101, 39.6% of the eligible population; 40/90, 44.4% of those approached)
who completed the baseline visit and were randomised. These 40 dyads were allocated evenly: 20 to
the usual-care group and 20 to the intervention group. A total of 22 carers (55% of those randomised)
completed the follow-up visit: 16 (80% of those randomised) from the intervention group and six
(30% of those randomised) from the usual-care group.

Recruitment site context
Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board serves a population of 678,000 people in North Wales,
providing community and inpatient services. BCUHB employs 16,500 people. Seven DN teams were
part of the CARiAD trial from the outset and were chosen after discussion with DN matrons based on
their capacity and capability, and were located across a mix of urban and rural areas. One additional
team was invited to join the study and opened to recruitment 6 months after the first seven teams.
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Cardiff & Vale University Health Board serves a population of 445,000 people in the Vale of Glamorgan and
provides community and inpatient services. CVUHB employs 14,500 people. Two DN teams participated
and recruitment was also opened via the SPC team, covering the acute hospital and local hospice.
Gloucester Care Services serves a population of 600,000 people in Gloucestershire, providing community
services only. GCS employs 2700 people. Five DN teams and one SPC team recruited to the study.
In all sites, the number of DN teams involved in the CARiAD trial was a small proportion of the total
number of DN teams across the health authority. This had an impact on the number of potential
patients screened compared with our initial assumptions. However, DN matrons and other senior staff
members who were involved in the assessment of capacity and capability of the teams were confident
that our required numbers could be met from a smaller number of teams, and felt that this was an
acceptable compromise in managing the aims of the trial and the capacity of the NHS services.

Measures to support recruitment
Trial manager support
Screening was undertaken by DNs, who were asked to return a screening log via fax each week. The
rate of return from all DN teams was low, with the exception of one area (comprising three DN teams)
where a weekly log was returned without prompt from the trial team. In addition, the quality of
screening logs was sometimes poor, for example using a superseded version, providing incomplete
information or documenting items in the incorrect column. Some DNs annotated the logs with their
own comments, for example, ‘died before approach’, in which case it was unclear whether or not the
patient had died before screening was complete. The trial team made every effort to contact the DN
teams to clarify inconsistencies and missing items, but this was not always possible.
To improve screening processes, the trial manager made a weekly call to the DN lead (or designated
administrative support) of each team to request an updated screening log. The call provided an informal
opportunity to build rapport with the teams, to get updates on the current CARiAD trial dyads, to discuss
potential new patients and to identify whether or not there had been any AE/SAEs that should be
reported. It was noted that the area in which the screening log was returned weekly had a proactive
administrative team; therefore, other teams were encouraged to utilise the skills of non-clinical members
of the team. Following feedback, the screening log was also revised to make it more user-friendly. Periods
of sickness absence from DN team leads affected the ability of the trial manager to engage with the teams.

Unblinding amendment
The unpredicted increased training needs among overstretched and research-naive DN teams delayed the
opening of all three recruitment sites. DNs were happy to teach lay carers to give SC as-needed medication
but found research tasks such as screening logs, explaining randomisation and aiding diary completion
more difficult. All three RN leads felt that they could help more if they were unblinded and that this would
enhance recruitment. RNs were already partially unblinded in this pragmatic trial. We estimated that any
bias that ensued from full unblinding would be outweighed by the gains in the feasibility and practicality
of the trial. Therefore, we submitted a major amendment to fully unblind RNs to the patient’s allocation in
this open-label trial. This was supported by our trial statistician, TSC chairperson and independent TSC
statistician. We received a favourable response from the REC on 11 September 2018.

Affect of the measures to support recruitment
A number of measures were taken throughout the recruitment period to try to improve the number of
dyads who were recruited and retained (Figure 3). These included the following: refresher training for DN
teams in May (three teams), June, July and October; feedback enhancements to all recruiting teams in
addition to the regular planned feedback; increased involvement of SPC nursing colleagues; identification
of the difficulty for RNs who were partially blinded; the substantial amendment and unblinding; the ability
of teams to implement unblinding; opening of new sites in BCUHB and GCS; and the overall no-cost
extension to gain more recruitment time.
34
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FIGURE 3 Measures to support recruitment. SPCN, specialist palliative care nurse.
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Site recruitment target
(February 2018 start)
BCUHB recruitment
CVUHB recruitment
GCS recruitment
Study recruitment
DN refresher
(two teams in
BCUHB, one in
GCS)

25

Congratulatory
message sent
Research
nurse meeting
to discuss
unblinding

CVUHB
refresher
training
Approval to
unblind RNs
Team C
opened
(GCS)

Approval to
extend
recruitment
Refresher
(one team in BCUHB)

40

Amendment 4 –
documents
Christmas
message sent
BCUHB
central
SPCN
retired
New BCUHB
team opened
to recruitment
Refresher
(one team in BCUHB)
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Risk assessment
It was intended that RAs would be carried out by the DN and documented on the CARiAD RA tool
before a dyad was approached. RAs for dyads who did not fulfil all of the criteria were disposed
of confidentially. We expected to receive completed RA tools for all 40 dyads post bereavement.
Unfortunately, a number of copies were misplaced by the DNs or SPC nurses, or not completed at
the correct time point; the actions relating to this are reported separately in Protocol deviations.
For BCUHB, nine out of the 23 (39.1%) RAs were returned to the trial office and, of those, one had
been completed on an earlier version. In one instance when the RN and SPC nurse visited the dyad for
the consent visit, they identified that there was no completed RA tool but completed the document
before randomisation. Four RA tools were completed but the DN admitted they had subsequently been
misplaced. The remaining 10 RA tools related to dyads from one district nursing team. They had been
requested by the trial team repeatedly, but were received only after several reminders. On review, it
was noted that they had been completed on versions that were dated later than the date signed off.
This was reported as a protocol deviation.
For CVUHB, two out of three (66.7%) RAs were returned; the third was misplaced. For GCS, 12 out of
14 (85.7%) RA tools were returned; a further two could not be located.

Informed consent
Data from the baseline visit identified that 19 patients were able to give initial consent for themselves,
but 21 patients required initial consultee assent. Feedback from RNs indicated that some of these 21
patients may have had capacity to give consent but were physically too unwell to sign a consent form.
The intervention (carer administration of as-needed SC medication for common breakthrough
symptoms) is applicable to the last few days of a patient’s life, when death is naturally anticipated and
accepted. Given the reality of the dying process, it can be assumed that a patient will lose capacity in
the last days or hours of their life (i.e. the likelihood of losing capacity to make a decision to continue
in the trial is very high). The loss of capacity to make a decision to continue in the trial can happen at
any time in the dying process and capacity can fluctuate.
Table 7 details the number of initial patient consents/consultee assents by site and the expected
number of consultee forms to be returned. Of the expected 10 consultee declaration forms, none was
TABLE 7 The CARiAD trial consultee assent
Initial patient consent categories

Site

Initial
Total
consultee
recruited assent

Initial
patient
consent
(total)

Place of
Consultee
death
Place of Expected
Patient not
death not subsequent forms
consultees received
Withdrawals alive
known homea

BCUHB 23

15 (15/23,
65.2%)

8 (8/23,
34.8%)

0

0

0

2

6

0 (0/6, 0%)

CVUHB 3

1 (1/3,
33.3%)

2 (2/3,
66.7%)

1

0

0

0

1

0 (0/1, 0%)

GCS

14

3 (3/14,
21.4%)

11 (11/14,
78.6%)

3

0

0

3

5

0 (0/5, 0%)

Total

40

19 (19/40,
47.5%)

21 (21/40,
52.5%)

4

0

0

5

12

0 (0/12, 0%)

a If place of death was not home, the patient was not at home in last days of life and their carer did not give any
SC medication.
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received after a patient’s death for those patients who had initially consented themselves and had
subsequently died. We excluded patients who died in inpatient settings from these figures, as their
medication would have been provided exclusively by HCPs and trial processes would not apply.
We believed that the consent processes detailed in the CARiAD trial protocol would be fit for purpose
in this group of dying patients. However, after retrospective analysis to explore the issues, we now
wonder if additional clarification might be needed for any potential future definitive work for the
following reasons:
l
l
l

l

l

Included in the daily checklist was a reminder for DNs to contact the trial manager when capacity
changed (to be refreshed on the consultee process), but no DNs did this.
Carers are not trained to do mental capacity assessments, yet capacity may change quickly or be
fluctuating and there may be no HCPs available.
The CARiAD trial took place in patients’ own homes, that is, in a community setting with no 24-hour
HCP presence. OOH staff attending the patient may not be familiar with trial processes or may be
unaware of the need to obtain consultee assent.
The CARiAD trial is a non-CTIMP and the intervention constitutes ‘intrusive research’, defined in
the Mental Capacity Act 2005 as when interventions/procedures continue after the patient had lost
capacity. Non-CTIMP consent mechanisms apply, that is, consent to participate in a study does not
endure after the loss of capacity and, therefore, there is the need for the involvement of either
personal or a nominated consultee.
The interview topic guide included a prompt to ascertain experiences of/views on consent
mechanisms in the trial. The specific issue of consultee assent for those patients who initially
consented themselves was not raised by any of the interviewees.

For more detail on the 12 dyads for whom the expected subsequent consultee forms were not
received, see Appendix 3.

Randomisation
Dyads were randomised to receive either the intervention (carer training) or the control (usual care).
This was completed using a secure online randomisation system at NWORTH.54 Randomisation was
carried out by dynamic allocation to ensure that the trial maintained good balance to the allocation ratio
of 1 : 1. The stratification variables were recruitment centre and cancer/non-cancer diagnosis.
The group allocations overall and by stratification variable are presented in Table 8. Equal balance was
achieved for the groups. The majority of patients who were recruited had cancer.

TABLE 8 Patient randomisation by stratification variable
Stratification variable

Intervention

Usual care

Total

BCUHB

12

11

23

CVUHB

1

2

3

GCS

7

7

14

3

4

7

Cancer

17

16

33

Total

20

20

40

Recruitment centre

Cancer/non-cancer
Non-cancer
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In the follow-up data it is important to note that three dyads did not complete the follow-up visit, but the
RN was able to obtain the information collected at follow-up from the patients’ medical notes. Of these
dyads, one was allocated to the intervention group and two were allocated to the usual-care group.

Patient demographics
There were 40 dyads who were randomised to the study. Among these 40 dyads, 22 carers completed
the follow-up and it was possible to obtain some information from medical notes for a further three
patients; therefore, partial data are available for 25 patients at follow-up.
The mean age of the patients who were randomised was 68.3 years (SD 12.6 years); 23 out of the 40
(57.5%) patients were male and 17 (42.5%) were female. Information on rurality was available for only
three patients (two rural and one semirural) from the quantitative data, although rurality was revealed
for a subset who took part in the qualitative study.
There were 18 (out of 25 patients with data, 72%) patients who died at home, with other patients
dying in either a hospital (n = 2, 8%) or a hospice (n = 5, 20%). Seven patients (28%) had at least one
unscheduled admission to hospital. Of these seven patients, six died during admission and one died at
home following admission.

Carer demographics
The mean age of the carers who were randomised to the study was 56.6 years (SD 12.0 years); 35 out
of the 40 (87.5%) carers were female and five (12.5%) were male. Half of the 40 patients were cared
for by their spouse/partner (n = 20, 50%), 15 (37.5%) were cared for by their child, three (7.5%) were
cared for by another relative and two (5%) were cared for by a friend. There were 32 (80%) carers who
lived with the patient and eight (20%) who did not live with the patient. Of the 40 carers, 26 (65%)
declared that they lived in their usual place of residence and 14 (35%) did not live in their usual place
of residence. There were 31 (77.5%) carers who had a role in managing the patient’s medications prior
to involvement in the trial and eight (20%) who did not have this role prior to the trial; data were
missing for one carer. Half of the carers were the sole carer (n =20, 50%) and 18 (45%) were not the
sole carer; data were missing for two carers.

Medications
At baseline, 33 out of the 40 (82.5%) patients had anticipatory prescribing in place and seven (17.5%)
did not. Medication was prescribed by a medical prescriber from the primary care team (13/32, 40.6%),
a medical (9/32, 28.1%) or non-medical (8/32, 25%) prescriber from the SPC team or a non-medical
prescriber from the secondary care team (2/32, 6.3%). At death, all patients (n =25) had anticipatory
prescribing in place. Of these patients, nine (36%) had this prescribed by a medical prescriber from
the SPC team, six (24%) had this prescribed by a non-medical prescriber in the SPC team, seven (28%)
had this prescribed by a medical prescriber in the primary care team, one (4%) had this prescribed
by a non-medical prescriber in the primary care team and one (4%) had this prescribed by a medical
prescriber in the secondary care team. Information on who prescribed the medication was missing for
one patient. Of the 25 patients who had anticipatory prescribing in place at death, four patients did
not have this in place at the baseline visit.
At baseline, 27 out of the 40 (67.5%) patients did not have a continuous SC infusion set up and
13 (32.5%) did. Of those who did have a continuous SC infusion, six (46.2%) were prescribed it by a
medical prescriber in the primary care team, two (15.4%) were prescribed it by a medical prescriber
from the secondary care team, one (7.7%) was prescribed it by a non-medical prescriber in the
secondary care team, two (15.4%) were prescribed it by a medical prescriber in the SPC team and
one (7.7%) was prescribed it by a non-medical prescriber in the SPC team. Information regarding who
prescribed the medication was missing for one patient. In total, 21 out of the 25 (84%) patients had a
continuous SC infusion set up at death and four (16%) did not. Among patients who had a continuous
SC infusion, eight (38.1%) were prescribed it by a medical prescriber in the primary care team, six
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(28.6%) were prescribed it by a medical prescriber in the SPC team, three (14.3%) were prescribed it by
a non-medical prescriber in the SPC team, two (9.5%) were prescribed it by a non-medical prescriber in
the primary care team and one (4.8%) was prescribed it by a medical prescriber in the secondary care
team. Information regarding who prescribed the medication was missing for one patient.
At baseline, the numbers of patients who had been prescribed anticipatory SC medication were 36 (out
of 40, 90%) for pain, 25 (62.5%) for anxiety/restlessness, 31 (77.5%) for nausea/sickness and 21 (52.5%)
for noisy breathing.
At the time of death, of the 25 patients for whom there were data, the numbers of patients who had
anticipatory SC medication prescribed were 18 (72%) patients for pain, 19 (76%) for anxiety/
restlessness, 14 (56%) for nausea/sickness and 15 (60%) for noisy breathing.

Services
In total, 21 out of the 25 (84%) dyads had accessed GP services and four (16%) had not. DN services
were accessed by 21 (84%) dyads and four (16%) had not accessed them. There were 20 (80%) dyads
who had accessed nursing SPC and four (16%) who had not; data were missing for one dyad. There
were 13 (52%) dyads who did not access medical SPC and 10 (40%) who did; data were missing for
two (8%) dyads. Other nursing was not accessed by 14 (56%) dyads and was accessed by 11 (44%);
data were missing for one dyad. For health-care support, 16 (64%) dyads did not access this and seven
(28%) did access this; data were missing for two (8%) dyads. Other allied health professionals were not
accessed by 16 (64%) dyads but were accessed by six (24%), with missing data for three dyads (12%).

Carer training
Intervention
Competency checklist
The competency checklist ensured the safety of dyads in the intervention group. It was signed off
by the HCP on completion of training to confirm that the carer was competent in the processes
associated with delivering SC medications. It was intended to be reviewed on an ongoing basis and,
if necessary, the dyad would be withdrawn.
In BCUHB, eight competency checklists were completed and returned to the trial office after the
patient’s death. One additional form was completed at the time but later misplaced (this was reported
as a protocol deviation). A further three carers were not trained to competency (two patients were
admitted to a hospice and one died soon after randomisation). Some carers were trained to
competency but requested that the HCP administered the medication when the patient required
treatment for breakthrough symptoms.
In GCS, seven dyads were randomised to the intervention group and there was one competency
checklist returned to the trial team. One carer withdrew owing to concerns over the ‘last injection’ and
another dyad was withdrawn as part of close-out arrangements before the carer could be trained.
Patients in two dyads died soon after randomisation, and for a further two dyads competency training
was not completed before the patient died.
The competency checklist was returned for the dyad who was randomised to the intervention in Cardiff.
Although we do not have full information about the time taken to train carers, informal feedback from
DNs and competency checklist documentation indicated that, in some cases, multiple visits were
needed before a carer achieved competency.
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Usual care
Dyads randomised to usual care were provided with a carer diary by the DN or RN and were
instructed to complete a medication entry when the patient received medication from the DN, and a
QOLLTI-F every 48 hours. The HCPs continued usual-care duties with these patients and a daily
checklist was included in the notes to prompt DNs of necessary trial processes for these patients.
However, there appeared to be minimal trial-related contact with the usual-care group participants.

Carer diary analyses
Carer diary returns
It was intended that the DN would collect the diaries post bereavement and return them to the trial team,
but diaries were also collected by RNs post bereavement or by the qualitative researcher during the carer
interview. Carers indicated that they would have appreciated feedback on the diaries for reassurance that
these had been completed correctly. Table 9 details reasons why diaries were not returned.

TABLE 9 Reasons for carer diary non-returns
Site

Usual care

Intervention

BCUHB

Received one, expected 11 (9.1%)

Received nine, expected 12 (75.0%)

Reasons for non-return:

Reasons for non-return:

l
l
l
l
l
l
l

l

CVUHB

Dyad withdrew after being randomised to usual care, n = 1
Patient was consented while in hospital and did not return
home, n = 1
Patient was admitted for hospice care soon after consent and
later died, n = 1
Patient was admitted to a nursing home soon after consent
and was withdrawn as part of close-out arrangements, n = 1
Patient died within 1 day of consent, n = 3
Patient died within 4 days of consent, n = 1
Patient far exceeded prognostic expectations (survived
74 weeks from consent to death) and for this reason their
involvement with the trial was not as anticipated, n = 1
Reason unknown, n = 1

Zero received, two expected (0%)

l
l

Patient died soon after
consent, n = 1
Patient was admitted for hospice
care, n = 2

One received, one expected (100%)

Reasons for non-return:
l
l

GCS

Dyad withdrew owing to randomisation allocation, n = 1
Carer did not complete a diary before the patient died. It was
thought there had been a misunderstanding by the RN/DN as
to how the diary should be used in this instance, n = 1

Two received, seven expected (28.6%). One diary was returned
blank (further details unknown)

One received, seven expected (14.3%)
Reasons for non-return:

Reasons for non-return:
l
l
l
l
l

Dyad withdrew, n = 1
Patient died soon after consent, n = 1
Patient was admitted to the hospice where they later
died, n = 1
Details unknown, n = 1
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l
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Dyad withdrew, n = 2
Patients died within 1 day of
consent, n = 2
Carer was not trained by
DNs, n = 1
Reason unknown, n = 1
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General feedback on the carer diaries included that some of the text was too small and that clarification
was needed on confidence and symptom scales in the medication administration tables. On the
prescribed medication table, additional lines would support dose changes and the option to add more
than one medication per symptom when drugs are used in combination (e.g. cyclizine and haloperidol).
The table could also be prepopulated with ‘3’ in the maximum number of doses per 24-hour period. One
carer was unsure whether this was a rolling 24-hour period or from 00.01 a.m. to midnight. This could be
changed in a future version along with the Medication Guide for Carers.

Symptoms resulting in medication administration
The number of occurrences per patient of pain, nausea or vomiting, anxiety/restlessness and noisy
breathing that resulted in medication administration is presented in Figure 4. Three dyads in the usualcare group completed 20 medication administration entries and 11 in the intervention group completed
147 medication administration entries. These dyads are labelled UC1 to UC3 for the usual-care group
and I1 to I11 for the intervention group. Most patients have zero, one or two occurrences of each
symptom resulting in medication administration, with some patients having six or seven occurrences.
One patient in the intervention group had 28 occurrences of pain and 43 occurrences of anxiety/
restlessness recorded.
The carer diaries were assessed for completion by considering the medication administration entries
only (i.e. documentation regarding administering medications).
In the intervention group, among the 147 medication administration entries, when the carer
administered the medication (n = 131, 89.1%) the medication administration documentation was:
l
l
l

100% completed in 10 instances (7.6%)
70–99% completed in 116 instances (88.5%)
50–69% completed in five instances (3.8%).

In the intervention group, when the HCP administered the medication (n = 10, 6.8%) the medication
administration documentation was:
l
l

70–99% completed in nine instances (90%)
50–69% completed in one instance (10%).

Number of medication administrations

50
45
40
35
Pain
Nausea or vomiting
Anxiety/restlessness
Noisy breathing

30
25
20
15
10
5
0
UC1 UC2 UC3

I1

I2

I3

I4
I5
Dyad

I6

I7

I8

I9

I10

I11

FIGURE 4 Number of medication administrations per dyad.
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In the intervention group, when it was not specified who administered the medication (n = 6/147,
4.1%) the medication administration documentation was:
l
l
l

70–99% completed in four instances (66.7%)
50–69% completed in one instance (16.7%)
1–49% completed in one instance (16.7%).

In the usual-care group (n = 20), when the HCP always administered the medication the medication
administration documentation was:
l
l
l

100% completed in one instance (5%)
70–99% completed in 17 instances (85%)
50–69% completed in two instances (10%).

Therefore, the medication administration documentation was at least 70% complete for 94.5% of
medication administration instances in the intervention group (139/147) and 90% of instances in the
usual-care group (18/20). Overall, across both groups, documentation was at least 70% complete for
94% of all medication administration instances (157/167).

Time to symptom relief
Time to symptom relief refers to the time from the onset of symptom to medication administration and
the time from medication administration to symptom resolution.

Time from onset of symptom to medication administration
One important item of information was the time period from the onset of symptom to the time of
medication administration. For this to be calculated, the time of symptom onset and the time of medication
administration were required. The time of symptom onset was available for 131 out of the 147 (89.1%)
medication administration entries in the intervention group and 19 out of the 20 (95%) in the usual-care
group. The time of medication administration was available for 136 out of 147 (92.5%) medication
administration entries in the intervention group and 16 out of 20 (80%) in the usual-care group.
The intervention group had a considerably shorter time from onset of symptom to medication
administration than the usual-care group: the median number of minutes [and associated interquartile
range (IQR)] from onset of symptom to medication administration in the intervention group was
5 minutes (IQR 0–18 minutes) and in the usual-care group it was 105 minutes (IQR 74–330 minutes).
In the intervention group, the median time from onset of symptom to medication administration was
10 minutes (IQR 0–20 minutes) for pain, 0 minutes (IQR 0–7 minutes) for nausea/vomiting, 10 minutes
(IQR 0–30 minutes) for anxiety/restlessness and 20 minutes (IQR 15–77.5 minutes) for noisy breathing.
In the usual-care group, the median time from onset of symptom to medication administration was
120 minutes (IQR 55–285 minutes) for pain, 120 minutes (IQR not applicable as only one instance)
for nausea/vomiting, 92.5 minutes (IQR 70.5–461.25 minutes) for anxiety/restlessness and 80 minutes
(IQR not applicable as only two instances) for noisy breathing. The time from onset of symptom to
medication administration is presented in Figure 5. This graph presents the median time with whiskers
from the lower quartile to the upper quartile.
In the usual-care group, it was possible to calculate the time from onset of symptom to medication
administration for 15 out of the 20 (75%) medication administration entries. Of these 15 entries:
l
l
l
l
l
l

in
in
in
in
in
in

three instances (20.0%) medication was administered within 1 hour
seven instances (46.7%) medication was administered within 2 hours
one instance (6.7%) medication was administered within 3 hours
one instance (6.7%) medication was administered within 6 hours
one instance (6.7%) medication was administered within 7 hours
two instances (13.3%) medication was administered within 15 hours.
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FIGURE 5 Median time between symptom onset and medication administration (minutes).

In the intervention group, it was possible to calculate time from onset of symptom to medication
administration for 127 out of the 147 (86.4%) medication administration entries. Of these 127 entries,
medication was administered by the carer in 114 instances (89.8%) and by a HCP in eight instances
(6.3%). In five (3.9%) instances it was not specified who administered the medication.
For the entries in which the carer administered medication (n = 114), it was administered:
l
l
l
l
l

within
within
within
within
within

1
2
3
4
5

hour in 104 instances (91.2%)
hours in five instances (4.4%)
hours in one instance (0.9%)
hours in three instances (2.6%)
hours in one instance (0.9%).

When the HCP administered the medication (8/127, 6.3%) or when it was not specified who
administered the medication (5/127, 3.9%), it was administered within 1 hour.
In the intervention group, in 56 out of the 147 (38.1%) medication administration entries the time
of medication administration was the same as the time of symptom development. Of these entries,
50 were carer administered, four were HCP administered and for two entries it was not specified
who administered the medication.

Symptom scores
The symptom scores before and 30 minutes after treatment are presented in Figure 6. This graph
presents the median with whiskers from the lower quartile to the upper quartile. Scores are from 0 to
10, with 0 being no symptom and 10 being the worst the symptom can possibly be.
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FIGURE 6 Median symptom scores before and 30 minutes after treatment.
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The symptom scores in the intervention group were completed for 81 out of the 147 (55.1%)
medication administration entries at the time of symptom development and for 69 (46.9%) 30 minutes
after medication administration. The symptom scores in the usual-care group were completed for
19 out of the 20 (95%) medication administration entries at the time of symptom development and
for 19 out of the 20 (95%) entries 30 minutes after medication administration.
Both groups had an improvement in symptoms demonstrated by a decrease in the symptom scores.
In the intervention group, the symptom scores were as follows [initial median score (IQR), median
score 30 minutes after treatment (IQR)]:
l
l
l
l

pain – 7 (6–8), 0 (0–2)
nausea/vomiting – 8.5 (7–10), 1 (0–2)
anxiety/restlessness – 8 (6–8), 3.5 (0.25–6)
noisy breathing – 7 (7–9), 2 (0–7).

In the usual-care group, the symptom scores were as follows [initial median score (IQR), median score
30 minutes after treatment (IQR)]:
l
l
l
l

pain – 8 (7–10), 4 (1–10)
nausea/vomiting – 8.5 (not applicable as only one instance), 1 (not applicable as only one instance)
anxiety/restlessness – 8 (7.25–9), 4.5 (2.25–8.25)
noisy breathing – 8 (not applicable as only three instances), 5 (not applicable as only three instances).

In the intervention group, the symptoms were noted by the carer in 124 out of the 147 (84.4%)
medication administration entries. In the usual-care group, the symptoms were noted by the carer
initially in eight out of the 20 (40%) medication administration entries and by the HCP in six out of the
20 (30%) entries.

Time from medication administration to symptom resolution
There was a question in each medication administration entry that asked whether or not symptoms
had resolved within 30 minutes of medication administration (yes/no). If the symptoms had not
resolved within 30 minutes, a follow-up question asked to record how many minutes had passed until
the symptom had been resolved to an acceptable level.

Intervention group
In 127 out of the 147 medication administration entries it was possible to calculate time from onset of
symptom to medication administration time, and information was available for 116 (91.3%) entries that
made it possible to calculate time to symptom relief.
Of these 116 entries, 103 (88.8%) had resolved to an acceptable level within 30 minutes and 13
(11.2%) had not. Of the 103 entries in which symptoms did resolve to an acceptable level, 92 (89.3%)
were administered by the carer, eight (7.8%) by the HCP and in three (2.9%) it was not specified who
administered the medication. The 13 that had not resolved to an acceptable level within 30 minutes
took a median of 45 minutes (range 40–80 minutes, IQR 41.25–60 minutes) to resolve. For the cases
in which the HCP administered the medication, the arrival time was not recorded; therefore, it would
not be possible to calculate the time to symptom relief minus the travel time of the HCPs.
We explored the relationship between the initial symptom score and the time to symptom resolution.
In the intervention group there were 10 (out of 147, 6.8%) instances in which it was not specified
whether or not the symptoms resolved within 30 minutes, which had an initial median symptom score
of 7.5 (IQR 6.75–9.25).
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In terms of individual symptoms:
l

l

l

l

In 25 out of 48 (52.1%) instances, pain resolved within 30 minutes, with an initial median symptom
score of 7 (IQR 6–8). The two instances of pain that took longer than 30 minutes to resolve took a
median of 70 minutes to resolve, and had an initial median symptom score of 6 (IQR not applicable).
In 17 out of 58 (29.3%) instances, nausea or vomiting resolved within 30 minutes, with an initial
median symptom score of 9 (IQR 7–10). The one instance of nausea or vomiting that took longer
than 30 minutes to resolve took 45 minutes to resolve, with no symptom score specified.
In 10 out of 28 (35.7%) instances, anxiety/restlessness resolved within 30 minutes, with an initial
median symptom score of 7.5 (IQR 6–8). The seven instances of anxiety/restlessness that took
longer than 30 minutes to resolve took a median of 45 minutes to resolve, based on six results,
and had an initial median symptom score of 8 (IQR 7–9).
In 7 out of 13 (53.8%) instances, noisy breathing resolved within 30 minutes, with an initial median
symptom score of 7 (IQR 5–8). The three instances of noisy breathing that took longer than
30 minutes to resolve took a median of 45 minutes to resolve, and had an initial median symptom
score of 9 (IQR not applicable).

From these results there is no relationship between initial symptom score and the time to symptom
resolution.
We analysed cases in which medication administration was required for the same symptom/indication
within 2 hours. There was only one case in the intervention group in which this occurred. Agitation was
noted by the carer at 09:45 (symptom score 8/10) and 2.5 mg of midazolam was administered by the
carer at 09:50. Thirty minutes after medication administration the symptom score was 5/10, which the
carer assessed to be resolved to an acceptable level. HCP support was not sought at this stage. At
10.45, the carer recorded an agitation symptom score of 7/10 and administered 2.5 mg of oxycodone.
It was recorded that the symptom resolved completely within 30 minutes (symptom score 0/10). It is
unclear from the entry if HCP support was sought, but the following entry at 12.50 was completed
by a HCP. The HCP administered 2.5 mg of midazolam for agitation at 12:50 and the symptom was
resolved to an acceptable level within 30 minutes. There were no further medication administration
entries for that day.

Usual-care group
In the usual-care group, of the 15 (75%) medication administration entries in which it was possible to
calculate the time to symptom resolution, there were four entries (26.7%) in which symptoms resolved
within 30 minutes of medication administration and two entries (13.3%) in which symptoms did not. The two
entries in which symptoms did not resolve within 30 minutes took 120 minutes and 330 minutes to resolve.
There were also two entries in which it was not possible to calculate the time to symptom resolution
because the time of medication administration was not recorded, but it was stated that symptoms resolved
within 30 minutes of administering medication. It would, therefore, be possible to calculate time to symptom
relief for six (40%) entries. The time of contacting the HCP and the arrival time of the HCP were recorded in
all six instances; therefore, it would be possible to calculate the time to symptom relief minus the travel time
of the HCPs for all cases.
We explored the relationship between the initial symptom score and the time to symptom resolution.
In the usual-care group, there were 11 (out of 20 medication administration entries, 55%) instances in
which it was not specified whether or not the symptoms resolved within 30 minutes, which had a
median initial symptom score of 9 (IQR 8–9).
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In terms of individual symptoms:
l

l
l
l

In two out of seven (28.6%) instances, pain resolved within 30 minutes, with an initial median
symptom score of 7.5. The two instances of pain that took longer than 30 minutes to resolve took a
median of 225 minutes to resolve, and had an initial median symptom score of 8.5.
In one (100%) case, nausea or vomiting resolved within 30 minutes, with an initial symptom
score of 7.
In two out of nine (22.2%) instances, anxiety/restlessness resolved within 30 minutes, with an initial
median symptom score of 6.
In one out of three (33.3%) cases, noisy breathing resolved within 30 minutes, with an initial
symptom score of 8.

From these results there is no relationship between initial symptom score and the time to symptom
resolution.

Carer confidence (intervention group)
Carers in the intervention group were asked to note how confident they felt about administering the
medication. This was a scale from 1 to 7, with a higher score indicating higher confidence. Of the 11
carers in the intervention group, nine (81.8%) administered medications. There were some entries in
which the HCP had administered the medication but a confidence score had been recorded; we report
the confidence scores only when the carer administered the medication. Of the 131 instances in which
the carer administered the medication, the confidence score was recorded in 128 (97.7%). For pain,
nausea or vomiting and noisy breathing the median score was 7, the highest level of confidence, and
the median score was 6 for anxiety/restlessness. The confidence scores over time for the nine carers
are presented in Figure 7. The final score is 6 or 7 for all carers, but there is fluctuation over time.

Health-care professional visits
In 24 out of the 147 (16.3%) medication administration entries in the intervention group it was recorded
that HCP support was sought. In 119 (81%) instances it was indicated that HCP support was not sought
and this question was not answered in four (2.7%) of cases.
In 24 (16.3%) instances in the intervention group it was recorded that HCP support was sought. These
were not clustered towards the earlier part of the care episode when the carer administered medication.
In 10 instances, medication was administered by a HCP. We did not have access to the patient’s usual
medication administration record nor the community/DN notes to comment on the exact amount of
times a HCP attended for these 24 instances.
In the usual-care group, a HCP visit was required for all 20 cases.

Withdrawal
In total, four out of the 40 (10%) dyads withdrew from the trial. A further two dyads far exceeded
prognostic expectations and were withdrawn from the study by the trial team as part of close-out
arrangements. Reasons for withdrawal are documented in Table 10. The GCS dyad who was withdrawn
as part of trial close-out had not been trained to administer SC medication, but the local clinical team
agreed to assist with carer training off study, without using trial materials, when the patient was at the
point of needing SC medication for breakthrough symptoms.
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FIGURE 7 Carer confidence scores in the intervention group over time by individual. (a) I1; (b) I2; (c) I3; (d) I4; (e) I5;
(f) I6; (g) I7; (h) I8; and (i) I9.
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TABLE 10 Reasons for withdrawals
Randomisation
allocation

Site

Reason for withdrawal

Usual care

CVUHB

Randomisation allocation

BCUHB

Randomisation allocation

GCS

Randomisation allocation

BCUHB

Withdrawn by the trial team as part of the close-out arrangements for patient who
exceeded prognostic expectations (dyad had been in the study for 18 months at the
time of withdrawal)

GCS

Concern about the ‘last injection’

GCS

Withdrawn by the trial team as part of the close-out arrangements for patient who
exceeded prognostic expectations (dyad had been in the study for 8 months at the
time of withdrawal)

Intervention

Safety
Adverse event reporting
In total, there were seven AEs and 20 SAEs that we are aware of. Breakdown by site and randomisation
allocation can be found in Table 11. Overall, reporting of AEs and SAEs by DNs was poor, particularly in
North Wales. In most cases, the trial manager reported the event; therefore, it is possible there were
other AEs/SAEs that the trial team were unaware of and that went unreported.
Of interest in Table 11 is that the total number of AEs/SAEs per site is approximately proportional
to the recruitment at each site [23/40 (57.5%) at BCUHB, 3/40 (7.5%) at CVUHB and 14/40 (35%)
at GCS].
Table 12 documents the causes of AEs. All were reported according to the BCUHB/Bangor University
standard operating procedure (SOP) and, where necessary, further action was taken (e.g. additional
team training).
All 20 SAEs were inpatient admissions to either a hospital or a hospice. Three patients were admitted
once or more and one patient in the usual-care group was admitted eight times. It is understood that
six patients died during their admission.
Carers were asked to return their diaries to the trial office as soon as practicable after the patient’s
death. However, delays were sometimes unavoidable; for example, one diary was locked in the house
of the deceased patient and their CARiAD carer lived elsewhere. Some of the SAEs/deviations were
identified only many months post bereavement.

TABLE 11 Adverse event reporting by site and randomisation allocation
Intervention

Usual care
Total, n (%) (N = 27)

Site

AE

SAE

AE

SAE

BCUHB

4

3

0

9

16 (59.3)

CVUHB

0

0

0

0

0 (0.0)

GCS

2

6

1

2
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TABLE 12 Adverse event causes
Treatment
group
Intervention

Summary of event
The spouse telephoned DNs because the patient was agitated. When the DN attended there were no
drugs available in the house. The DN arranged a joint visit with a GP who agreed that the patient
needed a continuous SC infusion. The DN returned in the afternoon to commence the continuous SC
infusion and the patient died peacefully the next day
When the DN attended, the carer advised they had to discard a vial of midazolam that had
accidentally been smashed
The RN attended the home of the patient to discuss the trial and obtain informed consent. As the
RN prepared to leave, the patient said to the carer ‘now you can finish me off’. The patient left the
room but the RN had a thorough and open conversation with the carer about legal and moral
responsibilities and DN processes (checking drug stock tallys etc.). This comment and conversation
took place before the dyad had been randomised. The RN also discussed with the DN who knew the
dyad and she attributed it to their sense of humour but monitored them closely
When the carer diary was returned to the trial team post bereavement, the medication
administration entries had been signed by multiple carers
When the diary was returned post bereavement it was noted that the drugs had been prescribed as
a dose range rather than as a specific dose
During RN visit the patient deteriorated rapidly, fell on the floor owing to terminal agitation and
died. Hospice at home, DN and paramedics all attended

Usual care

Patient fell from bed, ambulance called, crew helped patient back to bed

Protocol deviations
In total, 13 protocol deviations were identified. These were related to the recording of the RA process
prior to approach (n = 5 deviations across four DN teams), sharing of patient-identifiable information
with the central team (n = 2), having more than one carer involved in the trial processes (n = 2), errors
on the medication table (n = 2), mismatch between trial documentation and MACRO (n = 1) and
declining the use of a continuous SC infusion despite clinical advice (n = 1) (see Appendix 4).
Two were categorised as serious (RA recording = 1, mismatch between trial documentation and
MACRO = 1) and all were dealt with according to local BCUHB/Bangor University SOP, and corrective
action was taken as appropriate to each case.
The study team noted that the majority of protocol deviations reported were related to recording RAs.
Although only one of the deviations related to RA recording was classed as serious, the fact that these
issues occurred in two recruitment sites (BCUHB and GCS) and across different DN teams has clear
implications for future work.

Survival
The survival times for patients are presented in Table 13 and Figure 8. This is the information that was
available at the time of data-set lock; not all patients had died at this point and two were withdrawn
TABLE 13 Survival times for both groups from those patients who died
Survival time

Total number of patients

Minimum

Maximum

Median

IQR

Intervention

17

0

153

19

5–62

8

1

90

25

4.75–40.5

25

0

153

23

5–55

Usual care
Overall
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Proportion of patients alive
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FIGURE 8 Proportion of patients surviving over time for both groups.

from the study owing to longer than expected survival. Eight patients (8/25, 32%) survived for 28 days
following the baseline visit and the median survival time was 23 days. Two patients died on the day of
their baseline visit and the longest survival time was 153 days.

Survival per site
The survival times for the three sites are presented in Figure 9. The points on the plot represent the
survival time for each individual patient. The box and whisker plot shows the median, quartiles and
ranges of survival times.
In BCUHB, one patient died on the day of consent, the longest survival time was 153 days and the
median survival time for 15 patients (for whom the date of death was available) was 14 days. In CVUHB,
two dyads completed the study: one patient survived for 23 days after consent and one patient survived
for 58 days after consent. In GCS, one patient died on the day of consent, the longest survival time was
90 days and the median survival time for eight patients (for whom the date of death was available) was
36 days. The cumulative survival times are presented in Table 14. Within 28 days, 17 out of the 25 (68%)
patients for whom there are data had died.

Survival time (days)

150

100

50

0
BCUHB

CVUHB

GCS

Site
FIGURE 9 Box-and-whisker plot of survival (from consent to death) in days.
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TABLE 14 Survival (from consent to death, cumulative, percentage) in days for the three sites
Site
Survival time

BCUHB

Total (n)

15

CVUHB

GCS

2

8

< 1 day (%)

6.7

0

12.5

< 3 days (%)

13.3

0

25

< 7 days (%)

33.3

0

25

< 14 days (%)

46.7

0

37.5

< 21 days (%)

60

0

37.5

< 28 days (%)

80

50

50

< 35 days (%)

80

50

50

< 42 days (%)

80

50

50

< 49 days (%)

80

50

62.5

< 56 days (%)

86.7

50

62.5

Trial close-out
The CARiAD trial recruitment ended on 15 March 2019. As of 15 May 2019, three patients of dyads
recruited to the trial were still alive. Detailed close-out arrangements were made for these dyads and
were approved by the REC (see Appendix 5).
For those dyads for whom survival was longer than anticipated and post-dated the trial end, careful
consideration was required on an individual basis to balance the expectations and communication needs
of the dyad, burden of trial procedures and safety mechanisms built into the trial. There were also
specific considerations based on whether the surviving dyads were in the usual care or intervention
group; therefore, in essence, each case was considered separately. To inform these decisions, a detailed
document was generated to propose ‘rules’ that differed for the intervention and usual-care group, and
informed trial procedures. Specific information sheets for both dyads and HCPs were also generated to
ensure that best communication took place.

Exploratory end points/outcomes for a future definitive trial
Family MSAS-GDI
Completion
The Family MSAS-GDI was one of the measures being considered as a primary outcome for a definitive
trial. The criterion for considering the Family MSAS-GDI as a primary outcome is that at least 70% of
the measure is completed. All carers who completed follow-up completed the Family MSAS-GDI. Of
the 22 carers who completed the study, 19 (86.4%) completed all of the Family MSAS-GDI and three
(13.6%) completed 75–99% of the measure. From these results, at least 80% of the measure was
completed; therefore, from this perspective, the Family MSAS-GDI could be considered as a primary
outcome in a definitive trial.

Descriptive statistics
The mean outcome measure scores are presented in Table 15. For the Family MSAS-GDI, a score is
calculated as long as no more than three questions are unanswered. It was possible to calculate a
score for the 22 carers who completed the study. The mean score for the intervention group was
1.41 (SD 0.65) and for the usual-care group 1.30 (SD 0.87).
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TABLE 15 Family MSAS-GDI results
Group

Total number of patients

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard deviation

Intervention

16

0.55

2.82

1.41

0.65

6

0.45

2.64

1.30

0.87

22

0.45

2.82

1.38

0.70

Usual care
Total

Analysis
For the Family MSAS-GDI, the intention was to use an analysis of variance (ANOVA) model to analyse
the data. Owing to the small sample size, it would be inappropriate to consider testing using analysis of
covariance models as detailed in the analysis plan; therefore, we have provided estimates only of raw
group differences in Table 16. For the Family MSAS-GDI, the intervention group had a mean score
0.11 points higher than that of the usual-care group. An increased score indicates increased global
distress, although it is difficult to make inferences with the data that are available.

Quality of Life in Life-Threatening Illness – Family Carer Version
The QOLLTI-F was self-completed by the carer during the baseline visit. It was then anticipated to be
completed when the first as-needed medication was administered, and every 48 hours thereafter until
the patient’s death.

Completion
The expected and actual number of QOLLTI-F entries completed are presented in Table 17. Each line
represents one dyad, with the number of QOLLTI-F entries that were completed and the number of
QOLLTI-F entries that were expected to be completed. The expected number of entries was calculated
based on the date the first dose of medication administration (by either the HCP or the carer) that was
documented in carer diary. From this date to patient death, the QOLLTI-F should have been completed
once every 48 hours.
The small number of diaries received means that it is not possible to make inferences based on
differences between sites; however, the following observations were noted:
l

l
l

BCUHB – 10 diaries were returned (nine in the intervention group and one in the usual-care group).
In the intervention, nine out of the 34 (26.5%) expected QOLLTI-F entries had been completed. One
carer stopped completing the QOLLTI-F once they had used all of the space in the diary (three
entries). It is possible that they did not alert the DN so that they could be provided with another
diary to continue entering data every 48 hours (expected maximum eight entries). There were five
carers who did not complete any QOLLTI-F entries and one who completed just one out of the
potential nine expected entries.
CVUHB – one intervention group diary was returned and one out of the three (33.33%) expected
QOLLTI-F entries had been documented.
GCS – three diaries contained completed QOLLTI-Fs: one from a dyad in the intervention group
(2/3 entries) and two from the usual-care group. One carer had not completed any of the expected
five entries and the other had completed three out of 10 (30%).

TABLE 16 Family MSAS-GDI results for the individual groups and difference from the t-test
Group

Total number of patients

Mean

Standard error

Total

22

1.38

0.15

1.07 to 1.69

Intervention

16

1.41

0.16

1.06 to 1.76

Usual care
Intervention – usual care

95% confidence interval

6

1.30

0.35

0.39 to 2.21

22

0.11

0.34

–0.60 to 0.82
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TABLE 17 Actual and expected number of QOLLTI-F entries per dyad

Dyad (site)

Actual number of QOLLTI-F
entries returned

Expected number of QOLLTI-F entries
returned (% of expected that were returned)

Intervention
BCUHB

0

1 (0)

BCUHB

0

1 (0)

BCUHB

0

2 (0)

BCUHB

3

8 (37.50)

BCUHB

0

2 (0)

BCUHB

4

8 (50)

BCUHB

1

1 (100)

BCUHB

0

2 (0)

BCUHB

1

9 (11.11)

CVUHB

1

3 (33.33)

GCS

2

3 (66.67)

Total

12

40 (30)

Usual care
BCUHB

1

1 (100)

GCS

0

5 (0)

GCS

3

10 (30)

Total

4

16 (25)

From the carer diaries alone, it is not clear why carers completed such a low proportion of the
QOLLTI-F. After the baseline visit, completion of the QOLLTI-F was intended every 48 hours from the
time of first injection for breakthrough symptoms to assess quality of life. However, the QOLLTI-F
was completed for only six dyads: four in the intervention group and two in the usual-care group.
For three of these dyads, the QOLLTI-F was completed only once after baseline, for one dyad twice
and for two dyads three times. One dyad left 5 days and then 3 days between completing the measure.
One additional dyad, who was not reported, made partial completions at intervals > 48 hours. The
apparent difficulty completing this measure is explored in more detail in the qualitative results.
At baseline, one carer (1/40, 2.5%) did not complete the QOLLTI-F at all, 35 (87.5%) carers completed
100% of the QOLLTI-F and four (10%) completed 70–99% of the QOLLTI-F. From the post-baseline
data, there were four instances in which 100% of the QOLLTI-F was completed in the usual-care
group. In the intervention group, there were seven instances (7/12, 58.3%) in which 100% of the
QOLLTI-F was completed, four (33.3%) instances in which 70–99% of the QOLLTI-F was completed
and one instance (8.3%) in which 50–69% of the QOLLTI-F was completed.
The criterion for considering the QOLLTI-F as a primary outcome is that at least 70% is completed,
which was true in all but one instance at baseline and one instance post baseline. The QOLLTI-F is,
therefore, completed to a satisfactory level to be considered feasible. However, the QOLLTI-F is not
completed as many times as it should be. At baseline, 97.5% of carers completed at least 70% of the
QOLLTI-F. However, post baseline, 30% of the expected QOLLTI-F entries were completed in the
intervention group and 25% were completed in the usual-care group. The carers also left > 48 hours
between completing QOLLTI-F entries on some occasions. Therefore, despite being completed to a
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satisfactory level when it is completed, the QOLLTI-F is not completed as often as it should be. The
percentage of the entries that should have been completed is low and so the QOLLTI-F cannot be
considered the primary outcome for a definitive trial.

Descriptive statistics
Note that a score for the QOLLTI-F is calculated only if all questions are completed, given that there is no
missing value rule. The measure was completed by 39 dyads at baseline and it was possible to compute a
score for 35 dyads who fully completed the QOLLTI-F at baseline. The scores are very similar for both
groups and overall, and the mean QOLLTI-F score is 7.11 (SD 1.34). The results are presented in Table 18.

Analysis
The intention was to analyse the QOLLTI-F data using a linear mixed model. This was not completed
because there were not enough data to test this model. The raw data are presented in Table 19.
Another dyad partially completed four instances of the QOLLTI-F after baseline, leaving 3, 4 and
3 days between the entries, respectively (not reported in Table 18, as total score cannot be calculated).
These intervals are also longer than required.

TABLE 18 The QOLLTI-F baseline descriptive statistics
Group

Total number of patients

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Standard deviation

Intervention

16

4.68

8.97

7.22

1.09

Usual care

19

4.13

9.65

7.02

1.54

Total

35

4.13

9.65

7.11

1.34

TABLE 19 The QOLLTI-F results between baseline and follow-up visits

Group

Baseline
QOLLTI-F

Diary
QOLLTI-F 1

Days to next
QOLLTI-F

Diary
QOLLTI-F 2

Days to next
QOLLTI-F

Diary
QOLLTI-F 3

Usual care

8.35

8.58

5

7.53

3

7.33

Usual care

6.90

7.06

N/A

Intervention

7.33

5.61

2

7.04

N/A

Intervention

6.30

7.89

N/A

Intervention

7.86

7.68

2

5.61

2

Intervention

7.98

5.77

N/A

N/A, not applicable.
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Chapter 5 Embedded qualitative study: carers
Introduction
The first phase of the embedded qualitative study comprised 12 interviews with carers in both groups
of the trial: 10 from the intervention group and two from the usual-care group. It was also intended
to interview a sample of carers who declined to take part in the trial; however, all of the people who
declined to take part in the trial also declined to be interviewed. The qualitative interviews were
designed to explore views on the feasibility and acceptability of carer-administered opioids and to gain
a deeper understanding of the meaning that delivering these medications has for carers of loved ones
in the last days of their life. The interviews asked carers about the practical aspects of the trial, such as
the recruitment process, use of trial materials and randomisation. They also explored the emotional
impact for carers and the ways in which they were able to negotiate these difficult times.

Methods
Purposive sampling
Purposive sampling was used for the qualitative interviews with carers. The purposive sampling criteria
used were geographical location, gender, age and rurality. As patients and carers were recruited to the trial
they were added to sample monitoring tables, which were used to monitor participant characteristics and
create a purposive sample for interviews. Using this system, carers were purposively identified to provide
a range in terms of the purposive sampling criteria. Those carers were then invited to participate. These
systems were in place and were followed; however, owing to study attrition, particularly in the usual-care
group, carer characteristics (fewer men than women were recruited overall) and difficulty in contacting
some carers, there was a need to adopt a more flexible approach to sampling, particularly as the study
drew closer to closure. The final sample obtained is outlined in Table 20. Purposive sampling continued
until data saturation was reached in the case of the intervention group, but it was not possible to reach
this in the usual-care group owing to low numbers resulting from study attrition in the usual-care group.

Conducting the interviews
A sample of 12 informal carers was contacted by telephone 2–4 months post bereavement. The
qualitative researcher telephoned the carers and explained the purpose of the interview and what
would happen should they choose to take part. The carers were provided with a PIS and informed
consent was taken at the time of interview.
Interviews lasted 30–60 minutes and were carried out in participants’ homes, at the research centre if
requested by the carer or by telephone if circumstances necessitated. Face-to-face interviews were
used in the study. However, in the case of three carers, interviews were conducted by telephone owing
to the carer living overseas and having travelled back home by the time of the interview, or owing to
carer request as a result of working unsocial hours. In these three cases, consent was given by post
prior to the interview.
All interviews followed a topic guide (see Appendix 6), were audio-recorded and were transcribed
verbatim.

The rationale for using interpretive phenomenological analysis
The carer data were analysed using interpretive phenomenological analysis (IPA).70 The carer aspect
of the embedded qualitative component of this study was designed to explore, in depth, the views of
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TABLE 20 Carer sample characteristics
Site (n)
Characteristic

BCUHB

CVUHB

GCS

Total (n)

Intervention

8

1

1

10

Usual care

0

1

1

2

Male

3

0

0

3

Female

5

2

2

9

Urban

4

2

1

7

Rural

4

0

1

5

HCP training

2

2

1

5

No HCP training

6

0

1

7

8

2

2

12

Group

Gender

Rurality

Training

Total

carers and the meaning that administering the medication had for them. The intention was not to
test a predetermined hypothesis; research questions of this flexible nature are suited to IPA.71 IPA is an
appropriate analysis method for research such as this and seeks to understand how a particular set of
circumstances are perceived by an individual and how the person is making sense of those circumstances
in the context of their own social world; this was exactly what we were aiming to do in the carer
interviews. Semistructured interviews are the best method for IPA because they allow the researcher
and participant to engage in dialogue, during which participants are able to give their accounts as they
perceive them and the researcher is able to probe areas that provide depth and richness to the data.71
IPA was chosen as the ideal method for analysis in this study, as it sought to explore personal accounts,
views and experiences.70

The process of interpretive phenomenological analysis
In accordance with the principles of IPA, we followed a process in which transcripts were read
thoroughly, case by case, and annotated with notes that were made of observations, insights and
points of significance. We also made sure that notice was taken of participants’ use of language
and the meanings behind their words and phrases. Each transcript was then re-read and potential
emergent themes were noted. IPA follows an idiographic approach, starting with singular examples
and slowly building up to wider, more comprehensive categories.72 In this study, this was achieved by
the case-by-case approach to the transcripts and the careful noting of examples. Transcripts were then
re-read in more detail and themes organised into groups. The final phase was an in-depth defining and
developing of themes and examining relationships between them, which included team involvement.
Statements were then made to create a meaningful account.70

Rigour and reflexivity
During the carer interview phase it was important to consider rigour at all times, which includes
reliability and validity that may be translated to trustworthiness in qualitative research.73 We believe
that the methods have been well documented and could be repeated by another researcher, if
trustworthiness were to be assessed. The interpretations given within this report are in participants’
own words and illustrate that interpretations reached are grounded in the raw data.74,75 For this
qualitative work, it was also important to consider the role of the researcher in creating the data and
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care was taken to ensure that no bias was introduced into the data. In this study, rigour and reflexivity
were also considered. These were addressed by undertaking several team interpretation workshops to
ensure that interpretations were true to the transcripts and analysis was careful and thorough.

Ethics considerations
The interviews with carers were likely to involve emotive topics. It was therefore of utmost importance
for the interviewer to carry out the interviews in an appropriately sensitive manner. If a carer became
distressed, they were given the opportunity to pause or discontinue the interview. It was also felt
important to bear in mind that emotion does not always equal distress,76 so participants were offered
the opportunity to continue the interview even if they became emotional, allowing them to decide for
themselves whether or not they wanted to continue. Information on signposting to relevant HCPs was
also available if necessary.
In the carer interviews, some participants did indeed become emotional; however, no carer decided
to discontinue the interview. Rather, they seemed to find the experience somewhat cathartic and
described taking comfort in the knowledge that contributing to research may help others in the future.

Sample
The characteristics of the carers interviewed are shown in Table 20.

Results
Summary of key themes
The findings from the carer interviews are presented thematically below. The analysis process revealed
key themes and subthemes that held meaning and importance for carers. The initial approach for the
study, timing and first impressions were found to be instrumental in influencing decision-making
regarding taking part. Carers also expressed their views and experiences of the training provided and
of completing the carer diaries. Many of them found that the diaries were a useful tool for reflecting
on their experiences and, for those in the usual-care arm, they added a sense of participation. The use
of medications and equipment was also discussed during interviews, in terms of both the practical and
the emotional aspects of delivery.
Further emotional themes emerged from the analysis, with carers showing concerns regarding the
management of symptoms, particularly pain, and their ability to recognise when a patient was in need
of medication. This was also bound with concerns about waiting times and delays, as no one wanted
prolonged periods of pain or suffering.
The potential of the intervention to empower patients and carers was also of salience in the interviews,
as was the deep desire for carers to fulfil the wishes of their loved ones and to keep them at home.
However, this also came with the notion of potential carer burden and the possibility of the needs of the
patient being prioritised over their own needs as the carer.

First impressions and recruitment
Carers were asked to discuss their first thoughts when approached for recruitment to the trial. Some carers
reported initial hesitancy; however, this diminished with further explanation of how the intervention would
work. Several carers described feelings of surprise, as they had never before considered the possibility that
carers could administer these kinds of medications. There was also relief at the realisation that there was
something more that they could do to help keep loved ones at home.
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Timing of recruitment
The timing of approaching the carers in this study was complicated. Difficulties of prognostication for
the last days of life means that there was no exact time specified for approach. Carers of patients who
deteriorated at a slower rate appeared to have had more time to mentally and emotionally prepare for
the prospect of administering the medications and were more likely to describe their recruitment as
occurring at the right time. Carers of patients who experienced a more rapid deterioration reported
that they would have preferred to have been approached earlier than they were. Reasons for this
included, as described by one carer, wanting to have had more time to prepare and to be trained:
I think it might’ve been, might’ve been better if it’d come a little bit earlier because [husband] had already
gone downhill quite a bit and it was virtually er, you know, the syringe drivers were already – they hadn’t
been put up yet but the plan was soon and so he’d already deteriorated and um er I think if it had been a
little bit earlier it might’ve been better.
Hillary, urban, intervention

Randomisation
Carers’ accounts indicated a less than complete understanding of the randomisation process. Carers
talked of randomisation in terms of being ‘selected’, ‘chosen’ or ‘accepted’ for the trial itself, rather than
having been allocated to either group as a result of the randomisation process.
Carers who were allocated to the intervention group reported being pleased with their allocation,
although there was misunderstanding of the randomisation process. Carers expressed relief at having
been ‘chosen’, as if this had been done on purpose. Some questioned the randomisation and were
doubtful of how the trial could be random at all, confusing the different common usages of the word
‘random’. One carer described that, although it had been explained to him that this was a randomised
trial, he felt that he knew that he had already been chosen because it would not be possible to do
something of this nature at random:
And I’d said from the start, ‘Well, I think it’s random but I bet you’ll choose me’. And then straightaway.
So I always felt as though everybody said it was random, but when I were asked, you’d already picked me
to do it anyway, sort of thing.
Tom, urban, intervention
Carers who were allocated to the usual-care group expressed disappointment with their allocation and
reported feeling that they had been offered an opportunity to do something beneficial that had then been
withdrawn. One carer in the usual-care group described her initial disappointment and that the patient
had been ‘angry’ about the allocation; however, the carer later felt relieved that she could not administer
the drugs because she had the sense that she was being manipulated by the patient. Carers in the
intervention group who were asked how they would have felt had they been allocated to the usual-care
group explained that they would have been very disappointed at having had their hopes raised by the
prospect of the intervention and then being let down, as they would not be in the administering group.
The ways in which carers and patients view randomisation is important, as allocation to the usual-care
group has the potential to cause distress if participants believe that they have somehow failed to be
accepted to the intervention group for reasons other than it being a random process:
The way it was presented to us, it was more that this was something that we could do, rather than
something that we might not be able to do. And I think it was quite hard on the district nurse who had to
tell to tell [the patient], as I say, she was still an angry person and that made her angry.
Kathy, urban, usual care
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Trial materials and training
Trial materials
The trial materials were generally well received. Carers were happy with the guide for carers and
appreciated that the DNs or RNs who had explained the study had read through the information with
them. Although most carers described the materials as accessible and in lay language, one carer was
concerned that, although she herself had understood them, the language in the materials might not be
accessible to all.

Carer diaries
The carer diaries appeared to have several functions for the carers in this study. They provided a
means of record-keeping for carers themselves as well as for the study. This enabled carers to easily
keep track of all of the symptoms and medications. Several carers had already been keeping their own
diaries or logs of oral medications and saw this as a useful extension. It also gave them something to
show HCPs when they visited to inform them what medications had been given and when.
Keeping the carer diary was also reported by the intervention group carers as a useful means of
reflection and a way of providing them with something to focus on. The feeling of actively doing
something was often reported by intervention group carers, and the carer diary appeared to have
provided an extra way for them to feel that they were actively participating in the care and in
the study:
Just to keep a diary, because I’ve kept diaries for donkey’s years. Written down information as I did a job.
I didn’t need to do that for a long time, so just to keep that diary was useful. It was good.
David, urban, intervention
Some carers in the intervention group described how, although they had found the carer diary useful, they
had found the layout confusing and would have liked to have had more help completing it, particularly at
the outset. These carers reported the QOLLTI-F to be a source of confusion, especially as it had to be filled
out every 48 hours, which carers found difficult to always achieve, especially in stressful times or during
the night. One carer in the intervention group in particular found the QOLLTI-F difficult; given that there
was no opportunity to explain why items were scored as they were, she felt that text boxes would have
been helpful:
Or to be able to put something underneath might’ve been – made you feel a bit better at answering it.
But that’s, I mean, that could be my I’m not very good at answering um I don’t like surveys because I
think sometimes you need to explain what you’ve written.
Nicola, urban, intervention
The two carers who were in the usual-care group described a different view of the diaries. One
explained that she saw little point in completing the diary, owing to not really feeling like a part of the
study after allocation to the usual-care group. The second carer in the usual-care group said that she
would have liked to have been able to complete the diary but was not given one until after the patient
had passed away.

Training
The training given to carers in the intervention group was largely described as being clear and helpful;
however, different carers required different amounts of training to feel confident. Some carers seemed
to feel confident after only one training session, particularly those who were comfortable around
medications already, such as David, who had been caring for his wife and managing her medications for
many years. Other carers, such as Ffion and Josephine, who were both HCPs, also found the training
straightforward and easy to understand. However, other carers reported that they required more than
one training session. One carer, Myra, for example, had had several sessions but would have liked to
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feel more confident; however, she also explained that she never needed to administer the drugs and
seemed relieved that was the case:
I’d only had it explained to me about a couple of times. Now, they would have done more, but he died.
So, there was no point in carrying on that side of it. Um but I think I-I probably had enough confidence to
have someone on the phone to actually do it. And if not, you just pray and you do it. It’s amazing what
you can do when you have to.
Myra, rural, intervention

Follow-up visit and case report form
The carers who completed the follow-up in person with the nurse found it to be a good way to bring
their participation in the trial to a conclusion. However, some of these carers found the follow-up visit
to be emotional, as it happened post bereavement and involved reliving the last days of their loved
one’s life. However, this was not reported as especially negative; rather, it was a way to reflect
positively on the end of their loved one’s life and on the trial. Some carers completed the follow-up
over the telephone and this seemed to be less helpful; several of these carers reported having no
memory of the follow-up. One carer, Claire, was very distressed that she had been asked to complete
a follow-up over the telephone, as she felt that this was insensitive and she had been upset by the
unexpected call:
To be on the trial, you’re in a very sad set of circumstances, so the compassion shown by a phone call out
of the blue, it’s not a scheduled phone call to say, ‘Would you participate?’ It’s like, ‘Can we do it now?’
And um for me I found that really hard to cope with.
Claire, rural, intervention

Medications and equipment
Storing and managing medications
The SC medications that might be needed to control common symptoms in the last days of life are
stored in the home at the end of life as part of routine practice, regardless of trial participation or
allocation. Carers reported that they were comfortable managing and storing the medications safely.

Use of equipment
Carers in the intervention group described their views about using the equipment to administer the
medications. Although carers expressed initial apprehension about using medical equipment, they
reported feeling more confident following training and using the practice kits provided. Carers who had
previous medical training reported having no concerns about using the equipment, with one stating
that it brought back memories of her previous career in health care. Two carers reported issues with
dexterity: one described how he had difficulty opening ampoules early on, but had been reassured by
a DN that many people experienced difficulty with this; the other found the equipment to be quite
technical and would have liked more training had she gone on to administer any medications:
It was the initial ampoule, breaking one of those ampules, big clumsy hands, but after that when I made
the first mistake, I was fine. You realise, because I’d never used an ampoule before. Broke that, ‘Oh god!’.
[laughs] Throw that one away. The team said it was quite a common thing when you’re not used to that.
David, urban, intervention

Giving under-the-skin medication
In the intervention group, the exact method of delivery was important to carers and patients. Many were
relieved when they realised the difference between the SC cannula (‘Saf-T-Intima’; Becton, Dickinson
and Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and an injection with a needle. The participants’ accounts show
that carers have concerns about giving injections, as the word ‘injections’ conjures up images of needles
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which in turn raises fears over making mistakes and potentially causing harm. Several carers reported
feelings of relief when they understood that they would not have to use needles or break the skin.
This was often linked to the fact that they wanted to relieve pain, not potentially cause pain. One carer
described her loved one as having a fear of needles and explained that part of their desire to take part
was so that she could give medications rather than have him have more doses from a HCP. When they
both realised that the trial involved no-needle injections, she said that they were greatly comforted.
The idea of using needles was even a concern for carers with medical backgrounds. They explained that
there was a difference between giving medication to a patient as a professional and giving medication
to a loved one as a carer. This difference will be discussed further on in the findings. One ex-HCP carer
specifically stated that she was glad she did not have to ‘stick needles’ into her husband:
The difference for me was the emotional side, I think, because with a patient, you’re desperately wanting
to make the patient feel better. I also wanted to make my husband feel better. Um but sticking a needle
into your husband is a little bit different from-from a patient because of the emotional involvement.
Josephine, urban, intervention

Symptom management
All of the carers interviewed wanted to help their loved one avoid uncontrolled symptoms, particularly pain,
in the last weeks and days of their life. A key factor in deciding to participate was the fear of uncontrolled
symptoms and the idea that, with the intervention, they would be able to alleviate that. Some patients had
already experienced periods of uncontrolled breakthrough symptoms prior to recruitment. This may also
have been an influencing factor for study participants, who were hoping to avoid those experiences
happening again:
That you weren’t scared of the uncontrollable pain or severe sickness or something that might’ve been
there. That-that gave us comfort – comfort – and confidence, I would say, to keep my wife at home,
rather than, you know feeling that you had to take her to a hospice to get her symptoms relieved.
George, rural, intervention
One carer in the intervention group reported being upset during times when symptoms were
uncontrolled, as he felt that HCPs were blaming him for being unable to manage the symptoms with
oral medication. Carers in the usual-care group expressed disappointment, as they had wanted to help
patients by managing their symptoms and they then felt that they would not be able to. A usual-care
group participant, Paula, had taken part because she wanted to ease uncontrolled pain and was
relieved that in the end her loved one did not experience uncontrolled symptoms.
The desire to be able to manage and control symptoms as they occurred was a major contributor to
wanting to take part in the trial:
So, yeah, it was just pain relief, you know, in my mind if anything I was doing was gonna relieve it then it
was worth doing so I didn’t think of anything else than it was gonna alleviate any pain or suffering for
my mum.
Tom, urban, intervention

Concern about delays and rurality
Closely linked to the fear of uncontrolled symptoms is the fear of long waiting times for HCPs to arrive
at the home to relieve symptoms. Long periods of waiting for help to arrive, particularly at night, were
a source of concern for all carers in the study, particularly those who lived in rural locations. There was
a common feeling throughout the accounts that waiting times seem even longer at night and that these
long waits during sleepless nights contributed to feelings of powerlessness and isolation. Waiting times
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were also one of the reasons that carers gave for being disappointed about being allocated to the
usual-care group, as they felt that now they were likely to experience delays when others would not:
As I said before, it’s just positive. I was not reliant on waiting for the team to come out to give injections
to relieve any symptoms she might have with the vomiting and the anxiety and the pain relief. So that
was all positive, not having to wait. It was . . . I could give it as soon as it was required.
David, urban, intervention

Symptom recognition
The ability to recognise breakthrough symptoms, what signs to look out for and when to administer the
drugs were of concern to some carers. As the management of symptoms depends on recognising the
symptoms, carers worried about leaving loved ones in pain without realising. Recognising the difference
between symptoms, such as pain and agitation, was reported as sometimes difficult, particularly if the
patient was no longer able to communicate. Some carers in the intervention group described consulting
with other relatives about whether or not to give medications. One carer, Josephine, reported having many
conversations with her son about when to give medication; although she had a medical background and he
did not, she still sought his reassurance. Carers seemed to gain confidence in recognising breakthrough
symptoms once they had administered their first dose or once they had been reassured by either family
members or HCPs that they were right in their observations:
I was glad that my son was here as well. He-he’s not medically trained at all but (. . .) I-I asked him, ‘Oh,
do you think Dad should have something now?’ And-and I valued his input, really, because he said ‘Yes,
definitely’. You know, ‘Yes, yes, yes. He’s getting a bit restless now’. Or, ‘His breathing is not so good, you
know, and if we can relieve that’.
Josephine, urban, intervention

Administration error, last injections and hastening death
The issue of making mistakes with medication was raised throughout the carer interviews. All of the
carers expressed some concern about the potential for errors in administration. Concerns about
potentially causing pain were often alleviated by training and the use of no-needle injections. However,
the biggest concern for carers was the possibility of causing or hastening death. Although carers knew
that their loved ones were in the last stages of their life, there was a desire not to contribute to that in
any way and there was a fear among participants of what could happen were they to give an injection
and the patient die very soon after: they did not want to take what little life their loved ones had away.
There was also a concern among carers that they could be held accountable or be blamed if the
patient passed away after an injection that they had administered:
I was concerned if I was to administer morphine and he, say, passed away 10 minutes later, could I be
held accountable um that I’d done something slightly wrong?
Claire, rural, intervention
Most carers worried about accidentally hastening the death of the patient; however, two carers in the
study raised the concern that patients may ask to be given large doses to end their lives. One carer
explained that she remembered a relative in the past who had requested a hospice doctor to assist him
with dying; she wondered whether the intervention would increase the chances that patients would
make requests like this of their carers. One carer had worried about this happening to her in the trial
and was glad to have been allocated to the usual-care group, as she believed that otherwise the
patient might have asked her to assist her death:
I think you’re-you’re in a position where you can quite easily be manipulated.
Kathy, urban, usual care
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A home death and wish fulfilment
The desire of their loved one to have a home death was something that all carers reported. Carers
presented the importance of a home death in a variety of ways by carers: the home was a more
comfortable environment, a place where family and pets could be present at all times and a place over
which the patient was able to have more control:
Thought of her being in her own bed, surrounded by her own pictures and books and music and, you
know, the views. We live in a lovely place and the views and the noises and familiarity of home gave us
comfort, really.
George, rural, intervention
Taking part in the trial, if assigned to the intervention group, was seen as an extra way of ensuring that
a home death could happen. This was a driving force for many carers, who were seeking above all to
fulfil the wishes of their loved one:
And they were all saying that [husband’s] wish was the most important . . . to remain in his home, they
could see it was so important. And it’s that reason, you know, obviously I did it [took part in the trial].
Um the hardest thing I’ve ever done. Yeah.
Claire, rural, intervention
It may be that some carers put the wishes of their loved one to stay at home above their own
concerns regarding administering medication and being the main carer. One intervention carer whose
husband had been admitted to the hospice stated that she felt a great sense of guilt and regret that
she had not been able to keep him at home, even though the circumstances of his admission had been
out of her control.

Carer and patient empowerment
Carers in the intervention group found a sense of purpose in being able to manage and administer
medications rather than have a more traditional, passive role. This led to increased feelings of
empowerment and control. Some carers in the intervention group also reported a sense of personal
peace in knowing that they were able to do all they could for their loved one during the last days of
their life. One carer described how he missed his wife greatly, but was content in the knowledge that
he had done his best for her. The intervention was also reported by carers to have been empowering
for patients, in that it gave them more control over their own destiny rather than having decisions
made for them:
So, those were two really important things for her and CARiAD was part of that, I think. ‘These are things,
I can make decisions about. I can’t not have cancer. I can’t not die. But I can make decisions about how
that happens’. And that, I think, was really important to her.
Laura, urban, intervention

Potential for carer burden
The potential for increased carer burden arose in several ways, which potentially added to the sense of
responsibility for the intervention group carers, particularly in giving medications as part of the intervention.
Some carers also expressed that they felt that this increased the time that they needed to spend at home
with the patient, especially as only one carer could be trained for the study. It is possible that carers may
believe that once they have been trained to give the medications they should try to call on the HCPs less
often. Several carers in the intervention group reported feeling reassured by HCPs that they could still call
for help whenever they needed to.
The issue of there being only one trained carer was a concern for some, especially those who were
used to caring as a family. They worried about who should be the nominated carer and what would
happen if they were not always around. Carers in the intervention group who were used to being the
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sole carer, such as David, were less concerned about being alone, as they were used to being in that
situation and preferred it to having control taken away from them by relying on HCPs:
They wanted to put a health-care plan in with people coming in but I’ve always done the cleaning and the
cooking and the mending and I just didn’t want people around me when I wanted to cope for myself. I
didn’t want things to be taken away from me. To be given this help right at the end, when I did need it,
and to be able to do it myself, it was great.
David, urban, intervention
As mentioned above, the possibility of the desire to fulfil a patient’s wish to die at home to be
prioritised over the wishes of their carer was alluded to. This may increase burden on carers if they
feel that they are obliged to agree to administer medication or to support a home death that they
may not feel comfortable with. Carer burden may also increase if the patient wishes to resist, or avoid,
contact with HCPs. Several carers in the interviews described their loved ones as being somewhat
resistant to medication, particularly strong opioids, or to the more frequent visits from HCPs at the
end of life. It may be that some patients are not ready to accept that they are at the end of life, simply
prefer to remain in control of their own medications or do not like lots of people visiting. However,
although being in the intervention group may reduce the number of visits by HCPs to deal with
breakthrough symptoms, it does not mean that visits will stop altogether, although this possibility
may be what attracts some patients to the intervention. One carer, Kathy, was glad that she had been
allocated to the usual-care group because she realised how resistant the patient was to receiving help
from professionals, and how much this would have increased her burden had she and the patient been
allocated to the intervention group:
She was very reluctant to accept any external help at all from the district nurses or our more local hospice
at home. I think if I had been in the position where I could give her medication, she would have wanted
to shut the district nurses out, which would have been very difficult.
Kathy, urban, usual care

Support needed from health-care professionals
The amount and the nature of support from HCPs in both groups of the trial varied according to the
carer, the needs of the patients and the home situation. The majority of HCP support, by home visits or
telephone, was reported to have been provided by DNs and SPC nurses. Some carers, such as David
and George, also said that their GP had been particularly supportive and had made house calls OOH
to make sure that things were OK. The support from HCPs was praised by many of the carers, who
explained that they felt reassured that they could contact their health-care teams whenever they
needed support. Although carers acknowledged that sometimes health-care teams were overstretched
and delays occurred, they believed that the teams were always doing everything they could. Carers
reported being able to ask any questions that they wanted and that they felt well supported
throughout the trial and the palliative care process:
That was why it was so nice for the nurses to say, ‘If you-you get a bit wobbly or you’re a bit worried,
ring’. And I thought, ‘Yes, if it comes to it, I shall ring them and they shall talk me through it’. And that
was like, ‘Oh, thank you! Sigh of relief’.
Myra, rural, intervention

Family dynamics and health-care professionals as carers
The home circumstances of each dyad in the trial were different. The carer was often the patient’s
partner or child. However, that was not always the case, as there was also a neighbour, niece and
sister-in-law. Carers reported different circumstances that had led to them being the nominated carer
in the trial, and these had caused different dynamics within the home. Ffion, for example, was the niece
of the patient and it seemed that her uncle, Phil, the patient’s husband, had been very involved with
caring for his wife but the DNs had chosen Ffion to be the carer. During the interview, Ffion and her
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uncle (Phil) seemed to feel that Phil would have been just as good a choice, but because Ffion had a
nursing background she had been selected:
Ffion, rural, intervention: You was in charge of all the medicines. You were helping –
Phil, rural, intervention: I knew what was what and I did that all the time.
Ffion, rural, intervention: Exactly. I don’t think being a nurse, in that sense, helped. You don’t –
Phil, rural, intervention: You don’t have to be a nurse.
A carer, Kathy, who was the patient’s neighbour, said that she had been deliberately chosen by the
patient because she had a nursing background, even though the patient lived with her husband and
had grown-up children. It may be that these carers were chosen because they had a health-care
background over somebody else who may have been in a better position. Like Kathy, another carer,
Laura, had been approached not by the nurses but by the patient. Laura lived in a large household with
her husband and children, as well as her brother and his family. The patient was the wife of Laura’s
brother and she and Laura had a close relationship. The patient expressed that she wanted Laura to
be the carer who took on the intervention so that her husband (Laura’s brother) would be able to
concentrate on providing emotional support and keeping their relationship as ‘normal’ as possible for
them and their children.
Paula, another carer and a nurse, was caring for her mother. She described the situation among her
brothers and sisters as somewhat tense, as her siblings had not all accepted that their mother was
dying. Paula had been expected to move back to her hometown to care for their mother, as she was a
palliative care nurse herself. Having a HCP background, however, did not mean that as carers they
needed less support from their family and friends. Josephine, as previously mentioned, described
consulting her son each time she gave medication, despite having been a palliative care professional in
the past. It would seem that the difference between HCPs and lay carers takes on a different meaning
when the caring is for a loved one.

A good death
Some of the carers in the study, particularly those with HCP backgrounds, had previous experience of
caring for, or being with, people who were in the last days of their life. Previous experiences seemed to
have influenced the desire to take part in the trial, especially if during those previous times they had
experienced long delays in medication administration or uncontrolled symptoms. Throughout the
interviews, carers explained that they did not want their loved one to be in pain or to suffer, as they
had seen that happen to others in the past. Taking part in the trial seemed to be a way of trying to
help and trying to ensure that a loved one was able to have a ‘good death’:
Well, I had seen people die before and I wanted him to have the best kind of death. I really did.
Josephine, urban, intervention

Summary of findings
Accounts of carers in this study revealed the complexity of issues surrounding caring for a loved one at
home during the last days of their life. These interviews also reflect carers’ experiences, both practical
and emotional, of trial participation. The recruitment process was well received, although in future
work it may be helpful to consider an earlier approach to allow carers more preparation time. Issues
with understanding the randomisation process were often mentioned and have the potential for
distress and disappointment in carers who are allocated to usual care.
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The desire to fulfil the wishes of loved ones who want to have a home death was paramount to carers
in these interviews. However, it is possible that patient wishes may overshadow carer needs and it is
important to ensure that carers are well supported and are not coerced by patients or overburdened
by responsibility.
The acceptability of administering SC medication was driven by the desire to control symptoms as they
occurred, particularly in rural dyads, for whom delays may be longer. Carers in the intervention group
reported feeling empowered by the ability to assist with symptom control rather than experience
the feelings of powerlessness that may come with waiting for HCPs. A key concern for carers in the
intervention group was the potential for causing harm or hastening death, showing the importance of
reassurance for this.
The experiences of carers in this study have shown the potential for further qualitative work to gain
more understanding and potentially improve end-of-life care for those who wish to have a home death.

Implications for feasibility
The qualitative interviews revealed that the intervention was acceptable to carers. Implications for
feasibility also arose from the carer interviews, and their accounts show several areas in which changes
could be made to improve feasibility for future work.
Many carers in the study had previous health-care training themselves, which may have influenced
their decision-making in taking part; however, as evidenced above, this did not mean that they were
at an advantage during the study owing to the emotional difference between patients and loved ones.
It may improve feasibility if this is taken in to account during recruitment.
One key area that has implications for feasibility is the ways in which the randomisation process is
explained to carers. Many carers showed a lack of understanding of how randomisation works, which
indicated that a better explanation is needed. This had implications for recruitment and retention to
the study; therefore, if randomisation could be explained in a way that would be better understood by
participants or if a different strategy could be used, feasibility may be improved. Carers may be less
likely to withdraw on allocation to the usual-care group and may engage more with the study if in the
usual-care group, which would, therefore, reduce non-completion rates.
Although carer diaries were generally acceptable to carers, the QOLLTI-F was reported to be hard to
use, which led to lack of completion. Feasibility may be improved with more training regarding QOLLTI-F
or use of an alternative measure.
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Chapter 6 Embedded qualitative study:
health-care professionals
Introduction
The second part of the embedded qualitative study consisted of 20 interviews with HCPs who were
involved with the study in their various capacities. These interviews were designed to assess the feasibility
and acceptability to HCPs of carer-administered medications during a patient’s last days of life. They were
also designed to explore HCPs’ thoughts and feelings about supporting dyads during the trial; the practical
aspects of the process, including recruitment, randomisation, trial materials and training; and the impact on
the HCP role when lay carers are trained to administer medications in the home.

Methods
Purposive sampling
A strategy was developed to recruit a purposive sample of HCPs for the qualitative interviews. The
purposive sampling criteria were location, rurality, professional role and years in practice. Potential HCPs
to interview were identified when their patients (and carers) were recruited to the trial (both groups).
They were then added to sample monitoring tables that were used to monitor HCP characteristics and
create a purposive sample for the HCP interviews. Using this system, HCPs were purposively identified to
provide a range in terms of the above purposive sampling criteria. The identified HCPs were then invited
to participate. These systems were in place and were followed; however, owing to lower rates of study
recruitment than expected, there were less HCPs taking an active role in the trial than first anticipated.
The sample was monitored throughout, but the strategy needed to be applied with more flexibility
because of the availability of HCP participants. The final sample (see Table 21) provided a range of
perspectives comprising a range of types of nurses and three GPs.
Health-care professionals were first recruited via e-mail and then by telephone. Interviews were
conducted by telephone and lasted between 15 and 60 minutes. All of the interviews followed a topic
guide (see Appendix 6), were audio-recorded, fully transcribed and analysed using the Framework
approach.77

Analysis
The Framework approach comprises a systematic, five-stage matrix method; this study followed the
five stages.77–81 During the first stages of data familiarisation, the researcher was immersed in the data
by re-reading all of the transcripts thoroughly; this was then followed by the construction of a coding
structure that was based on key themes emerging from the data.81 This was used to code all transcripts
thematically and charts were created to group and synthesise data according to the coding structure.81
The final stage was an interpretive stage in which the researcher identified the patterns and links
between the themes.81 The research team also held several group interpretation workshops to discuss
the key themes.

Sample
The characteristics of the 20 HCPs who were interviewed as part of the CARiAD trial across the three
recruitment sites are shown in Table 21.
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TABLE 21 Health-care professional sample characteristics
Site
Characteristic

BCUHB

CVUHB

GCS

Total

Professional role
Registered nurse

0

0

2

2

DN

7

2

3

12

SPC nurse

2

0

1

3

GP

2

0

1

3

0–10

0

0

1

1

11–20

3

0

1

4

21–30

4

0

3

7

≥ 31

2

1

1

4

11

2

7

Years in practicea

Total

a The years in practice figures do not total 20 owing to missing data.

Results
Summary of key themes
The findings from the 20 HCP interviews are presented thematically below. The HCP interviews revealed
a set of key issues that were of importance to those supporting patients and carers throughout the trial.
Initial participant identification was discussed by many HCPs who had concerns about screening, RA and
choosing the ‘right people’ for approach. A sense of the need to approach the ‘right’ people may have
influenced the selection of many carers, for example those who already had some HCP background
themselves. HCPs as lay carers became an important topic in the interviews.
As well as considerations about who should be approached, HCPs described concerns about the timing
of the approach. Prognostication was a key concern for HCPs who expressed the difficulties in
pinpointing the last weeks of life.
Given that randomisation was an issue for carers it was also so for the HCPs, who discussed the
disappointment that they saw in those randomised to the usual-care group. HCPs also discussed the
training involved with the study, including their own training and the subsequent training of carers to
administer medications. Training was often discussed in terms of the amount of time it could take and
the needs and feelings of the carers.
Trial materials and carer diaries were also discussed and, although these were generally found to be
useful, HCPs were able to give suggestions for delivery and improvements. In practical terms, use and
storage of medications and equipment were discussed along with the potential for medication misuse;
interestingly, there was less concern in this last area than perhaps expected, as the medications would
be in the home anyway and RAs would always be conducted.
Health-care professionals often noted the symbolic difference between a no-needle injection and an
injection that breaks the skin, as a no-needle injection may make the delivery of medications less
daunting and ease worries about causing pain or injury. Among those HCPs supporting a dyad in the
intervention group, there was discussion of family dynamics and household composition, especially
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when shared caring was happening. A key theme was also the potential for carer burden and distress,
particularly in reference to ‘last injections’ and concerns about hastening death.
Finally, it was important to discuss the impact of the intervention on the time and workload of HCPs.
Although views differed on this, the most salient point was that HCPs saw things in terms of patient
benefit above all.

Participant identification
Screening
The first task for the HCPs who were involved in the early stages of the study was to screen patients
to identify potentially eligible patient and carer dyads for RA and recruitment. Screening was often a
responsibility of the DNs; however, some HCPs were of the view that DNs were not always in the best
position to screen, owing to their heavy workload, and that the SPC nurses would be better placed to
undertake the screening process. Some of the BCUHB GPs reported that they would refer to the DNs
when they felt that they had identified a potential patient; however, they also expressed a concern that
DNs were not always screening patients as required and felt that they needed encouragement to do so:
. . . if we see a patient who we think might be appropriate for it, we then let the district nursing team
know who then arrange the actual assessment and recruitment of that patient and their carer.
GP

Risk assessment
Health-care professionals detailed the process that they used for RA. The use of the CARiAD RA tool
was often preceded by an informal RA on the suitability of each patient and carer. A major part of this
initial assessment focused on the HCP’s perception of whether or not the carer was able to cope with
the potential tasks if recruited. An informal assessment of carer coping ability was conducted by looking
for characteristics that would indicate an ability to cope. RNs reported that if they felt that a carer would
not be able to cope they would not approach them for the study, and DNs similarly explained that if they
were not sure about a carer’s coping ability they would approach with caution. There were several
reported signs that a carer might be unable to cope. One of these was a perceived difficulty in managing
the number of oral medications that a patient was already taking: this indicated to the HCPs a possible
inability to cope with further responsibility of administering SC medications. HCPs also described carers
who were nervous or anxious about caring at home as being potentially unable to cope, particularly
those who were seen to ask the same questions a number of times or frequently seek reassurance from
their GP or nursing teams. There was also a view that those who had previous experience of a home
death would be able to cope better than those who had not. This could be related to the confidence that
they were able to instil in the assessing HCPs. There was concern among HCPs that a distressed or
anxious carer would mean a distressed and anxious patient. Therefore, the ideal candidate would be able
to remain calm and not panic and be, in the words of one participant, ‘unflappable’:
If somebody is in despair because of a diagnosis then they are not going to . . . They are going to flap.
You’ve got to have an unflappable person, if you like. You couldn’t have someone who’s panicking and
gets it wrong.
DN
Health-care professionals based their ability to identify carers who could cope on knowing the carers
well through home visits or, in the case of GPs, having known the family for a long time prior to care
being palliative. This concern for the welfare of patients and carers may also have resulted in some
potentially eligible dyads not being approached.
The RA tool was generally found to be straightforward and easy to use. HCPs reported that if they
were not the one who carried out the RA they checked it to make sure that they agreed. This may be a
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form of professional self-protection. Although most HCPs relied on the RA, some expressed dissatisfaction
with it. One DN felt that the wording of the RA tool document was confusing. A SPC nurse was unclear
about when to use it and a DN reported not having used it at all.

Health-care professionals as lay carers
The HCPs described the type of carer who they were looking for as having good dexterity, good vision
and being unafraid of needles. Also seen as important was the ability to understand the responsibilities
and retain the information. Possibly related to this, HCPs recruited a number of carers who were current
or ex-HCPs themselves. The HCPs interviewed described feeling comfortable with HCPs as carers as
they would already possess the necessary skills and the understanding required. It may also be linked to
professional self-protection in that they feel that things are less likely to go wrong. However, some of
these carers were not as prepared as expected and still required training and reassurance. It is also
important to consider that some HCPs may feel obligated to take on the carer role, even if they felt that
another family member was more suitable:
So I think from a district nursing perspective, if you’ve got somebody . . . If you’ve got a family member who
has some sort of medical background who knows how to give injections then that would be easier in itself.
SPC nurse

Recruitment
Obtaining consent
The RNs responsible for obtaining consent from patients and carers described their processes of doing
so. They took copies of the carer diaries with them when gaining consenting to illustrate what the trial
would involve. One RN said that this was useful, as it allowed the carer to see that filling in the diary
would not be too burdensome. The only reported challenge of obtaining consent was judging whether
or not the patients had capacity and whether or not consultee assent would be necessary.

Approaching eligible dyads
Some of the DNs in the study reported an initial apprehension about approaching potential dyads and
surprise at how receptive they found dyads to be. SPC nurses tended to approach the topic by discussing
end-of-life wishes in general, then introducing the trial if the patient expressed a wish to die at home.
This became problematic if patients and carers had not yet discussed end-of-life arrangements:
I think with the patient that I’d spoken to, we’d only seen them once or twice and I was a bit apprehensive
about actually approaching them about it, but they do live quite rurally to the area; they’re right on our
border. So I think it was quite easy bringing that subject up. They were really open to it straight away.
DN

Prognostication at the end of life
A frequently discussed challenge to recruitment was the difficulty in prognostication at the end of life.
There was agreement among the accounts of the HCPs that prognostication is difficult and this perhaps
meant that some recruitment opportunities were missed, as the patient deteriorated suddenly before
they could be approached or consented. The opposite was also true in some cases; RNs reported that
some patients were on care plans for weeks after being thought of as in the last days of their life. One
RN was concerned that two patients who had been approached and given trial information were not in
the last weeks of their life, which created potential patient distress and a sense that they were closer to
death than they had thought:
We missed a few because they deteriorated so rapidly and obviously by the time they deteriorated,
we didn’t think it was appropriate to discuss it with them.
DN
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The HCPs explained that prognostication difficulties meant that it was hard to get the timing right to
discuss the trial. Patients who were not ready to accept that the end of life was near were harder to
recruit. However, the HCPs felt that, in general, the earlier end of life was discussed the better as
this it could result in improved recruitment and better prepared patients and carers. However, these
conversations could be had only if the patient and carer were ready and willing to discuss end-of-life
arrangements.

Randomisation
Following recruitment and consent, the dyads were randomised to receive either the intervention or usual
care. During the interviews, HCPs were asked for their views on the randomisation process and the effects
on patients and carers. The RNs were happier with the randomisation process following their unblinding, as
they had found that being blinded to allocation was somewhat problematic. They explained randomisation
to dyads carefully, ensuring that it was understood that there was no guarantee of being allocated to the
intervention group. One BCUHB GP thought that patients enter trials hoping to gain something beneficial;
therefore, if the patients are assigned to usual care they feel that they have missed out on an opportunity.
HCPs described the disappointment felt by those allocated to usual care, including being ‘upset’ or ‘angry’
at not being ‘chosen’. The use of words such as ‘chosen’ and ‘selected’ by carers may also indicate that they
did not understand randomisation despite the HCPs’ explanations, but may also indicate that HCPs were
not always clear about how the process works:
The participants were bitterly disappointed that, having reviewed the information and looking forward to
do the care, they weren’t actually randomised to receive it, so that was an issue in itself.
DN
It also appeared that the HCPs themselves were disappointed if they felt that they had identified
someone who would benefit from the intervention and that person was allocated to usual care. They
expressed sadness that these dyads would not be able to administer the medications. One SPC nurse
described the disappointment of a family allocated to usual care as ‘heartbreaking’. Some participants
also reported being aware of dyads who had withdrawn from the study following their allocation to
usual care, and in one case a dyad had declined to take part at all on hearing that the study would
involve randomisation:
The only person that we had that was the male carer, he was keen to do it because he actually was a
health-care professional. Different sort of background, but he was in health. And because we couldn’t
assure him that he’d be on the intervention arm, he opted out.
DN

Training
Training for health-care professionals
Health-care professionals were asked about their experiences of receiving training and how adequately
informed they felt regarding their own roles in the trial. HCPs were generally satisfied with the training
they had received from the research team and had found it clear and straightforward. Some felt that,
had their training taken place long before recruiting their first patients, refresher training would have
been useful. Some DNs felt that they had not received enough training, which they believed may have
had an impact on their ability to successfully recruit. Perhaps owing to the structuring of community
nursing teams, several DNs reported having had no trial training from the research team because they
had not been in their current post at the time of training. This adds emphasis to the point made by some
participants that good communication between HCPs is important in case they come across an
administering carer. Two SPC clinicians also explained that they had made some mistakes during
recruitment that they believed may have been avoided if the training had been delivered in a more
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accessible way. They described a feeling of being overwhelmed by trial paperwork that gave rise to
confusion regarding RAs and carer training:
We’ve had to learn along the way because we’ve made mistakes with the different bits of the paperwork
and things like that. It’s just from ourselves, there’s been a lot of learning going along.
DN
The GPs who were interviewed felt that the training they needed was more limited: to be aware of the
trial and the eligibility criteria. They would then refer to DNs should they identify an eligible patient.

Training for carers
In this study, HCPs were required to deliver training to the carers who were allocated to the intervention
group. HCPs described the training materials as helpful and easy to work with, particularly the practice kit
and the picture guides to administering. DNs delivered the majority of carer training, with SPC nurses and
RNs also conducting some. HCPs reported that training the carers could be a consuming process, as it was
important to ensure that carers understood not only how to administer medication, but also when and in
what circumstances. Some carers required training more than once, which was sometimes a result of
issues surrounding prognostication and having initially been trained a long time before any injections were
needed. In other cases, carers wished for more training to improve confidence. In terms of who is best
placed to carry out the training, GPs were of the view that DNs or palliative care nurses would be best, as
they were likely to know the family; however, some of the DNs reported difficulty in finding time to train
owing to heavy workloads and believed that RNs would be in a better position to deliver training:
I’ve been a bit nervous at first although I’ve been a palliative care nurse myself for 5 years and I still work
as a palliative care nurse. It’s something I do do quite often, give people injections. But I think training
other people can be a little bit nerve wracking.
RN

Trial materials
Patient information sheet and guide for carers
The trial materials that were provided for patients and carers received good reviews from HCPs. The
PIS was described as being informative and written in clear and accessible language. RNs reported that
they had found the PIS a useful tool to use during recruitment and consent taking. The guide for carers
was also described as clear and useful to patients and carers:
I have to say, I think the patient information sheet, CARiAD information sheet, are fantastic. I think
they’re written really well and I work with lots of information sheets that I don’t really like.
RN

Carer diaries
The carer diaries were considered a helpful document that provided carers with a way of keeping track
of symptoms and doses, helped them feel that they were actively participating and provided a cathartic
means of reflection. In general, the diaries were described by HCPs as clear and easy to use, although
they were harder to use in more complex cases. HCPs understood that the diaries were perhaps not
always a priority for carers and HCPs during difficult times, such as during OOH or in the event of
uncontrolled symptoms, and that this occasionally created more work for nursing staff because they
needed to remind carers to fill in the diary. The HCPs reported use of the QOLLTI-F to be the most
difficult aspect of the carer diaries. One RN described it as being potentially confusing for carers, as
they may not realise how often they need to complete it; this was also reported by SPC nurses:
I find the diaries a bit complicated and I think at the time in the middle of the night when the family are
awake with somebody who’s dying and they’re distressed and they give the medication, they’re not always
thinking to fill a diary in or a questionnaire at the back.
SPC nurse
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Follow-up case report form
The follow-up case report form (CRF) was also reported to be somewhat challenging in some cases, as
it was carried out post bereavement with potential for carer distress if not treated sensitively. Some
RNs found that the scoring of the CRF was sometimes confusing, which could add to carer distress.
Difficulties in completing follow-up visits were described by several HCPs, as carers often became
uncontactable post bereavement. This had implications for study retention.

Medications and equipment
Storage and management of medications
The HCPs in this study did not reveal any concerns about carers storing and managing end-of-life
medication in the home. Medications are stored in the home anyway, regardless of the trial, so there was
no concern as long as there was no perceived risk of drug misuse. Several HCPs argued that the trial
may actually make drug storage safer owing to the RA process in place. Some participants also reported
that storing and managing medications was a way of empowering the carer and helping them to feel in
control of the situation. Medications were often described as being stored in boxes, clearly labelled and
out of reach of children. No concerns for safety owing to medication were reported during the trial:
The drugs are usually kept in the district nurse box anyway which isn’t locked, so I don’t think it’s any
different to how the drugs are stored in a normal situation, in a situation where the carer isn’t giving
those medications.
GP

Use of equipment
The HCPs did not report many concerns regarding the carers using the equipment owing to the RA
that required carers to have the vision and the dexterity to be able to administer the medications. Only
one RN reported a carer having difficulty with dexterity; although the carer was elderly, she was a
former HCP and so the RN was surprised that she experienced difficulty with drawing up medications.
Opening ampoules was the one area in which the HCPs expressed concern about carers’ ability;
however, this was reported to be an issue not of dexterity but because ampoules are generally hard
to open and many HCPs stated that they occasionally struggled themselves. There was also some
concern among the participants that measuring doses could be difficult and that if medications could
be provided pre-drawn up in some way that might be beneficial in the future:
I think breaking open the ampoules can be quite fiddly if you’re slightly elderly or not used to that sort
of thing.
RN

No-needle injections
Several HCPs reported that the use of no-needle injections was a useful element of the trial as carers
did not need to break the skin or use needles. HCPs described carers’ relief at realising that they
would not be required to actually inject their loved ones, as this meant that there would be no chance
of causing injury or pain from needles. HCPs explained that it was usual practice to use a continuous
SC infusion using a syringe pump for patients who were nearing the end of their lives and who are
unable to take their oral medication; however, some participants reported that some of their
colleagues were cautious about the trial because of the lack of clear policy regarding the use of an
additional SC cannula (Saf-T-Intima) for as-needed injections. Some HCPs involved in the care of a
specific patient in the intervention group reported more difficult circumstances due to the patient’s
refusal of the syringe driver:
And the thing is, we call them injections but actually you’re putting it into a bung. And if you talk to
patients, like we talk to patients, it’s the breaking of the skin that’s an issue.
RN
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Which drug for which indication?
A concern expressed by some HCPs in the interviews was the confidence of the carers in recognising
breakthrough symptoms and knowing which drug to administer for which indication. It was explained
that some carers may have difficulty in differentiating between some symptoms, such as pain and
agitation, and that this may cause anxiety in the carer. HCPs reported that they would try to prevent
this by assuring carers that even HCPs make assessments according to their best judgement and that,
if one medication does not seem to ease symptoms, then it is acceptable to try another. However, one
DN expressed a different view, explaining that district and palliative care nurses are highly trained to
recognise breakthrough symptoms and that lay carers would lack expertise:
It would be perhaps difficult for them to establish between terminal agitation and pain but the flipside to
that one is that no one knows their loved one more than them.
SPC nurse

Supporting a dyad in the intervention group
Support needed for patients and carers
The accounts of HCPs who were supporting a dyad in the intervention group suggest that, although
their roles may change in some ways, their involvement with patients and carers does not lessen. DNs
and SPC nurses in particular reported that they still visited the homes every day to help with other
caring and clinical needs, and continued to provide support over the telephone to carers who had
questions about the trial. GPs reported that their roles in supporting the dyads also did not change and
that it was community nursing staff who were providing the majority of the support.

Family dynamics
The HCPs who were interviewed emphasised that understanding the situation with the family in the
home was integral to supporting them through the trial. They said that families all have their own
unique set of circumstances that are important to consider, especially as family members may have
different views regarding end-of-life care. The HCPs reported that families may also differ in their
acceptance of HCP presence and that this may influence their decision on whether or not to take part.
This may be important, as HCPs will need to explain to families that the intervention does not mean
that they will no longer receive visits. An important part of the CARiAD trial was the stipulation that
only one carer could be trained to administer medications. This was reported to be a challenge for
some HCPs who supported families in which more than one person was involved in care. This may
have increased burden on carers who were trained and raise feelings of powerlessness in those who
were not. HCPs in this study also discussed the issue of potential drug misuse in the home; however,
this was generally described as being filtered by the RA tool:
It’s the whole of the family that you have to take on board their perspectives and what they’re previously
agreed as well.
DN

‘Last injections’ and hastening death

The topic of the ‘last injection’ was raised frequently during the HCP interviews owing to concerns
over carer distress that was caused by administering the last injection before a patient’s death, which
may be interpreted by the carer as having caused or hastened death. It was felt that it was crucial to
discuss last injections with carers, ideally early on, and to reassure them that nothing they did would
hasten the death of their loved one. It was also the case that HCPs had suffered feelings of burden or
guilt themselves after administering the last injection before the patient’s death, and explained that
this made them very aware of how a carer may feel if it happened to them:
I think they just don’t want to give the last injection, as it were, which is what this lady wanted, she said
‘I cannot give that last injection, I cannot be the one to do that to my good friend’.
DN
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There were also some discussions surrounding the topic of euthanasia during the HCP interviews, a
situation in which the carer would hasten death deliberately; however, owing to the RAs in place, this
was not reported to be a major concern for most HCPs in this study. A few HCPs said that they would
be concerned about euthanasia only if a carer or patient mentioned it. During the study, the only cause
for alarm that was reported was when the patient made a joke about the carer ‘finishing me off’
following training. The HCP present was concerned; however, following a reiteration of the legal
implications, she was confident that there was no risk of medication misuse.

Carer burden and benefits
A major concern for HCPs in this study was the potential for increased burden on the carers in the
intervention group. HCPs described how they were careful to ensure that carers were not feeling
under obligation to take part to fulfil the patient’s wishes if they were not genuinely happy to do so.
HCPs reported that sometimes carers and patients may have different needs and that, in some
instances, carers may feel pressured to keep the patient at home even if they would prefer for them to
be in the hospice and that the intervention may increase that pressure:
. . . they can pull back as well because you don’t want them to feel that they have to do it.
DN
There were also concerns regarding patients’ worry about increasing burden on their carer. One DN
expressed a particular concern that the intervention, especially if it were to become more widespread,
would give a false impression of a home death. She worried that a home death would be presented
as the ideal, with none of the associated problems being explained to patients and carers. HCPs
confirmed that, during recruitment, it was essential to ensure that patients and carers knew that
participating was optional and that usual care would still be in place.
Yet the most important aspect of the trial for all of the HCPs interviewed was the potential benefit to
patients and carers, particularly timely symptom control.

Impact on health-care professional time and workload
The impact of the intervention on the workload and time of HCPs was discussed during the interviews.
The main concern of the HCPs was timely symptom control and the benefit to the patient and carer, not
the possibility of reducing their own workload. In fact, the HCPs did not report that the intervention
saved them any time, as they would still visit the home just as often as before, and some of them needed
to invest more time in training the carers. Participants reported that the pressures facing the NHS
alongside the issues brought about by limited OOH staff and rural patients could mean that patients
would face long waiting times during breakthrough symptoms and the key impact of the intervention
was that they were reassured that the carer would be able to relieve those symptoms until the HCP
arrived:
On one hand I’m saying it is feasible because it is feasible, but it’s a challenge because you do need some
time to explain the intervention to the participants and select suitable people and then teaching.
DN

Summary of the findings
Overall, the HCPs involved in this study had a generally positive view of the intervention in terms
of its effects on symptom management and benefits to patients and carers. These interviews also
identified a need for great sensitivity when recruiting and supporting patients and carers in the trial
and showed ways in which carers and patients can be empowered by having a greater control over the
last days of the patient’s life. These accounts also revealed concerns regarding carer burden and the
ways in which it can, and should, be avoided. There are areas in which improvements could be made,
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such as more involvement from SPC teams at the outset, some revisions to the trial materials and a
focus on recruitment facilitated by earlier discussions regarding end-of-life wishes.

Implications for feasibility
The HCP interviews revealed key areas that have implications for the feasibility of future work.
Recruitment in particular seems to have provided HCPs with difficult decisions to make regrading who to
approach for the study. It is possible that HCPs are exercising a form of professional self-protection, as
mentioned in the findings above; by recruiting carers who have previous HCP experience themselves, they
may feel that they are less likely to make mistakes. HCPs may feel that they are in some way accountable
for the actions of those they recruit and, therefore, exercise caution and follow their own informal RAs.
These informal RAs may be overly cautious and result in potentially eligible dyads being discounted prior
to the formal RA. HCPs express concern regarding carers’ ability to ‘cope’ with the intervention, which
again may influence their decision-making when deciding who to approach. It may be that in future work
HCPs will need further reassurance regarding lay carers and accountability.
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Chapter 7 Development and feasibility of
preference-based measures for use in
economic evaluation

T

he objectives of the health economic components of the study were to conduct formative and
feasibility work to identify preference measures for use in a future definitive trial. Specifically, to:

1. Identify attributes pertinent to carers’ preferences for HCP versus own administration of as-needed
SC medications for patients dying at home that could be used in a future discrete choice experiment
(DCE) to measure carers’ preferences towards administering SC medications.
2. Establish the feasibility of completion of the CES, a profile measure of the caring experience for use
in economic evaluation. The CES was piloted to inform the choice of primary health economic
outcome for a cost-effectiveness analysis alongside a future definitive trial.

Identification of attributes for a future discrete choice experiment
Introduction
Discrete choice experiments are a survey method to measure patients’ stated preferences for goods
and services (e.g. medicines and health-care provision).82 Respondents choose between hypothetical
but realistic alternatives, which are described in terms of a number of attributes (e.g. waiting time)
that are each characterised by specific levels (e.g. 1 hour). This allows for the estimation of the relative
importance of each attribute, assessment of any trade-offs between attributes (e.g. waiting time vs.
symptom severity) and estimation of respondents’ total satisfaction (utility) with the service.82
The preferences of carers towards administering SC medications will have a bearing on their willingness
to adopt this practice and the effectiveness of carer-administered medication. Evidence on the most
important attributes of the intervention may be used to estimate the optimal configuration for service
delivery and to explain why, if implemented, the option to administer SC medications is not adopted by
all. Although the DCE, aiming to ascertain carers’ preferences for their administration of SC medications,
will be conducted as part of a future main study, the formative work required to identify relevant
attributes and levels was carried out as part of the embedded qualitative study component of the
randomised pilot study.
Objectives of the formative study are to (1) identify and rank factors that are important to carers in
guiding their choice between HCP and own administration of SC medications and (2) assess suitability
for inclusion in a DCE.

Methods
The process of attribute selection was informed by best practice.83 A starting list of potential factors
was derived using the draft CARiAD study documents/guide for carers and previously published
resources for caregivers from an Australian study.14 This was supplemented with attributes that
are commonly used (and found to be significant) in published DCEs of medicinal products.82,84 The
reduction process focused on identifying plausible, salient attributes for a future DCE. Factors from
the original starting list that did not qualify as ‘attributes’ for the ranking exercises were discussed
in the context of other aspects of the DCE, such as inclusion in the DCE scenario decision question
(e.g. appropriate description of breakthrough symptoms) or as candidates for subgroup analysis
(e.g. confidence to recognise breakthrough symptoms).
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Owing to cognitive burden and the limited time for the ranking exercise (approximately 15 minutes),
the study team reduced the starting list of 23 factors to 10 attributes; this was achieved using good
practice criteria for what makes a plausible attribute83 and by combining attributes that represented
parallel constructs (overlap). A convenience sample of nine university staff and two study team
members completed the ranking exercise using the reduced list. Respondents completed the exercise
and were asked to give comments/feedback. In response, the list was further reduced to nine
attributes, with revised wording, to be used in the embedded qualitative study (Table 22).
A topic guide was developed around the final list of attributes (see Appendix 7). In the interviews,
carers were presented with nine attributes that were printed onto show cards that contained the
attribute heading and a brief descriptor. Interviewees had the opportunity to nominate additional
attributes before selecting those that they considered important in the decision to choose own versus
HCP (DN) administration of medications to people dying in their own home. They were then asked to

TABLE 22 Attribute reduction
Starting list of factors that were
reviewed by the CARiAD study
research team

Reduced list of attributes that were
used to pilot the ranking exercise

Final list of attributes that were used
in the ranking exercise with carers

Amount of training requireda

Amount of training required

Amount of training required

Benefit of the medicationa

Cost to the NHS

Cost to the NHS

Breakthrough symptoms

Frequency of additional nurse visits

Frequency of additional home visits
by HCP

Confidence to recognise symptoms

Frequency of symptoms

Frequency of symptoms

a

Number of medications

Number of medications

a

Cost of medication

Potential for medication error

Potential for administration error

Frequency of administrationa

Risk of serious harm

[Removed]

Confidence to give injection

Symptom score

Symptom severity

Waiting time for medication to work

Time for medication to work

Waiting time for nurse

Waiting time for the HCP

Cost of health care

Frequency of additional nurse visits
Distance to nearest inpatient care
Frequency of symptoms

a

a

Medication concernsa
Number of medicationsa
Perceived ability to give injection
Perceived ability to identify the
correct medication
Potential for medication error
Preparation time
Risk of serious harma
Risk of side effectsa
Symptom scorea
Trust in DN
Waiting time
Waiting time for medication to work
a Identified by first researcher (EH); remaining attributes added in discussion (EH and DH).
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place the selected cards in rank order, from most to least important. An in-depth interview preceded
this exercise (see Chapter 5). The ranking was recorded and the corresponding dialogue was transcribed
verbatim and analysed independently of the preceding in-depth interview. Interviews were conducted
face to face in the respondent’s own home or by telephone (with modified topic guide). Ranking data
were entered into Excel® (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) and analysed descriptively using
counts and mean rank scores for each item. Rankings were converted into rank scores using:
(total attributes identified + 1) − rank;

(1)

where rank 1 = most important. The mean rank score was calculated as the sum of rank scores divided
by the number of times that the attribute was selected. The second part of the topic guide was intended
to pilot the presentation of the highest ranked attributes and was to be used for respondents 6–10 in
the intervention or usual-care group.

Results
In total, eight out of 12 interview participants completed the attribute ranking exercise: seven from the
intervention group and four over the telephone. The ranking exercise was the final task of the interview,
which on average lasted 51 minutes. All of the interviews used part one of the topic guide, cognitive
interviews on attribute presentation were not feasible due to sample size and there was a preference for
telephone interview.
The average number of attributes selected for ranking was six (range 3–10). Symptom severity was the
most commonly selected attribute. Waiting time for a HCP had the highest rank score (Table 23). Only
one respondent selected cost to the NHS and they ranked it the least important. Three additional
attributes were suggested, each only once: timing of introducing the intervention, privacy and ownership
of decision-making about death and back-up/being able to call someone for support.

Interpretation of attributes
Waiting time for health-care professional
The waiting time for a HCP was the highest ranked attribute (score of 11/12), with seven participants
considering this to be important in their choice for own versus HCP administration of SC injections.
Several participants described reduction of waiting time (and associated symptom severity) as their
prime motivation for participating in the CARiAD trial.

TABLE 23 Attribute selection and rank score
Rank score

Attribute

Count selected

11.00

Waiting time for HCP

7

10.25

Symptom severity

8

9.50

Frequency of additional visits

6

9.29

Frequency of symptoms

7

9.17

Potential for administration error

6

7.60

Number of medications

5

6.40

Time for medication to work

5

6.33

Amount of training required

3

3.00

Cost to the NHS

1
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Symptom severity
Symptom severity was the most commonly selected attribute, with all eight participants considering it
important in their choice for own versus HCP (DN) administration of SC injections (score of 10.25/12.00).
Participants aligned symptom severity, frequency and waiting time, but were able to distinguish
between them. Severity carried greater importance than frequency, but was often discussed in the
context of frequency:
Mm. (. . .) Well, that’s a concern, really, if your symptoms were not being allevied [alleviated] by the um
(. . .) by the oral medi-medicines, then (. . .) that would be quite a concern, obviously. That would be eased
by having stuff to give at the time, and often how often it was happening.
George, rural, intervention
Future DCE design and analysis needs to allow for potential interaction between the attributes of
severity and frequency of symptoms.

Frequency of additional visits
The frequency of additional visits was considered important by six participants (score of 9.50/12.00)
and was discussed in relation to the waiting time for HCPs and ‘ownership’, a self-nominated attribute:
And then probably frequency of home visits and ownership um (. . .) and frequency of symptoms are all
then tied in to the same thing, that actually needing to reduce how often we were calling – needing to
call out the nursing staff um seemed like another-another bonus and that, in turn, would help us maintain
that ownership of the process.
Laura, rural, intervention
Ownership overlaps with the underlying construct of the DCE that is the utility associated with
self-administration.
Some respondents associated an increased frequency of visits with the need for additional support in the
intervention group. This represents a departure from what the attribute intended to capture, which was
the reduction in the number of visits associated with medication administration by a HCP. Although it
would be acceptable for the direction of preference for additional visits to vary, the context of this
attribute would need to be clarified. Overlapping constructs, such as access to support, may also need
to be considered to account for the utility that may be derived from alternative interpretations of the
original attribute.

Frequency of symptoms
Seven participants considered frequency of symptoms to be important in their choice of own versus
HCP (DN) administration of SC injections (score of 9.29/12.00). Frequency of symptoms was linked to
ownership of the process and a notion of reducing the number of visits that a HCP would need to
make to administer medication.

Potential for administration error
Six participants considered potential for administration error to be important in their choice of own
versus HCP (DN) administration of SC injections (score of 9.17/12.00). Two respondents acknowledged
that this was important but not personally an issue. This suggests that prior experience has potential
to influence preference and should be measured in the definitive survey. Potential for error was also
associated with level of training, which implies potential interaction.
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Number of medications
Five participants considered the number of medications to be important in their choice of own versus
HCP (DN) administration of SC injections (score of 7.60/12.00). The number of medications was
discussed in terms of potential for fear, confusion and a factor that could influence self-efficacy:
The number of medications would be important because obviously if there was lots of different ones there
then it would make it more, maybe, confusing. You know, the clarity might not be there. I think I’ve given –
there was about three or four medications but if somebody said there was a list of eight and all the different
quantities, that would have totally, possibly, been out of my depth with that. I think that one is
very important.
Tom, urban, intervention
The potential for preferences to be influenced by knowledge and self-efficacy was considered during
the attribute selection process and remains important here. This suggests that there is a need to test
hypotheses of how psychosocial characteristics influence the outcome of the DCE.

Time for medication to work
Five participants considered time for medication to work to be important in their choice of own versus
HCP (DN) administration of SC injections (score of 6.40/12.00). Although the description of ‘time for
medication to work’ was intended to distinguish it from waiting time for a HCP, there is evidence that
respondents may deconstruct attributes in defining their own preferences. One participant disregarded
this attribute, stating that the time for medication to work would be reduced if they were responsible for
medication administration, rather than waiting for a HCP to visit. This stresses the importance of the
positioning of the description and accompanying instructions: communicating the task using audio or
video may reduce this risk.
When time for medication to work was considered important, this was linked to information on
indication and potential for death following administration of medication:
Time for medication to work is important, but I think because of the nature of what the medication was for,
like agitation or something like that, it wasn’t – I don’t think it had to be instant and I was told, anyway,
that it wasn’t instant so I wouldn’t expect it to be instant because that was part of what I was told of why it
wouldn’t be anything that I’d done if she did pass soon after giving medication.
Tom, urban, intervention
Throughout the ranking exercise, participants linked attributes to elements of information and training
that they had received. Training materials represent a useful resource for developing context and
ensuring that hypothetical choices align with plausible scenarios in research and practice.

Amount of training required
Three participants considered training to be important in their choice of own versus HCP (DN)
administration of SC injections (score of 6.33/12.00). When ranking the amount of training, one
participant described how requirements vary, which shows an important consideration when framing
the levels that would accompany this attribute:
So I think it was important, but it wasn’t . . . Because I think people are different so you can’t put a
time limit on that. Somebody might have needed twice as much training as somebody else. But in my
circumstances, I thought it was adequate. It was important, but it wasn’t, you know, a-a – yeah, I don’t
think it was that important because I would’ve sung out if I didn’t think I knew how to do it, and kept
going over it.
Tom, urban, intervention
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This view has implications for DCE design, in which the attribute would need to be clearly defined,
and is potentially associated with knowledge, experience, self-efficacy and capability. Furthermore,
a respondent who, when selecting attributes, stated that they were not concerned about the amount
of training went on to describe how they asked for further training in specific circumstances.

Cost to the NHS
The cost to the NHS was described as the cost to the NHS of the associated health care. Only one
participant considered this to be important in their choice of own versus HCP (DN) administration of
these injections (score of 3.00/12.00). Although respondents were clear that they did not see cost as
important, discussions around this attribute suggested that they did value the potential for care to be
cost saving. The levels associated with this attribute may, therefore, influence acceptance.

Comprehension of task
The majority of respondents were able to consider the attributes and select those that featured in
their preference for the intervention. There was an issue with recollection when completing the
ranking task over the telephone. There was also a tendency to complete the exercise in relation to
participating in the trial, rather than a more generalised preference to adopt the intervention.
The responses to the initial list of attributes suggested that these were appropriate:
. . . [response to showcards] . . . OK. (. . .) Um (. . .) oh, these are good. Very good. Gosh. That’s excellent, isn’t
it? We did sort of say that I was worried about the extra workload for the – for the nursing staff. Um (. . .)
the number of medications. (. . .) Er oh yes, I hadn’t thought of that one. Um (. . .) [Prolonged pause while
reading. Sound of paper shuffling.] Gosh, they’re all very relevant. Um . . .
Josephine, urban, usual care
This concurs with the minimal number of responses to ‘anything missing?’, which generally involved
new attributes that encapsulated several existing factors.

Discussion
All nine attributes were selected at least once and appeared valid for inclusion in a DCE. The potential
for overlap was observed; however, this could potentially be reduced by further clarification within
attribute labels and descriptions that could be obtained from training resources. Respondents were
able to select what was important to them and when ‘thinking aloud’ demonstrated a tendency to
trade between attributes, which would imply that the DCE would be acceptable. To reduce cognitive
burden it is unlikely that all nine attributes would feature in the DCE. Instead it is likely that between
four and six would be piloted (Figure 10).
The key strengths of our study are the (1) systematic approach to attribute development and
refinement, (2) mixed-methods approach to attribute selection, that enabled greater interpretation of
the relationship between attributes and the decision-making process, and (3) conduct of formative
work using good practice guidelines. The number of respondents and the proportion of telephone
interviews limited the study.

Conclusion
By using a systematic approach to attribute selection, including literature review, expert opinion
and ranking exercises, we demonstrated that waiting time for a HCP, symptom severity, frequency
of additional HCP visits, frequency of symptoms and potential for administration error are important
attributes of the decision of carer administration of medication. These attributes can be constructed
into a DCE to quantitatively measure the strength and direction of preferences for each attribute,
the willingness to trade between attributes and the total utility and probability of uptake for different
service configurations.
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In which scenario would you prefer to administer the no-needle injection?

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

1 hour

15 minutes

3 out of 10

8 out of 10

One addional
onal visit
per day
p

Three addional visits
per day
p

Waiting me for
healthcare professional
Length of me it would take
for the healthcare professional
(e.g. nurse, GP) to arrive at
your home to administer the
injecon.

Symptom severity
The severity of breakthrough
symptoms before medicaon.
Rated on a scale of 0-10 by the
person you are caring for or
your experience. 0 is no
symptom and 10 indicates the
worst that symptom can
possibly be.

Frequency of addional
visits
This is the number of mes
the healthcare professional
would need to visit your home
in addion to the roune daily
visit.

+

+

Frequency of
symptoms
Number of mes per day
symptoms, such as pain,
nausea/voming,
restlessness/agitaon and/or
noisy breathing occur.
Please ck

More than 6 mes
per day

one opon

[]

1-3 mes
per day

[

]

FIGURE 10 Example of a DCE choice question.

Carer Experience Scale
Introduction
The CES is an index measure of the caring experience that focuses on six domains: (1) activities outside
caring, (2) support from family and friends, (3) assistance from the government and other organisations,
(4) fulfilment from caring, (5) control over caring and (6) getting on with the care recipient. The construct
validity of the CES instrument has been demonstrated in a heterogeneous group of 730 carers in the
UK,85 and specifically in the context of palliative care.86 The CES benefits from having preference-based
index values, based on 162 unpaid carers of older people from five geographical locations in the UK,87
that allow for calculation of utility for use in economic evaluations that focus on care-related (rather
than health-related) quality of life. The CES was piloted to inform the choice of primary health economic
outcome for a cost-effectiveness analysis alongside a definitive trial.
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Methods
The CES was completed by the carer at baseline and post bereavement. To contextualise the
questionnaire post bereavement, the carer was asked to complete the measure reflecting back to
‘during the last few weeks of life’. Completion rates were analysed as counts of expected responses.
Missing data were summarised as a percentage of the partially completed measure. A decision
threshold of what was considered feasible was not set a priori. A score for the CES may be calculated
only if all questions are completed, given that there is no rule for calculating in the presence of missing
values. Responses to each of the six CES domains were coded (from 1 for the top level to 3 for the
bottom level) to produce a caring state (i.e. 21213) and were then assigned a utility value, which
ranged from 0 (for CES state 333333) to 1 (for CES state 111111). The utility values applied represent
the mean preferences of a sample of carers aged ≥ 65 years in England, and were derived using
best–worse scaling.87

Results
Table 24 summarises the CES domains by completion at baseline and post bereavement, and the
associated utility scores. In total, 21 of the 22 carers who completed follow-up completed the CES.
The majority of carers completed all of the CES (21/22) and one carer completed 50% of the measure.
At follow-up, the usual-care group had a mean score of 70.94, which was a decrease of 6.93 from
baseline, and the intervention group a mean score of 72.51, which was an increase of 0.66 from
baseline. A disutility (negative difference) indicates a decline in carers’ care-related quality of life
during the period from baseline to bereavement, and a utility gain (positive difference) indicates an
increase in carers’ care-related quality of life; however, it is difficult to make inferences about change
from baseline to follow-up because of the small number of participants.

Conclusion
The CES offers a preference-based approach to incorporate the effects on carers in the economic
evaluation, which focuses on care-related quality of life (rather than health-related quality of life). In
this pilot study, the CES was completed by > 90% of the sample, which would indicate that this was a
feasible measure of carer utility that could be used in a future economic evaluation alongside a clinical
trial. A future economic analysis would need to consider baseline adjustment and the implications of
completing the measure in retrospect at post-bereavement follow-up.

TABLE 24 Responses to the CES
Domain completeness

Baseline (n = 40)

Follow-up (n = 22)

Activities

40

21

Social support

40

21

Organisational assistance

39

21

Fulfilment

40

20

Control

40

20

Getting-on

40

20

CES mean score

Baseline utility (n)

Follow-up utility (n)

Intervention

71.51 (19)

72.17 (14)

0.66

Control

77.87 (20)

70.94 (6)

–6.93
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Chapter 8 Interpretation of results in relation
to the feasibility of definitive randomised
controlled trial
Assessment against progression criteria specified in the protocol
We assessed the feasibility to test the intervention in a future definitive RCT against the progression
criteria that we specified in the protocol (Table 25). We concluded that, despite the intervention being
deemed acceptable and safe, substantial redesign would be required for a future definitive RCT on the
clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of the intervention.
In addition, and to illuminate considerations regarding substantial redesign further, we have undertaken
a stepwise approach to interpret the feasibility study results, as suggested by Bugge et al.:88
1. We applied the Shanyinde framework89 (Table 26) and summarised the positive findings and
identified problems.
2. We used the ADePT (A Process for Decision-making after Pilot and feasibility Trials) framework to
assess the identified problems and suggest solutions – first per problem identified, then in the context of
a future definitive study.88 Examples of the outcomes are given (see Assessment of solutions using ADePT).

Findings in the context of the Shanyinde framework
List of positive or acceptable findings
l
l
l

l
l

The recruitment rate was above what was stated to be necessary for a definitive trial and was close
to the 50% rate that was assumed.
Retention was above the 50% that was stated to be necessary for a definitive trial.
Outcome measures under contention for a main trial did assess main/general areas of interest:
overall symptom control and carer self-efficacy/empowerment. When completed, measures were
completed well.
Acceptability of the intervention was overwhelmingly positive, adherence to the intervention was
generally good and the intervention was safe in the study population.
There was no evidence of contamination in the usual-care group.

In addition:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

Overall, eligibility based on clinical estimate of survival worked well.
Recruitment appeared to be strongest where the DN team had close links with their local SPC team.
Conversion to consent was close to the 50% rate that was assumed.
Randomisation yielded equality in groups.
The training materials were well received, including by the REC.
Secondary outcome measures of carer confidence in administering medication and time to symptom
control for patients were appropriate, and fully aligned with importance assigned by carers.
Close-out procedures were planned and executed well.
The CES provides a feasible preference-based approach to estimating carer utility, for use in an
economic evaluation alongside clinical trial.
Formative work on DCE attribute identification suggests that it would be feasible and remain very
pertinent to quantitatively elicit carers’ preferences as part of the overall research question.
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TABLE 25 Assessment against criteria specified in the protocol for progression to a full trial

Objectives

Threshold for progression to a
full RCT

Assessment
l

To refine the assessment and outcome
measures to be used in any potential
RCT

l

Outcome measures under
contention for a main trial did
assess main/general areas of
interest: overall symptom control
and carer self-efficacy/
empowerment
Secondary outcome measures of
carer confidence in administering
medication and time to symptom
control for patients were
appropriate and fully aligned with
important areas to consider, as per
carer interviews

To evaluate the acceptability
of the manualised intervention
(and potentially refine)

In the feasibility study, the simplest
method is for lay carers to draw-up
medications in immediate form only; a
full trial would be more appropriate if
able to extend this to advanced
preparation and labelling

The intervention was acceptable to
carers and patients, in this case carers
had to draw up medications in
immediate form only

To evaluate the recruitment process

In the feasibility study we have
assumed 50% recruitment; we would
say that a full trial is not possible if
recruitment falls below 30%

l

l

To estimate participant retention rate
for the full RCT

In the feasibility study, we have
assumed 50% retention; we would
say that a full trial is not possible if
recruitment falls below 40%

l

l

To test the assessment and outcome
measures for suitability, relevant
change factors, and acceptability to
participants
To identify acceptability and collection
of relevant data to inform the data
collection and analysis plan for
implementation in the subsequent
RCT

The observed recruitment rate was
39.6% of those eligible (40/101)
and 44.4% of those approached
(40/90)
The recruitment rate was above
what was stated to be necessary
for a definitive trial and was close
to the 50% rate that was assumed
The observed retention rate was
55%. The retention rate was above
what was stated to be necessary
for a definitive trial
There was a significant difference
between retention in the
intervention group (16/20, 80%)
and retention in the usual-care
group (6/20, 30%); this would
need to be addressed in any
subsequent study

Owing to the small number of data
available at the follow-up time point,
assessment of sensitivity to change
was not possible with any reliability
l
l

l

Carer diary data items successfully
completed (70%)
Family MSAS-GDI successfully
completed at bereavement
visit (70%)
QOLLTI-F successfully completed
at 48-hour intervals (70%)

l

l
l

l
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QOLLTI-F: when this measure was
completed, at least 70% of it was
completed in all but one case
Family MSAS-GDI: at least 80%
of the measure was completed
Medication administration entries:
the information was mostly
70–100% completed (130/148,
87.8% for intervention; 18/20,
90% for usual care)
Carer confidence in administering
injections: when the carers
administered the medication, the
confidence score was recorded in
128 out of 131 (97.7%) cases
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TABLE 26 Summary of findings against 14 methodological issues for feasibility research (Shanyinde framework)
Methodological issues

Summary of findings

Summary of evidence

Did the feasibility/pilot study allow a sample size calculation for the main trial?
CARiAD protocol:
l

l

QOLLTI-F – the measure is
intended for completion every
48 hours. The intention was to
analyse the QOLLTI-F using a
linear mixed model
Family MSAS-GDI – the intention
was to use an ANOVA model to
analyse the data. In the protocol,47
we stated that ‘assuming an
important difference of 0.4 (SD 1)
. . . a sample of about 216 is
required to achieve 90% power to
detect a difference of this size
with significance level of 0.05
using a two-sided test’

No, calculating a sample size was
not possible from the information
collected, owing to the small number
of participants. Further debate is
needed regarding the appropriateness
of the outcome measures

l

l

Any calculation based on variability
assumed from this sample would lack
considerably in precision
The proposed primary outcomes are
unlikely to be appropriate for a
definitive trial (see later in the table)

What factors influenced eligibility and what proportion of those approached were eligible?
CARiAD protocol:
l

l

Patients deemed to be in the last
weeks of their life were screened
l

l

Eligibility criteria included clinical
estimate of survival (patient
deemed to be in the last weeks of
their life)
The main reasons for ineligibility
were not wishing to die at home
and having only paid care
89.1% (90/101) of those eligible
were approached

l
l
l

l

l

59.8% (101/169) of those screened
were eligible
53.3% (90/169) of those screened
were approached
There were eight patients (8/25, 32%)
who survived for 30 days following the
baseline visit, and the median survival
time was 23 days. There were two
patients who died on the same day as
their baseline visit, and the longest
survival time was 153 days
A higher proportion of patients were
excluded owing to the lack of an
appropriate carer than had been
anticipated from previous evidence,
as this had not been able to take into
account how many of these would not
be eligible to take part in the trial on
account of safety concerns identified
in the RA
Qualitative data suggest that HCPs
used their own informal RA prior to
screening and, therefore, potentially
eligible dyads may have been
excluded based on this informal RA
(and was not recorded on the
screening log)

Was recruitment successful?
CARiAD protocol:
l
l

l

We intended to approach 200
dyads and randomise 100
Prior to the study commencing
a 50% recruitment rate was
assumed, and it was stated that a
definitive trial would not be
feasible if recruitment fell
below 30%
We aimed for 50 completers
(25 in each group)

l

l
l

l

The recruitment rate was above
what was stated to be necessary
for a definitive trial, and was close
to the 50% rate assumed
Target sample size was not reached
Site opening was delayed, and
there was variation in recruitment
period and recruitment rate
between sites
Recruitment appeared to be
strongest where the DN team had
close links with their local
SPC team

l
l

l

The observed recruitment rate was
44.4% of those approached (40/90)
It is possible that DN teams were
not identifying or approaching all
potentially eligible participants, as
evidenced by the high proportion of
HCP carers
40 dyads (40/101, 39.6% of the
eligible population) completed the
baseline visit and were randomised,
20 to each group. 25 dyads (25/90,
27.8% of those approached) declined
to participate
continued
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TABLE 26 Summary of findings against 14 methodological issues for feasibility research (Shanyinde framework)
(continued )
Methodological issues

Summary of findings

Summary of evidence

l

l

l

l

We aimed for equal recruitment
from all three recruitment sites
Recruitment was planned for
12 months at three sites

l

Although all sites showed an
initial high level of enthusiasm for
the study, lack of DN research
experience and time to commit to
the study affected recruitment
significantly
Five of the 12 carers interviewed
had a HCP background

l
l

l

l

l

Recruitment period was 36 months in
total (3 × 12 months per recruitment
site) as planned, although sites
opened later than planned. Total full
months open to recruitment:
BCUHB = 14, CVUHB = 11
and GCS = 11
BCUHB recruited 23 dyads, CVUHB
recruited three and GCS recruited 14
Best recruiting team in BCUHB was
Abergele DNs (but only when they
had intense SPC involvement), best in
GCS was Team C
22 dyads completed: 16 in the
intervention group and six in the
usual-care group
Ample research support was provided
from the trial manager and RNs, but
this was not sufficient to overcome the
issues of DNs being overburdened and
being unable to prioritise the research
tasks required to identify and approach
dyads. Where there were strong links
with the SPC team, DN burden was
lessened as SPC HCPs were able to
identify the patients in the first
instance, removing the burden of
concern of the DNs in choosing the
‘wrong’ people to take part
Five carers who were interviewed had
a HCP background; this may have
influenced HCPs decision-making in
recruiting and participant decisionmaking in taking part

Did eligible participants consent?
CARiAD protocol outlined consent
procedures in the context of adults
lacking capacity

l
l

l

Conversion to consent was close
to the 50% rate that was assumed
No consultee declaration forms
were received in relation to
patients who gave initial consent
Survival for potential patient
participants were often short

l

l
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A total of 40 dyads (40/101, 39.6% of
the eligible population; 40/90, 44.4%
of those approached) provided
consent and were randomised. Of the
50 who were not recruited, 25 dyads
declined to participate, 13 patients
died after approach but before
consent, one dyad was put on hold by
the clinical team, two dyads were
undecided about participation and no
further information was available for
nine dyads. In each site, there were
also participants who were identified
but died before approach
A total of 19 patients were able to
give initial consent for themselves,
but 21 required initial consultee
assent (although it appears that some
of these had capacity but were unable
to sign). We expected to receive 12
consultee declaration forms from
dyads in which patients gave initial
consent and later died at home. None
was received
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TABLE 26 Summary of findings against 14 methodological issues for feasibility research (Shanyinde framework)
(continued )
Methodological issues

Summary of findings

Summary of evidence

Were participants successfully randomised and did randomisation yield equality in groups?
l

l
l

Processes for randomisation
worked successfully. However,
although participants were willing
to be randomised, acceptance of
the randomisation results were
less universally accepted
Randomisation yielded equality
in groups
There was no evidence
of contamination in the
usual-care group

l
l

l

l

Equal sized groups (20 randomised to
each group), well balanced
Only 6/20 (30%) of dyads in the
usual-care group completed; reasons
for non-completion (n = 14) included
carers not contactable post
bereavement (n = 6), withdrawals
(n = 4, three as they were not
randomised to the intervention group
and one initiated by trial team as part
of close-out arrangements), lost to
follow-up on PI advice (n = 3) and
the carer declining follow-up (n = 1).
Resentful demoralisation may
form part of the explanation for
disengagement from the usual-care
group
HCP interviews showed that HCPs
believed dyads to be disappointed at
allocation to the usual-care group and
gave this as a reason for withdrawal
and loss to follow-up
Carers showed a lack of
understanding of the randomisation
process and described it in terms of
being ‘chosen’ or ‘allowed’ to be in the
intervention group rather than it
being a random allocation; this may
have contributed to disappointment
on allocation, withdrawal and
non-completion

Were blinding procedures adequate?
The initial blinding procedures were
amended in an attempt to increase
recruitment. A future study would
need to take this into account or
allow for extra research staff to
allow blinded assessment

l

l

A strategy implemented to improve
recruitment was to unblind the RN to
randomisation allocation. This enabled
them to support/oversee trial
mechanisms more effectively (e.g.
deliver randomisation and support
outcome measures collection). A
substantial amendment (submitted
with support from the DMEC and
TSC chairpersons) was approved by
the REC
RNs who were interviewed reported
being able to better support dyads
following unblinding

Did participants adhere to the intervention?
l

l

l

In general, carers adhered to the
intervention well (as per
instructions from HCPs)
Good adherence from HCPs to
procedures for training carers in
administering medication
HCP adherence to prescribing/
medication management was
generally good

l

Where there has been deviation from
the intervention, it was mostly owing
to HCP misinformation: in one dyad
more than one carer administered SC
injections (owing to misinformation
from HCP team); and one carer
administered more than three
injections in 24 hours for one
indication, as the patient declined
background medication via continuous
SC infusion. There was one instance
continued
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TABLE 26 Summary of findings against 14 methodological issues for feasibility research (Shanyinde framework)
(continued )
Methodological issues

Summary of findings
l

Summary of evidence

HCP adherence to other trial
procedures were not as good
(e.g. RA tool completion)
l

l

l

l

of dose steps for as-needed
medication and one instance of
medication not in the home in time
Completion of QOLLTI-F by the
carers was suboptimal (we received
30%, 12/40 potential QOLLTI-Fs from
carer diaries)
During the interviews, some carers
reported difficulty with QOLLTI-F as
they found it hard to answer without
being able to give an explanation
of answers
Of 40 expected RAs, 23 were
returned. The outstanding documents
were misplaced, not completed or
completed incorrectly. From 20
intervention group dyads, 10
competency checklists were returned
and a further one was misplaced.
The remaining carers were not
trained to competency, so no form
was completed
Some HCPs described there being a
large amount of paperwork involved
with the trial that may account for
feelings of being overwhelmed and
documents not always being
returned/completed

Was the intervention acceptable to the participants?
l

l

Yes, overwhelmingly so: nudging
the argument towards
‘common good’?
The training/printed supporting
materials were well received,
including by the REC

l

l

l

l
l

l

If carer administration was not
acceptable, the dyad was not eligible
(i.e. the carer should be willing to be
trained to give SC injections)
Three dyads in the usual-care group
withdrew, as they were not
randomised to the intervention
Carers interviewed who were in the
intervention group reported being
pleased with their allocation and
finding that the intervention was
acceptable, helpful and reassuring for
many reasons
REC review did not result in the need
for any changes to these materials
Carers reported that they were happy
with printed training and supporting
materials, with most finding the
language appropriate and accessible
Carer diaries were reported to be a
useful extension of carers’ own recordkeeping and a means of reflection and
focus for carers, although not all diaries
were completed

Was it possible to calculate intervention costs and duration?
l

No, this was not intended to
be calculated as part of the
feasibility study
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l

HCPs who carried out the training
reported that it sometimes took
several visits for the carer to be
trained to competency and that carers
sometimes required additional
telephone support when in the
intervention group
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TABLE 26 Summary of findings against 14 methodological issues for feasibility research (Shanyinde framework)
(continued )
Methodological issues

Summary of findings

Summary of evidence
l

l

l

However, some carers required only
one visit to be trained to competency.
HCPs reported making sure that each
training visit was adequate to ensure
that the carer was competent
and confident
Carers who gave injections reported
being confident after being trained, one
who did not give any reported needing
more training and some carers
interviewed did not receive training
owing to patients’ death
A future economic evaluation alongside
clinical trial remains pertinent to the
overall research question

Were outcome assessments completed?
CARiAD protocol:
l

l

l

l

QOLLTI-F – (note that a score is
calculated only if all question are
completed since there is no missing
value rule). The criteria for
considering this as a primary
outcome for a definitive trial is that
at least 70% of the measure is
completed. The measure is intended
for completion every 48 hours
Family MSAS-GDI – the criterion
for considering this as a primary
outcome for a definitive trial is
that at least 70% of the measure
is completed
Carer diaries – at least 70% of the
medication administration entry
should be completed for
progression to a full trial
CES – pilot as a means to
estimating carer utility for use in a
future economic evaluation

l

l
l

l

The completion rate for outcome
measures under contention as
primary outcomes for a future
definitive trial (Family MSAS-GDI
and QOLLTI-F) was above what
was stated to be necessary for a
definitive trial
QOLLTI-F was not completed at
all the intended time points
There were three dyads from the
usual-care group who returned
carer diaries, with 20 medication
administration entries completed.
Eleven dyads from the intervention
group returned carer diaries, with
147 medication administration
entries completed. Of the 11 carers
in the intervention group, nine
(9/11, 81.8%) administered
medications. Although there is
fluctuation in the scores, the overall
trend shows an increase in carer
confidence over time, with the final
score being 6 or 7 for all carers
CES was completed by > 90%
of carers

l

l
l

l

QOLLTI-F: when this measure is
completed, at least 70% of it is
completed in all but one case
Family MSAS-GDI: at least 80% of the
measure is completed
Carer diaries: 11 diaries returned for
the intervention group (100% of those
who had carer-administered injections)
and three for the usual-care group.
There were nine carers in the
intervention group who administered
injections (9/11, 81.8%) and in the
other two cases the HCP administered
the injections. Reasons for non-return
were:
¢ intervention – three patients died
soon after consent, two were
admitted for hospice care, two
dyads withdrew, one carer was not
trained by DNs and one reason
was unknown
¢ usual care – five died within a few
days of consent, three dyads
withdrew, three patients were
admitted for inpatient care and
later died, two reasons unknown,
one was withdrawn as part of
close-out arrangements, one carer
did not complete a diary before
the patient died, one diary was
returned blank, one patient far
exceeded prognostic expectations
(survived 74 weeks from consent
to death) and for this reason their
involvement with the trial was not
as anticipated
Medication administration entries:
the information was mostly 70–100%
completed (130/148, 87.8% for
intervention; 18/20, 90% for control).
More symptoms requiring medication
administration were recorded for the
intervention group; this is probably
continued
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TABLE 26 Summary of findings against 14 methodological issues for feasibility research (Shanyinde framework)
(continued )
Methodological issues

Summary of findings

Summary of evidence

l

l

l
l

because symptoms were recorded
more accurately in the intervention
group and not that patients in the
intervention group had more symptoms
than those in the usual-care group
Carer confidence in administering
injections: in most cases carers
reported being confident in
administering the injections, with very
few cases in which additional support
was requested. When the carers
administered the medication, the
confidence score was recorded in
128 out of 131 (97.7%) cases. Of the
11 carers in the intervention group,
nine (9/11, 81.8%) administered
medications. Together with the high
confidence scores, these results
suggest that carers are confident to
administer medications without
requesting support
CES: at least 90% of the measure is
completed; therefore, on this basis, the
CES can be considered as a primary
economic outcome for use in a trialbased cost-effectiveness analysis
Baseline CRF: completed by RNs for
40 dyads
Follow-up CRF: completed for 22
dyads, some information on a further
three dyads available

Were outcomes measured those that were the most appropriate outcomes?
l

l

l

l

Outcome measures under
contention for a main trial did
assess main/general areas of
interest: overall symptom control
and carer self-efficacy/
empowerment
QOLLTI-F completion at the
intended intervals was
not achieved
Secondary outcome measures of
carer confidence in administering
medication and time to symptom
control for patients were
appropriate and fully aligned with
important areas to consider, as
per carer interviews
Ranking of the most important
factors to inform a DCE of patient
preferences suggested that the
attributes identified for use in a
future DCE were appropriate
and acceptable
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l

l

l

QOLLTI-F: completion at the intended
intervals was not achieved. This is
probably the result of an interplay of
factors – reliance on the carer to
complete the measure on their own,
lack of reminders from the HCPs
regarding need for completion and
being located at the back of the carer
diary. It is not necessarily the result of
any factors specific to the tool itself
Carers described some difficulty with
QOLLTI-F owing to there being no way
of explaining why they had chosen to
answer the way they did and concerns
that scoring an item on the lower end
of the scale would imply that they had
negative feelings about being a carer.
HCPs also expressed a concern that
the QOLLTI-F could be confusing
for carers
Some carers also explained that
as the QOLLTI-F needed to be
completed every 48 hours, they found
it a little repetitive and did not always
remember to fill it out, especially at
stressful times and during the night
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TABLE 26 Summary of findings against 14 methodological issues for feasibility research (Shanyinde framework)
(continued )
Methodological issues

Summary of findings

Summary of evidence
l

l

l

HCPs reported that they found that
they needed to frequently remind
carers to do the QOLLTI-F and that at
times it was not appropriate to do so,
and that during stressful periods and
at night-time it was not a priority
Time to symptom control was
collected given the importance of
this outcome to carers and patients.
The methodological issues with this
outcome are described in full above.
The clinical argument is that the
actual purpose of delivering the
intervention is to improve timely
symptom control for the patient.
Symptom control is perception; bias
will always be involved. There are
well-documented differences in
professional and carer and patient
perceptions of symptom distress.
Reality is what it is and this is
the clinical space. There are many
advantages in having this measure
as an outcome
Formative work for a DCE
demonstrated that waiting time for
HCP, symptom severity, frequency
of additional HCP visits, frequency
of symptoms and potential for
administration error are important
attributes of the decision of carer
administration of SC medications

Was retention to the study good?
CARiAD protocol:
l

A 50% retention rate was
assumed prior to commencing the
study and it was stated that a
definitive trial would not be
feasible if retention fell
below 40%

l

l

l

Overall retention was above what
was stated to be necessary for a
definitive trial (55%) and close to
the 50% rate that was assumed
There was a significant difference
between retention in the
intervention group (16/20, 80%)
and retention in the usual-care
group (6/20, 30%)
Close-out procedures were
planned and executed well

l

l

l

Reasons for non-completion in
intervention group (n = 5): three
carers were not contactable post
bereavement, one carer withdrew and
one dyad was withdrawn as part of
close-out arrangements
Reasons for non-completion in usualcare group (n = 14): six carers were
not contactable post bereavement,
four withdrawals (including one
initiated by trial team as part of
close-out arrangements), two lost to
follow-up on PI advice, one carer
declined follow-up and one awaiting
follow-up
Close-out procedures were planned
and executed well

Were the logistics of running a multicentre trial assessed?
l

Yes: two sites recruited well
(n = 23 and 14); the third site did
not recruit well (n = 3). Long-term
illness of the RN and suboptimal
working relationships between
DN and SPC teams compounded
the issue

l

In BCUHB there was a team of RNs
available to support the study, which
enabled any leave to be covered by
other staff within the team. GCS had
access to two RNs but these were not
clinical research network staff and
had strong links to the PI, enabling
them to dedicate more time to the
study. RN teams in CVUHB were
continued
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TABLE 26 Summary of findings against 14 methodological issues for feasibility research (Shanyinde framework)
(continued )
Methodological issues

Summary of findings

Summary of evidence

l

l

under immense pressure and only one
RN was originally available to support
the study
The strong DN-SPC team link was
shown in BCUHB and GCS to have a
significant affect on recruitment
Although the proximity to BCUHB
enabled the trial manager to have
more face–to-face interactions with
these teams, considerable effort was
made to find an acceptable substitute
for this with CVUHB and GCS, but
there was less engagement from
these teams

Did all components of the protocol work together?
Most components of the protocol
worked together

Notable exceptions are:
l
l
l
l
l

Need for unblinding (easily addressed
via amendment to protocol)
Retention in the usual-care group
QOLLTI-F completion at the intended
time points
HCP adherence to trial processes
(RA tool, safety)
Consent procedures (see previous
entry)

List of ‘problems’ to scrutinise using ADePT
l
l
l
l
l

Not reaching the target recruitment.
Differential retention between groups in the trial.
Not able to do a sample size calculation for a main trial.
Unclear which outcome measure(s) is/are best to use for clinical effectiveness.
Suboptimal HCP adherence to the intervention.

In addition:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Sites opened for recruitment later than planned.
One site recruited significantly fewer participants.
Survival time was short for many potential participants as well as for many participants.
Although processes of randomisation were successful, acceptance of the randomisation results
proved difficult.
A high proportion of carers in the dyads had a HCP background.
No consultee declaration forms were received in relation to patients who gave initial consent.

Assessment of solutions using ADePT
Each of the identified ‘problems’ was assessed in detail using ADePT.80
In this section, we use four examples of the identified ‘problems’ to outline the potential solutions that
may be effective and feasible in a trial setting.
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Not reaching target recruitment (with one site struggling to significantly to recruit)
These issues are likely to be a trial-specific problem, as recruitment numbers would not be relevant in
a real-world context.
The reasons for these observations are mainly the lack of DN research experience and time to commit
to the study, which were very marked in the site that struggled to recruit. In addition, we observed
a high proportion of carers with a HCP background. This could have been because HCPs appeared
to apply the RA only when they felt sure that the carer in a dyad would be able to engage in the
intervention. It is, therefore, likely that DN teams did not identify or approach all potentially eligible
participants, as suggested by the qualitative findings.
Despite similar levels of input from the central CARiAD research team, CVUHB started recruitment
late and recruitment was poor. In addition to pressures on DN time and DN research naivety, the DN
teams in CVUHB did not have the same close working relationship with SPC teams as was observed
in the well-recruiting DN teams in BCUHB and GCS. Additional factors may have been the different
recruitment systems in place in that site and a preference for doing the trial training in a different
manner. This site was particularly clear that the partial blinding of RNs created barriers to study
progress; however, recruitment did not increase after RNs were unblinded, mainly owing to a longterm sickness absence of the RN that coincided with unblinding. It is not completely clear why there
were such marked differences in site recruitment, so it is possible that other issues affected this that
are not addressed by the suggested solutions.
Potential solutions include changing aspects of the following:
l

l

Trial design – rebalance research tasks away from DNs and towards RNs or study-specific SPC
nurses (including the identification and recruitment of participants). In addition, teach DNs and SPC
clinicians to apply RA to all eligible dyads and not only to those they already feel are competent,
and emphasise to carers and HCPs alike that many people are fully capable of engaging in the
intervention and not only those with a HCP background.
Context – a specific, detailed review of capability and capacity at the site selection stage.
Introducing a study-specific SPC nurse to identify and recruit participants could lessen the burden
on DN teams and improve engagement.

Potential solution: employ a study-specific specialist palliative care nurse
Could this solution be effective in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that we observed in teams in which there were close links with a SPC nurse (e.g.
BCUHB Abergele and GCS Team C) that there was a much higher recruitment rate. This may be because
the intense SPC involvement enthused a very dedicated DN team with an already-established interest in
palliative care or it might have unburdened the DN team of some of the tasks that are associated with
the study, or both. The recruitment rate dropped off in BCUHB Abergele when the SPC nurse retired.
Likelihood of effectiveness? High.
If yes, could the solution be feasible in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that we have seen that it is feasible for SPC nurses to work with DNs to improve
dyad identification and recruitment. Other feasibility trials have successfully moved to full trial and
used a study-specific HCP to manage the intervention. However, there can be issues around appointing
this person, as it is a fixed-term position that is often part time. There are also additional costs
associated with this and logistical considerations of one person covering large recruitment areas.
Likelihood of feasibility? Medium.
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Potential solution: detailed review of capability and capacity at recruitment site
selection stage
Could this solution be effective in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that a detailed review of the capability and capacity at the site selection stage and
in the selection of DN teams would draw attention to potential issues, such as lack of sickness cover,
or other problems that may affect recruitment, such as suboptimal working relationships between DN
teams and SPC teams. Studying the service provision of RNs, SPC nurses, DNs and their relative roles
in each prospective recruitment site will be helpful, as will using sites where these service relationships
are well understood.
In the two sites where there was more than one RN, recruitment was more successful.
Teams that had strong SPC team links showed the best recruitment.
There will always be some site failures and it is hard to be sure that this can be prevented.
Likelihood of effectiveness? Medium.
It is not completely clear why there were such marked differences in site recruitment, so it is possible
that there are other issues affecting this that are not addressed by the suggested solutions.
If yes, could the solution be feasible in a trial setting? Yes.
The evidence for this is that recruitment was higher in other sites where it was possible to conduct a
more detailed review of capability and capacity.
Likelihood of feasibility? Medium.

Differential retention between groups
These issues are likely to be a trial-only problem, as trial retention is not relevant in a real-world context.
Only six out of the 20 (30%) dyads in the usual-care group completed the trial. Reasons for noncompletion (n = 14) included carers not being contactable post bereavement (n = 6), withdrawals (n = 4:
three because they were not randomised to the intervention and one initiated by the trial team as part of
close-out arrangements), lost to follow-up on PI advice (n = 3) and one carer declining follow-up.
Differential retention (lower in the usual-care group) is a common observation in randomised trials.
In the CARiAD study we observed that carers assigned to the usual-care group were less engaged; this is
probably linked to the fact that, to be eligible for the intervention group, the carers had to be willing to be
trained to give SC medication. They therefore may not have been in equipoise regarding the intervention
and may have felt resentful at not having the opportunity to be trained in the intervention.
Potential solutions include changing aspects of the following:
l

l

l

Intervention – if there is more evidence that the intervention is a ‘common good’, a future trial might
consider randomising to different intensities of the intervention. Another possibility is to test two
different interventions at once, both of which need testing in the end-of-life situation (A vs. B design).
Trial design – increased RN attention and follow-up in the usual-care group might improve
retention; this role could also be undertaken by a study-specific SPC nurse (see Potential solution:
employ a study-specific specialist palliative care nurse). A cluster-randomised design could be
considered; however, this might simply move attrition to the level of the cluster.
Context – consider recruiting only in areas with explicit SPC nurse support.
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Potential solution: cluster-randomised design
Could this solution be effective in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that cluster randomisation is generally used in response to concerns regarding
contamination bias. In this instance, the aim would be to remove the need for individuals to choose
whether or not to be randomised, as this would become standard practice within the cluster. In those
clusters in which the intervention was undertaken, the intervention would be offered to all appropriate
dyads.
Likelihood of effectiveness? Medium.
If yes, could the solution be feasible in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that cluster trials are now relatively standard practice in the realm of clinical
trials; the difficulty would be being able to recruit the required number of clusters for power. Careful
consideration would need to be given as to what should constitute a cluster (e.g. geographic region or
DN team?).
Likelihood of feasibility? Medium, if sufficient clusters of sufficient size can be identified.

Acceptance of randomisation proved difficult
These issues are likely to be a trial-only problem, as randomisation would not be relevant in a
real-world context.
Processes for randomisation worked successfully. However, although participants were willing to be
randomised, the randomisation results were not universally accepted.
Participants were required to wish to undertake the intervention as part of eligibility for the trial and,
although randomisation would have been explained as part of the trial process, participants may not
have been in true equipoise about the treatments on offer. Resentful demoralisation may form part
of the explanation for disengagement from the usual-care group. In interviews, HCPs said that they
believed that dyads allocated to the usual-care group were disappointed, and gave this as a reason for
withdrawal and loss to follow-up.
Potential solutions include changing aspects of the following:
l

l

Trial design – further explanation of the need for randomisation at the point of consent, use of a
cluster-randomised design, possible use of Zelen’s randomisation90 and consideration of changing
the level of system measurement.
Context – assess the policy context to see whether or not this practice is a common good and
generate background policy positions and documentation to support more widespread use of the
practice prior to further testing.

Potential solution: use of Zelen’s randomisation
Could the solution be effective in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that consent would be sought only from those actually randomised to the novel
treatment, which, therefore, removes any resentful demoralisation. Consent may still be needed in the
usual-care group for data collection at some level.
Likelihood of effectiveness? Medium.
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If yes, could the solution be feasible in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that Zelen’s randomisation may not work in this exact design, owing to the need
for data collection within the usual-care group; however, consideration should be given to what
routinely collected data are available.
Likelihood of feasibility? Low; would require further field testing.

Potential solution: consider changing the level of system measurement
Could the solution be effective in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that measurement at a different level may remove the need to consent
participants.
Likelihood of effectiveness? Medium.
If yes, could the solution be feasible in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that measurement at the system level may prove difficult to establish the effect of
the intervention.
Likelihood of feasibility? Low; would require further field testing.

Unclear which outcome measure(s) is/are best to use for clinical effectiveness
This issue is likely to be a problem in both a trial and the real world. The latter is because, even if the
intervention is implemented, any future service evaluation will face this question.
The outcome measures under contention for a future definitive trial were not deemed appropriate for
assessing the effect of the intervention. Although the completion rate of MSAS-GDI was acceptable,
assessment of sensitivity to change was not possible with any reliability owing to the small number
of data available at the follow-up time point. The completion rate of the QOLLTI-F was lower than
anticipated, which may be a result of when this was supposed to be completed. Completion at baseline
(when the measure was introduced by a RN) was good, but it may simply be too burdensome to ask
carers who are looking after somebody in the last days of their life to complete this, or any other
outcome measure, independently and at regular intervals. Feedback from carers was that the QOLLTI-F
did not capture the nuances of their situation accurately; although they may not have had the time to do
the things that it asked about, they did not necessarily feel burdened by this as they had known to
expect this and it was acceptable to them during this time.
At the time of designing the CARiAD trial, there was no suite of COMET measures to apply to studies
of the last days of life. In January 2017, development of an international core outcome set of the best
care for the dying person commenced.91 The outcome of this work is still awaited, and may affect any
future studies during this care episode.
Potential solutions to the issue of unclear outcome measures include changing aspects of the following:
l

Trial design – identify alternative outcome measures for clinical effectiveness, use ‘time to symptom
control’ as a patient-level primary outcome measure. Alternatively, consider the effect of the
intervention being measured at an alternative level, such as process- or system-driven outcomes. As
this intervention is unlikely to replace any service provision within palliative care teams but become
an adjunct to usual care, measuring the effect at this level may be more appropriate and enable
those with a desire to support their loved ones in this way to do so.
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Potential solution: identify alternative outcome measures for clinical effectiveness
Could the solution be effective in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that if an appropriate measure can be identified then it is likely that it could be
collected, although some thought needs to go into the perspective and timing of the appropriate
measure. Identification of an effective primary outcome is limited by the lack of other candidates
observed in the literature.
Likelihood of effectiveness? Low (currently unable to identify an appropriate individual-level outcome
measure).
If yes, could the solution be feasible in a trial setting? Yes.
Evidence for this is that if an alternative primary outcome can be identified, the current work has
shown that it is likely the participants will complete outcomes of standard questionnaire format.
Likelihood of feasibility? Medium; only if an appropriate outcome can be identified.
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Chapter 9 Discussion and conclusions
Discussion
The CARiAD trial was premised on the fact that most people who are dying express a wish to be cared
for in their own home in the last days of their life, and that willing and able lay carers play a key role in
supporting such a wish. The work of the PeolcPSP11 clearly indicated that people in the UK prioritised
the importance of interventions to support home-based care towards the end of someone’s life. Indeed,
the first of the top 10 research priorities in end-of-life care asked ‘what are the best ways of providing
palliative care outside of “working hours” to avoid crises and help patients to stay in their place of
choice?’ and the fourth asked ‘what information and training do carers and families need to provide
the best care for their loved one who is dying?’. The intervention of carer administration of as-needed
medication for common breakthrough symptoms in people dying at home (henceforth referred to as
the intervention) is one of the ways in which the wish for a home death can be supported. This has
proven successful in other countries.5 The study is also set against an emerging cultural backdrop in
the UK, where the process of dying is increasingly demystified and demedicalised.
In the UK, however, there are well-described and ongoing challenges in the provision of support to enable
home-based care. For example, a recent interview study92 of 30 HCPs and three bereaved carers was
carried out to study why patients were transported to hospital to die. The study concluded that homebased end-of-life care in England is structurally precarious owing to poor resources. Hospital admission
was considered by the HCPs when there was insufficient nursing provision or when extensive family
support was unsupported by home-based services.
By contrast, the intervention studied in the CARiAD trial was already practised in a few areas in the
UK prior to this study. At least two other areas implemented the intervention during the time that
the CARiAD study was in process, and adoption by new areas is ongoing. However, adoption of the
practice is slow, with different policies governing the intervention in each area. The CARiAD study
appeared to widen interest and prompted clinicians from many more areas to be in touch and express
an interest in the intervention. Most opted to wait for the findings of the CARiAD study to inform
their next steps.
Despite this positive approach from many areas, our results shed doubt on whether or not this
intervention can be delivered consistently and equitably across the UK, even if it is deemed effective.
The reasons for this are likely to be intricate and difficult to solve. This is despite the importance that
is assigned to interventions that may support home-based end-of-life care and the specific interest in
the intervention studied. Although the CARiAD results suggest that, in the UK, the intervention is
practicable, acceptable and safe in the participating dyads, there is uncertainty about whether or not
HCPs are in a position to support it. This appears to be due to the current NHS context, with high
workloads and pressure on community staff. This would probably apply whether conducting research
on the intervention or on potential implementation. Although we note that there were a number of
protocol deviations in the trial, the majority of these related to the completion of trial paperwork
and did not affect patient safety. This is probably a result of the research naivety of the DNs, who
prioritised the record-keeping required as part of usual care, suggesting that this may not be a
continuing problem if the intervention were to be implemented in the future.
By contrast, although numbers of CARiAD dyads participating were small, there was almost universal
positivity of carers towards the intervention. The high recorded levels of carer confidence over
time and the considerable improvements in time to symptom control for patients suggest that the
intervention was acceptable, feasible and safe in this small group. Perhaps the research question has
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changed and the intervention should be argued to be a common good. This means that a full trial of
effectiveness may no longer be appropriate. In short, there is a conundrum: people probably want this
intervention, but the HCPs in the NHS, as it is at present, may not be able to support it.
The CARiAD team concludes that the results of this feasibility trial are uncertain. We consider here
the reasons for this position and articulate the range of additional questions that are raised.
If a future definitive trial of clinical effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of the intervention was still
felt to be appropriate (i.e. the UK is not yet ready to consider lay-carer role extension a common
good), major redesign would be required. This is detailed in Chapter 8.
Meanwhile, a number of important and timely questions have been raised by our findings that relate to
NHS context and HCP perceptions of risk and burden. We consider the main issues under the following
subheadings: Current NHS context, Who is burdened?, Cultural influences, Health-care professionals as lay
carers, More notes on patient/carer selection and Cost implications.

Current NHS context
The reality of the current pressures on community services was an ongoing thread: DN teams reported
being overstretched, resulting in severe time constraints. As DNs were research naive, using any extra
time (albeit specifically funded) to support the research study was a considerable additional strain.
This aligns with descriptions in the current literature.92 This leads us to the opinion that there may
be insufficient community care to enable consistent, well-supported home-based dying. Furthermore,
the research culture among community nurses may not be well-enough developed.

Who is burdened?
During the design stage of the CARiAD study, the burden on carers (real or perceived) was a pivotal issue;
this is evident from the methods and materials that we designed. Even at expert consensus workshops,
HCPs emphasised this issue and focused their discussions on it. It was also a major theme in the HCP
interviews as part of the embedded qualitative study. The subtext, however, of the quantitative and
qualitative findings is that, although carer burden (or mitigating it) is very important to HCPs, this might
not be the only factor at play. This may be a misperception on the part of HCPs about the willingness of
carers to take on the role. It is also possible that HCPs found it easier or more convenient to give this as
an explanation than to be more inclusive in their recruitment practices.
The burden that such an intervention placed on HCPs was noted in a number of ways. It was clear that
HCPs perceived the recruitment of dyads as ‘risky’ in that they were so carefully chosen. DNs are used
to dealing with patients with complex comorbidity issues, and these are things that the DNs deal with
on a daily basis and are familiar with the processes for how to deal with them. CARiAD presented
a new type of problem for the DNs in terms of decision-making ability. They reported that in the
current NHS context they are working under constant strain and they describe being under scrutiny
for any mistakes that are being made. Our interpretation is that this culture may have instilled a
reluctance in these staff that made it very difficult for them to confidently include people in the study,
owing to increasingly risk-averse practices. The high proportion of carers with HCP experience or other
clinical experience suggests that they found this to be a reassurance, that is, they would be able to
manage the demands of the study and not make any mistakes that may later cause problems for the
DN teams. This was a concern raised repeatedly in HCP training sessions, and in the HCP interviews
numerous references were made to making sure carers got things ‘right’. Even with continued input
and support from the research team and RNs it was not possible to completely overcome these issues,
particularly when they were combined with other factors, such as short staffing, limited resources and
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minimal time to complete all of the required tasks. Our interpretation is that the issue of risk perception
was, therefore, undoubtedly augmented by, and intertwined with, the ongoing and severe pressures that
community services are facing, which necessitate practitioners to be wary of undue risk.
It was clear that individual HCPs’ level of enthusiasm for the intervention played a big part in how
they interacted with the study. In sites where at least one of the HCPs was highly motivated about the
intervention, recruitment to the study was good. In the other areas there was always general enthusiasm,
but this did not translate into good recruitment to the study. All of the sites reported similar levels of
pressure on time and resources. Perhaps further, in-depth research is needed to understand HCPs’
perceptions of risk and attitudes towards such interventions.
From our findings, we concluded that, although HCPs may be ready to support this intervention in
theory, they are perhaps not able to do so in practice.

Cultural influences
The CARiAD team comprises UK and Australian colleagues, and the original idea for the intervention
was very much informed by the Australian group. When recruitment was much more difficult in the UK
setting, we wondered if there may be less resilience or different concepts of burden between different
geographies. One clear difference is that the Australian policy landscape makes the practice of the
intervention much more straightforward. There may be many other differences at play in our findings that
could include different home health-care systems and levels of provision; different grades of community
nurses; different caseloads; different approaches to rural medicine in view of great geographical distances
in Australia; and possibly cultural differences in UK/Australian public and HCPs regarding resilience and
risk aversion. Perhaps more cultural comparisons are needed prior to implementing home-based lay carer
roles designed to facilitate home deaths.

Health-care professionals as lay carers
We noted that five out of 12 carers interviewed had a HCP background. This is disproportionate, even
allowing for the fact that the NHS is the single biggest employer in the UK. The qualitative findings shed
light on this, as there was an assumption that lay carers with a HCP background were best placed to take
part in this intervention. This came from several perspectives: from HCPs suggesting dyads for inclusion
in the study (see Who is burdened?), from the patients and from other family members with no HCP
background, and from those individuals in families who have a HCP background themselves.
Both patients and families seemed to easily assume that a person with a HCP background was the one
who should be suggest as the carer in the dyad because the carer would already know how to administer
medications. This was despite the fact that trial materials discussed lay carers and it was explained that
training would be given. Equally, those with a HCP background in a family often assumed that they were
the person to take on the task. Interestingly, and in contrast to what HCPs stated as part of expert
consensus work, no HCP who held current registration and acted as a carer in CARiAD mentioned that
they were unsure whether or not the GMC/NMC regulations would support their taking on this task.
This could have been because they did not know that the regulations might pose an issue or because
that they felt protected as the task was to be undertaken as part of a research study.
We reflected on the potential reasons for why we observed the phenomenon of the seemingly
disproportionate number of HCPs as lay carers. Although it was not clear that we could easily reach
for the constructs of ‘gate-keeping’ or conscious ‘bias’ to explain this, it is perhaps understandable that
busy, risk-averse HCPs with the burden of deciding who should or should not take part in the study
could be reassured if a carer had a HCP background.
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However, it could be considered that HCP behaviour in selecting dyads was highly appropriate and
protected against undue carer burden. Alternatively, maybe it was a protective mechanism that led
HCPs to choose dyads so carefully. Owing to this careful selection, carers seemed to have the right
balance between benefit and burden (as we saw in our study). In short, perhaps HCPs did pick the
right dyads; if they did not, we might have observed very different realities of undue carer burden.

More notes on patient/carer selection
For any future work on the topic, whichever view is espoused, careful selection of the patient/carer
group will be key in the light of our findings. The actual selection criteria that we observed are possibly
much more nuanced than the summary of CARiAD eligibility (i.e. a patient wishing to die at home plus
a carer willing to be trained to give these SC medications). Screening to approach a dyad for this
intervention, whether as part of research, implementation or routine clinical practice, should probably
be a step-wise approach. Such steps could be people who:
l
l
l
l
l
l
l

have a life-limiting diagnosis
are aware of their life-limiting diagnosis
are aware that their prognosis is limited (i.e. they are coming towards the end of their life)
have had the opportunity and been willing to consider their wishes regarding future care (including,
specifically, a wish to die at home)
have expressed the wish to die at home and hold this view strongly and in a sustained way
have a carer/carers who are willing and able to support their wish to die at home (including taking
on the additional tasks this requires in the context of not having 24/7 paid care)
have a carer who is willing to take on the specific additional task of being trained to give these
SC medications.

This careful selection process will still probably yield a sizable number of patients/carers to whom the
intervention could be offered, but it aims to strike a balance between more equitable access to the
intervention and not overburdening the carer. Therefore, although on face value one might conclude
that the intervention should be offered to all who are likely to have a home death (the common good
argument), we conclude that a stepwise and thorough approach is preferable.

Cost implications
The intervention is about better care for patients and carers, and may not have any impact on costs to
the NHS. The time it took to train carers was mentioned, but this was not perceived as a major barrier.
Although some HCPs interviewed believed that the time to train carers and offering additional telephone
support when needed would mean that their workload was not reduced, others believed that time taken
to train carers would mean that they saved time later owing to reduced visits. However, HCPs were
inclined to view the intervention in terms of patient and carer benefit rather than their own workload.

Public contribution
As outlined in the previous sections, public contribution was instrumental in the CARiAD study and
was of high value during each stage. Overall, CARiAD was designed and delivered more effectively as a
result of the public contributor involvement. The meaningful impact of the presence of bereaved carers
as public contributor co-applicants also increased and improved the sensitivity with which CARiAD was
conducted. Changes were made to the study design as a direct result of public contributor suggestions
and advice, which improved the study as a whole. The two co-applicant public contributors were
actively involved as key team members throughout, from before the beginning to after the end of
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CARiAD; we hope that we facilitated and supported their involvement. We feel that CARiAD offers an
example of how public contribution can be invaluable to research and should be included and made full
use of during all stages of a study. We believe that public contribution can be particularly advantageous
in trials involving end-of-life care.

Strengths and limitations
Strengths
The study illuminated numerous aspects of research related to last-days-of-life research: it illustrated
both dying people’s and carers’ willingness to be randomised, strong and successful public contributor
involvement at all stages and the value of rich qualitative findings in explaining the quantitative results.
It used a structured approach to assess the outcome of such feasibility work.
In addition, it generated a new UK training package and method for lay carer role extension that can be
used in any further research or implementation, and clarified limitations of community-based nursing
care in three areas in the UK. It also illuminated a number of further research questions, listed above,
in recommendations for future research.
The CARiAD study has helped to move research methods for last-days-of-life research forward by
providing much-needed evidence of conversion rates from approach to recruitment, which will help
future researchers in estimating these rates for their studies. It also gives an example of how such
trials can be introduced sensitively to patients and their families, as well as what works in terms of
data collection time points and methods. The REC chairperson commended the study’s consideration
of these matters and how these were reflected in the trial materials and processes. In particular, she
commented on our careful consideration of the consultee process. The results from the trial have
further illuminated the realities of this process in the context of last-days-of-life research, as the
current legislation does not adequately account for how mental capacity can be assessed in this
situation, who it should be assessed by and how consultee assent can be obtained in a way that is
sensitive to the difficult emotional situation of patients and their families.
The CARiAD study, like the AMBER study,93 adds weight to the idea that vulnerable patient groups at
the end of their life are ready and willing to engage in research of this type. The study showed the
tension between the anxieties that carers may have had about taking an extended role and the relief
that they felt when they were able to relieve the symptoms of a dying family member.

Limitations
The limitations of this feasibility trial have been fully explored in previous sections (see Chapter 8) and
only the main points are summarised here. The key limitations can be summarised as follows:
l
l
l

A series of key progression criteria were not met.
The differential recruitment to the control group was of particular concern.
Overall, the limitations led to an equivocal decision about progression to a full Phase III RCT.

The lack of a policy framework to underpin practice in the UK may have impeded the study in a number of
ways; however, if such a policy framework existed, a randomised study would not have been appropriate.

Implications for future research
Future work is needed and will probably comprise several parallel work streams as part of a programme
of work. We base our suggestions on the need to unpick the apparent disconnect between what the
public wants and what the NHS can deliver.
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The research recommendations below are ordered by what the authors currently understand to be the
priorities; however, these will undoubtedly evolve as the suggested work progresses.
l

Understand the context of the areas in the UK where the practice has already been adopted
(or is soon to be adopted, or implementation has failed):
¢

l

Understand the nature of usual practice in terms of community care for people dying at home in
the UK:
¢

l

¢
¢

Further in-depth qualitative work with those who have lived experience of supporting a home
death in this way. This could explore some of the interesting issues raised in our study, for
example what kind of lay carers are happy and able to take on this role (not just those who are
also HCPs), and if carers have different views about giving the first injection and giving a top-up
when a syringe driver is already in place.
Further qualitative work is required to understand public views and the views of bereaved
carers about lay role extensions such as CARIAD.
Stakeholder workshops or public survey methods could be useful to understand if the UK public
is in support of the specific intervention and, if so, how strongly. It is important to ascertain if
the public sees this as a common good and if they feel that it should be pursued further.

Understand HCPs’ motivations and views on burden and risk, and interface with NHS context:
¢

¢

l

As context was a key problem for the UK, further descriptive work is needed regarding capacity
of the existing palliative care provision, team structures and limitations in the community for
supporting home deaths. This should include attention to geographical differences in provision.

Ascertain wide public views on the specific intervention of extending lay carers’ role in this way. We
know that the general area of interventions to support a home death is important and that in-depth
understanding about public views on the specific intervention is needed:
¢

l

Evaluation of these pilots should be carefully undertaken to assess what conditions allow the
practice to be safe for both patients and carers and whether or not carer burden is acceptable.
Realist evaluation is a potential future approach to investigating this further.

An in-depth qualitative study, preferably using IPA rather than framework analysis, is needed to
understand HCPs’ views about and attitudes to this lay-carer role extension. This could be a
stand-alone study, but if there was a future definitive trial HCP interviews should be equally as
deep as carer interviews. HCPs should also be included in attribute selection as part of economic
evaluation work-up, as HCPs may rank attributes differently from carers (this would be in
contrast to the design of CARiAD).
There might also be a literature on HCPs’ perceptions of risk that can support the exploration of
HCPs’ views and attitudes; further study of their views of risk of this practice should be explored.

Explore the most appropriate quantitative outcome measures to use (this is equally important in terms
of future research and real-world implementation, as future service evaluation will need to use such
appropriate outcomes). In addition, consider at which level these outcomes should be measured.

Conclusion
The CARiAD study explored the feasibility of testing the clinical effectiveness of the intervention of
carer administration of as-needed medication for breakthrough symptoms in people dying at home in
the UK to inform the design of a future definitive trial. We concluded that the success of a future
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definitive trial is uncertain. This is owing to the equivocal results in our original progression criteria,
particularly the poor recruitment overall and low retention in the usual-care group. The context of
the feasibility trial was not ideal, as DNs were seriously overstretched and unfamiliar with research
methods; however, the intervention was shown to be acceptable, feasible and safe in the small study
population and our criteria for both recruitment and retention overall were satisfied.
Furthermore, noting that the intervention is already spreading across more areas in the UK,
consideration should be given to whether or not there is still an unanswered clinical effectiveness
question. The CARiAD example lends some weight to this notion by demonstrating considerably
shorter time to medication administration and faster symptom control in the intervention group, and
almost universal positivity from carers. For this reason, a ‘common good’ argument could increasingly
be defended. Moreover, a disparity between carers’ and HCPs’ readiness to consider the intervention
was clearly demonstrated.
Future work is clearly needed. This should include ascertaining wider public views on the specific
intervention, understanding HCPs’ motivations and views on burden and risk, and interface with NHS
context, understanding the context of the areas in the UK where the practice has already been adopted,
considering the need for a national policy on the intervention and exploring the most appropriate
quantitative outcome measures to use. It may be that there are unanswered questions relating to the
intervention that would be best studied in a trial; future work suggested above will help to ascertain if
this is the case.
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Appendix 1 Legal framework

C

larity on legal issues is a significant aspect of this research to ensure that lay carers and clinicians
alike have legal protection. Our Australian partners have given us full access to their reference
resource.94 Their document covers a broad range of topics on the handling of medication in communitybased palliative care services. It covers medication management, drug storage (security of medications,
responsibility for medication storage and disposal of medication), prescribing and medication
administration (who can administer and record of administration) in the context of lay carer administration.
The premise is that a lay carer can legally administer medication that is individually prescribed for a
third party, including controlled drugs such as morphine, as long as the carer has been appropriately
trained and assessed as competent, specifically in medication management. This is true even if the
medication is given to a patient lacking capacity and/or if the medication is administered via injection.
At present, injections are prepared immediately before administration (and not in advance, requiring
relabelling). Carers should be trained to assess symptoms and should have access to dedicated support.
In support of these statements, the relevant sections from UK legislation and guidance are detailed below.
A lay carer can administer medication individually prescribed for a third party, including controlled
drugs such as morphine:
l

l
l

l

Section 7(3) of the Misuse of Drugs Regulations 2001 states that ‘any person other than a doctor or
dentist may administer to a patient, in accordance with the directions of a doctor or dentist, any
drug specified in Schedule 2, 3 or 4’ (contains public sector information licensed under the Open
Government Licence v3.0).95
This was confirmed by the UK Medical Defence Union.96
NHS National Prescribing Centre guidance (2009) states that ‘a carer/relative can, with consent,
administer a controlled drug that has been individually prescribed for a third party. As controlled
drugs are included within the legal category of prescription-only medicines, home carers who are
competent to administer medicines should also be competent to administer CDs’.97
Morphine is listed in Schedule 2 and midazolam in Schedule 3.98

As long as the carer has been appropriately trained and assessed as competent:
l

The NMC guidance, Standard 17 (valid until 28 January 2019), delegation states that –
A registrant is responsible for the delegation of any aspects of the administration of medicinal products
and they are accountable to ensure that the patient, carer or care assistant is competent to carry out
the task. This will require education, training and assessment of the patient, carer or care assistant
and further support if necessary. The competence of the person to whom the task has been delegated
should be assessed and reviewed periodically. Records of the training received and outcome of any
assessment should be clearly made and be available.
NMC. Reproduced with permission99

l

From 28 January 2018, NMC delegation and accountability guidance states that –
These requirements apply, regardless of who the activity is being delegated to. This may be another
registered professional, a non-registered colleague, or a patient or carer. These expectations are that
people on the NMC register: only delegate tasks and duties that are within the other person’s scope
of competence, making sure that they fully understand the instructions; make sure that everyone they
delegate tasks to are adequately supervised and supported so they can provide safe and compassionate
care; confirm that the outcome of any task delegated to someone else meets the required standard.
NMC. Reproduced with permission100
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l

Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety (Northern Ireland) guidance states that –
. . . home carers who are appropriately trained and assessed as competent are authorised to administer
orally prescribed controlled drugs.
Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety.101 Contains public sector
information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0

l

The Durham and Tees Valley Regional Medication Policy Group102 clarifies that, as long as carers
administering medication followed prescriber instructions and local policies, they would not be held
responsible for adverse effects that arise from such administration.

Specifically in medication management:
l

l

The Durham and Tees Valley Regional Medication Policy Group102 emphasises the importance of
structured carer training specifically in medicines management in supporting a safe context for
carers administering medication.
Procedures are already in place in the UK to handle/store medications (including for anticipatory
care purposes) in the patient’s home.55

This is true even if the medication is given to a patient lacking capacity:
l

Medication can be given to a patient who lacks capacity if it is in his or her best interests. The
Mental Capacity Act 2005 Section 1(5) states that –
An act done, or decision made, under this Act for or on behalf of a person who lacks capacity must be
done, or made, in his best interests.
Mental Capacity Act.103 Contains public sector information
licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0

l

The Mental Capacity Act 2005 permits the relevant actions to be undertaken by those with
appropriate skills or expertise (as long as the carer has been appropriately trained and assessed as
competent). The Code of Practice explains:
To receive protection from liability under section 5, all actions must be related to the care or
treatment of the person who lacks capacity to consent. Before taking action, carers must first
reasonably believe that: the person lacks the capacity to make that particular decision at the time it
needs to be made, and the action is in the person’s best interests.
Mental Capacity Act Code of Practice.104 Contains public sector
information licensed under the Open Government Licence v3.0

And/or if the medication is administered via injection:
l

The Durham and Tees Valley Regional Medication Policy Group states that for specialist tasks
(including injections) a suitable health professional needs to give additional training and confirm that
the carer is competent to provide such care.102

At present, injections are prepared immediately before administration:
l

NMC guidance, standard 14, states –
Registrants must not prepare substances for injection in advance of their immediate use or administer
medication drawn into a syringe or container by another practitioner when not in their presence.
NMC. Reproduced with permission99

l

The guidance continues –
Where a registrant has delegated to a named individual for a named patient’s medication, this may be
drawn up in advance to enable the health-care assistant (HCA) or family to administer the medication.
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The registrant is accountable for the delegation, and a full risk assessment should be documented in
the patient’s records ensuring the registrant is aware of the risks before agreeing to delegate.
NMC. Reproduced with permission99
l

Note that there is evidence that the practice of drawing up and leaving these medications in
syringes, for this type of practice, is safe in terms of sterility, potency and stability.105 The team
tested a full range of medications for 28 days.

Carers should be trained to assess symptoms, use the least invasive methods of administration and
should have access to dedicated support.
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Appendix 2 Outcome measures under
contention for a future definitive trial
Qualities of potential future outcome measures under investigation
in CARiAD
TABLE 27 Qualities of potential future outcome measures under investigation in CARiAD
Outcome measure

Description

Method(s) of assessment

Family MSAS-GDI

l

The Family MSAS-GDI has established
validity and reliability when used to
provide a measure of overall symptom
burden/distress in the last 7 days of life.
It has in-built averages: it is the average
of the frequency of four prevalent
psychological symptoms (feeling sad,
worrying, feeling irritable and feeling
nervous) and the average of the distress
associated with six prevalent physical
symptoms (lack of appetite, lack of
energy, pain, feeling drowsy,
constipation and dry mouth) in the last
7 days of life
This measure is less likely to differ
systematically between the two groups,
as it covers a wider range of experiences
and a longer time range than ‘time to
symptom relief’ per episode
It is designed for proxy completion by
carers and HCPs. It can be administered
either face to face or over the telephone

l

QOLLTI-F has established psychometric
properties (reported validity and
reliability, demonstrated responsiveness,
no floor and ceiling effects), is relatively
brief (16 items) and can be administered
every 2 days (rather than daily, reducing
the risk of overburdening carers)
It is broadly aimed at carer quality of
life, and incorporates issues of control
(reported as paramount by carers) and
self-efficacy (conceptualised as ‘a
person’s belief about her or his ability
to organise and execute courses of
action to manage given situations’)
This measure is also less likely than
‘time to symptom relief’ to differ
systematically between study groups

l

l

l

QOLLTI-F

l

l

l

l

Family MSAS-GDI collected after the
patient’s death
Carer proxy views will be selfcompleted by the carer. This is likely to
take place face to face as part of the
post-bereavement RN visit

QOLLTI-F will be self-completed by
the carer when the first as-needed
medication is administered and every
48 hours thereafter

continued
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TABLE 27 Qualities of potential future outcome measures under investigation in CARiAD (continued )
Outcome measure

Description

Method(s) of assessment

Time to symptom relief

This measure will be calculated using
data items from the carer diary. We will
minimise bias by using strict definitions of
episode timings:

l

l
l

l

l

the start of an episode is defined as
the point at which the patient has a
breakthrough symptom that triggers
perceived need for a SC injection, as
per the view of either the patient or
the carer
symptoms are defined as ‘resolved’
(indicating the end of an episode) at the
point that the patient (or the carer if
the patient is unable to) feels that the
symptom is felt to be controlled or
reduced to an acceptable level and
when more additional SC medication is
not needed
if a patient needs a further dose of SC
medication for the same symptom
within 2 hours of the first injection, the
episode will be classed as ‘not resolved’

The carer diary is designed for
completion by the carer and will be
collected from the carer after the
patient had died
Blinded assessment is not possible as
symptoms occur at random times and
symptom scores are assessed when
symptoms occur rather than at fixed
time points, and no assessor (HCP or
RN) can be in attendance 24/7. (Even if
someone, e.g. another family carer/
member, were able to be there at all
times, they will not be blinded as
treatment allocation will be obvious, as
the carer is administering SC medication
or not)

As the onset of an episode, as well
as the judgement when it is resolved,
is subjective, fidelity can be interrogated
using objective data. We will assess bias by
interrogating:
l

l

l
l

the percentage of ‘resolved within
30 mins of injection’ episodes between
both groups (i.e. at that point the
measure between the two groups
should not differ significantly as the
injection has already been given) rather
than from time of onset of the symptom
the number of repeat SC injections
(for the same symptom/indication)
within 2 hours
the symptom score recorded in relation
to ‘resolution’
the time to symptom relief minus travel
time by HCPs (i.e. not taking HCP travel
time into account)

Rationale for choice of Family MSAS-GDI and QOLLTI-F
The Memorial Symptom Assessment Scale (32 items) is a valid and reliable patient self-report
instrument.10 The MSAS-GDI has demonstrated reliability and validity in measuring global symptom
distress from the patient perspective. Although the scale was designed to produce one single score, the
individual items can also be used as single item indicators of burdensome symptoms at the end of life,
identifying which symptoms are getting better or worse over time in different patient populations.59
Hickman et al.59 showed that the MSAS-GDI is amenable to modification for use in research with
recently bereaved family respondents whose family members died from a wide range of causes. Items
were modified so that the questions focused on the symptoms experienced by decedents in the last
week of their life, as observed by family respondents. The Family MSAS-GDI has good face validity for
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use in understanding symptoms experienced by patients in the last week of life, regardless of cause of
death or role in relation to the patient (carer or HCP).61
In the Hickman et al.59 study, in the 103 family members the mean Family MSAS-GDI score was 1.14
(SD 0.87), with a range from 0 to 3.73. The scale demonstrated good internal consistency (α = 0.82).
The average item-total correlation was r = 0.49 and the average inter-item correlation was r = 0.30,
which suggests that items were moderately correlated with the overall total scale and with each other.
They concluded that the Family MSAS-GDI could prove to be a useful tool in assessing and tracking
global symptom distress in dying patients.59
Lobchuk’s work60 corroborates these findings, showing good to excellent intraclass correlations with
patients’ ordinal ratings to support the concurrent validity and utility of the MSAS-GDI subscales in
family carer populations who care for cancer patients in the home setting.
Rationale for the choice of QOLLTI-F41 is that it has established psychometric properties (reported
validity and reliability, demonstrated responsiveness, no floor and ceiling effects), is relatively brief
(16 items) and can be administered every 2 days (rather than daily, reducing the risk of overburdening
carers). It is broadly aimed at carer quality of life, and incorporates issues of control (reported as
paramount by carers) and self-efficacy (conceptualised as ‘a person’s belief about her or his ability to
organise and execute courses of action to manage given situations’).
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Appendix 3 Additional consultee information

M
l

l

l

l

l

l
l

l
l

l

l
l

ore detail on the 12e dyads in whom the expected subsequent consultee forms were not
received:

BCUHB 1 – the dyad was randomised to the intervention group 8 weeks before the patient’s death, and
the carer was trained. The carer called the DN team to inform them that the patient had deteriorated
significantly, anticipatory medication was not in the home at that time (but was promptly arranged), and
the patient died within 24 hours of HCPs being made aware of deterioration. The patient had three
doses of as-needed medication (two doses for agitation and one dose for pain), all of which were
administered by HCPs. All trial paperwork was received.
BCUHB 2 – the dyad was randomised to the intervention group 1 week before the patient’s death,
and the carer was trained on the same day. The carer administered two injections during the last
2 days of the patient’s life (one for pain and one for noisy breathing). The patient was attended by
nurses who might not have had full CARiAD protocol training (in terms of reminding the carer to
sign the consultee form). The trial paperwork was received, with the exception of RA tool.
BCUHB 3 – the dyad was randomised to the intervention group and both in the dyad had a HCP
background. The carer administered eight injections during the last 3 days of the patient’s life (and
attending HCPs administered an additional six injections). HCPs were very involved, as the patient
was an ex-colleague. All trial paperwork was received.
BCUHB 4 – the dyad was randomised to the usual-care group. The patient far exceeded prognostic
expectations and lived for 74 weeks following randomisation. The patient died at home. The carer
diary was not used and carers are awaiting follow-up.
BCUHB 5 – the dyad was randomised to the intervention group and the patient survived for
19 days. The RA was not received but competency checklist and diaries were received. Multiple
injections were administered. The family was not contactable post bereavement.
BCUHB 6 – the dyad was randomised to the usual-care group and the patient survived for 10 days.
The RA was not received and the family were not contactable post bereavement.
CVUHB 1 – the dyad was randomised to the intervention group. The carer was a retired doctor. The
carer administered four injections during the last 2 days of the patient’s life (three for agitation and
one for noisy breathing) and the HCP administered one injection. All trial paperwork was received.
GCS 1 – the dyad was randomised to the usual-care group. The carer diary was not used but the RA
tool was received.
GCS 2 – the dyad was randomised to the intervention group, but the patient deteriorated rapidly
(during the same visit as was assigned to carer training) and collapsed and died within minutes.
The carer was a retired doctor. The RA tool was received but no carer diary was used and the
competency assessment was not completed, as training was abandoned.
GCS 3 – the dyad was randomised to the intervention group. The carer administered 10 injections
during the last 3 days of the patient’s life (and the attending HCPs administered zero injections).
The DN had training on the CARiAD protocol from a colleague in the team, and this was her first
patient enrolled in CARiAD. The DN regularly checked in with trial manager. All trial paperwork
was received.
GCS 4 – the dyad was randomised to the usual-care group. The patient died at home and the carer
was lost to follow-up.
GCS 5 – the dyad was randomised to the intervention group. The carer was not trained and was
lost to follow-up. The patient died at home.
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Appendix 4 Details of protocol deviations
1. Patient-identifiable information e-mailed to trial manager.
2. When the carer diary was returned to the trial team post bereavement, it was noted that the
medication administration entries had been signed by multiple carers. As a result of this deviation,
the DN team received additional support and training. A minor amendment was also submitted
and approved to include the name of the carer trained by the DN or RN on the competency
checklist.
3. The site trial administrator sent a log on behalf of the DN team that contained sensitive medical
and patient-identifiable information.
4. The patient lived with extended family. The family member who completed the follow-up
questionnaire via telephone (at their request) was not the designated CARiAD carer.
5. When the carer diary was received by the trial team post bereavement, it was noted that the drugs
had been prescribed as a dose range rather than a specific dose.
6. When entering data from the diary of a deceased patient, the trial manager noticed that the
medication questions on the MACRO database did not match the questions in the diary. The printed
diary was compared with the approved proof and it was noted that the column headed ‘How often can
it be given?’ on the medication page had been omitted in error from the printed copy. Any chance of
mistakes on the carer part was mitigated by the fact that the diary was a duplicate medication entry
area to support the carer. The main medication chart was in the home with the frequency included.
In addition, the carer training would have covered information on frequency, and the diary included a
column labelled ‘maximum number of doses in 24 hrs’. This deviation was reported as serious to the
sponsor’s representative and REC, who both advised that appropriate procedures had been followed
to correct the error and no further action was required.
7. The patient was originally approached to take part in CARiAD by a SPC nurse who was not closely
involved with CARiAD. A second SPC nurse gave written information but found that the RA tool
had not been completed before the dyad were approached.
8. There were multiple RA tools outstanding from one DN team that were returned after several
months’ delay. On inspection, the forms had been completed on a version dated later than the date
of assessment. When this was discussed with the nurse concerned she admitted that she had
forgotten to complete them at the time and forgot that the daily reminder sheet included a
prompt about completing the RA. The nurse was also very clear that all of the included dyads
continued to satisfy the RA criteria throughout their involvement in the trial (i.e. explaining why
there is no review of RA criteria indicated, as this was not needed). This deviation was reported as
serious to the sponsors representative and REC, who both advised that appropriate procedures
had been followed to correct the error and no further action was required.
9. Following an earlier protocol deviation concerning the RA tool, all sites were asked to return
outstanding copies, which identified several minor issues:
¢

¢
¢
¢

The date signed by the DN predated the version number. The DN confirmed that a RA did take
place at the time but the patient was admitted to hospital and died, and the RA was lost.
The DN admitted that she had refreshed a copy on the incorrect version for trial purposes.
The trial manager witnessed the RA being completed in DN team offices but the document has
since been misplaced.
RN confirmed RAs were completed for three dyads but have since been misplaced.
RA version 4 was circulated on 11 January 2019 (Friday); however, a RA tool was completed on
version 3 on 14 January 2019 (Monday). Version 4 was updated to include the name of the
person assessed so there would be no risk to the patient/carer from an earlier version
being completed.
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10. The patient had declined a continuous SC infusion using a syringe pump for personal reasons.
When the carer diary was returned post bereavement and the medication entries were reviewed it
was noted that more than three injections had been administered within a 24 hour period on one
occasion. The CARiAD protocol (and carer documents) state that carers may give a maximum of
three doses for each indication. In addition, cyclizine was administered 8 hourly every day except
one. CARiAD was not designed to manage background symptoms, rather carers were expected to
administer SC medication for breakthrough symptoms only.
11. One column of the medication table in the carer diary is headed ‘maximum number of doses
per 24 hour period’. The HCP annotating the chart had documented ‘6’ for each of the four
medications. However, the CARiAD protocol states that no more than three carer-administered
injections may be given for each indication per 24-hour period. Medication administration entries
were checked and all injections were administered safely and as per protocol.
12. RA tool was completed but has since been misplaced.
13. RA tool and competency checklist were completed but have been misplaced. Case notes have been
checked and the document cannot be located.
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Appendix 5 Trial close-out arrangements
Version 1, 15/05/2019

Jusfication for CARiAD close-out arrangements
CARiAD recruitment ended 15/3/2019. As of 15/5/2019, three paents of dyads recruited to the trial
are sll alive. This document details the close-out arrangements for these dyads.
Only data available more than one calendar week (i.e. ﬁve working days) before the MACRO data
lock date will be included in the primary analysis. This allows me for the trial team to input the data
in readiness for MACRO data lock.
The MACRO data lock is set for Friday 12/7/2019 at 17:00, hence only data available up to Monday
8/7/2019 at 09:00 will be included in the primary analysis. Data collected aer this me may be used
in subsequent analyses.
The study end date is 30/9/2019.

Intervenon arm
If the paent dies before 27/5/2019, research nurse (RN) follow-up as per the protocol is possible.
Normal trial procedures will connue.
If the paent dies aer 27/5/2019 (i.e. within 6 weeks of 8/7/2019), RN follow-up will be offered 68 weeks after bereavement. The follow-up data will not be included in the primary analysis, but may
be used in subsequent analyses. The carer will be made aware that this is the case.
Reason to continue RN follow-up: Data available for subsequent analyses.
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for bereaved carers (CARiAD Close out PIS Carer Connuaon PB v1
150519)
If, on 8/7/2019, the paent is not deemed to be in the last days of life AND the carer has not been
trained to give injecons, the dyad will be withdrawn from the trial. There will be a discussion
between the research team and the paent’s clinical team on who is best placed to relay that
information to the paent and carer (supported by an informaon sheet). The research team will
assist the clinical team in informing all clinicians who should know of the withdrawal.
Reason for withdrawal: The paent is not deemed to be in the last days of life AND the carer
has not been trained to give injecons, this is a safe point for withdrawal from the trial.
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for dyads (CARiAD Close out PIS Dyad Intervenon Withdrawal A v1
150519)
Informaon sheet for HCPs (CARiAD Close out PIS HCP Intervenon Withdrawal A v1
150519)
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If, on 8/7/2019, the paent is not deemed to be in the last days of life BUT the carer has been
trained to give injecons, the dyad will be withdrawn from the trial. There will be a discussion
between the research team and the paent’s clinical team on who is best placed in the clinical team
to relay that information to the paent and carer (supported by an informaon sheet). The research
team will assist the clinical team in informing all clinicians who should know of the withdrawal. The
clinical team will support the carer in giving injectable medicaon in due course (i.e. when the
paent reaches the last days of life), but CARiAD trial materials cannot be used.
Reason for withdrawal: trial mechanisms will not be available past the study end date when
the paent reaches the last days of life.
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for dyads (CARiAD Close out PIS Dyad Intervenon Withdrawal B v1
150519)
Informaon sheet for HCPs (CARiAD Close out PIS HCP Intervenon Withdrawal B v1 150519)
If, on 8/7/2019, the paent is deemed to be in the last days of life AND the carer has been trained
to give injecons BUT the carer has not administered any injections, the dyad will connue in the
trial (including RN follow-up 6-8 weeks after bereavement). It will be made clear that data will not be
included in the primary analysis, but may be used in subsequent analyses. All trial safety
mechanisms will connue unl the study end date. The clinical team will have the discussion with
the dyad.
Reason to continue in the trial: At this point, the carer would already have been informed of
what to expect in the last days of life, and will have prepared themselves mentally that they
may need to start giving injecons soon. This posion aims to strike a balance between
following through on a course of acon (nong that the safety mechanisms of the trial will
sll be acve for the duraon of the paent’s life) and the fact that the data will not be used
in the primary analysis.
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for dyads (CARiAD Close out PIS Dyad Connuaon A v1 150519)
If, on 16/9/2019 (i.e. two weeks before the study end date), the paent is deemed to be in
the last days of life AND the carer has been trained to give injections BUT the carer has not
administered any injecons, the dyad will be withdrawn from the trial. There will be a
discussion between the research team and the paent’s clinical team on who is best placed
in the clinical team to relay that information to the paent and carer (supported by an
information sheet). The research team will assist the clinical team in informing all clinicians
who should know of the withdrawal from the trial. The clinical team will support the carer in
giving injectable medicaon in due course (i.e. when the paent reaches the last days of
life), but CARiAD trial materials cannot be used.
Reason for withdrawal: Study end
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for dyads [mainly carer]) (CARiAD Close out PIS Dyad Intervenon
Withdrawal C v1 150519) (the wording is idencal to PIS Dyad Intervenon
Withdrawal B v1 150519, but label as ‘C’ and the HCP PISs of these scenarios are
diﬀerent)
Informaon sheet for HCPs (CARiAD Close out PIS HCP Intervenon Withdrawal C v1
150519)
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If, on 8/7/2019, the paent is deemed to be in the last days of life AND the carer has been trained
to give injecons AND the carer has administered injecons, the dyad will connue in the trial
(including RN follow-up 6-8 weeks after bereavement). It will be made clear that data will not be
included in the primary analysis, but may be used in subsequent analyses. The trial team will arrange
for parally completed diaries to be collected and a fresh copy given for carer-compleon. All trial
safety mechanisms will connue unl the study end date. The clinical team will have the discussion
with the dyad (most likely the carer).
Reason to continue in the trial: This follows through on a course of acon (nong that the
safety mechanisms of the trial will sll be acve for the duraon of the paent’s life).
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for dyads (CARiAD Close out PIS Dyad Connuaon B v1 150519)
If, on 16/9/2019 (i.e. two weeks before the study end date), the paent is deemed to be in
the last days of life AND the carer has been trained to give injections AND the carer has
administered injections, the dyad will be withdrawn from the trial. There will be a discussion
between the research team and the paent’s clinical team on who is best placed in the
clinical team to relay that informaon to the paent and carer (supported by an information
sheet). The research team will assist the clinical team in informing all clinicians who should
know of the withdrawal from the trial. The clinical team will support the carer in giving
injectable medicaon in due course (i.e. when the paent reaches the last days of life), but
CARiAD trial materials cannot be used.
Reason for withdrawal: Study end
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for dyads [mainly carer] (CARiAD Close out PIS Dyad Intervenon
Withdrawal D, v1 150519),
Informaon sheet for HCPs (CARiAD Close out PIS HCP Intervenon Withdrawal D, v1
150519)

Usual care arm
If the paent dies before 27/5/2019, research nurse (RN) follow-up as per the protocol is possible.
Normal trial procedures will connue.
If the paent dies aer 27/5/2019 (i.e. within 6 weeks of 8/7/2019), RN follow-up will be offered 68 weeks after bereavement. The follow-up data will not be included in the primary analysis, but may
be used in subsequent analyses. The carer will be made aware that this is the case.
Reason to continue RN follow-up: Data available for subsequent analyses.
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for bereaved carers (CARiAD Close out PIS Carer Connuaon PB, v1
150519)
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If, on 8/7/2019, the paent is alive, the dyad connue in the trial (including RN follow-up 6-8 weeks
after bereavement). It will be made clear that the data will not be included in the primary analysis,
but may be used in subsequent analyses. The trial team will arrange for partially completed diaries
to be collected and a fresh copy given for carer-compleon. All trial safety mechanisms will connue
unl the study end date. The clinical team will have the discussion with the dyad (most likely the
carer).
Reason to continue in the trial: This follows through on a course of acon (nong that the
carer will already be mentally prepared for the last days of life, and safety mechanisms of
the trial will sll be acve for the duraon of the paent’s life).
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for dyads (CARiAD Close out PIS Dyad Connuaon A, v1 150519)
If, on 16/9/2019 (i.e. two weeks before the study end date), the paent is alive, the dyad
will be withdrawn from the trial. There will be a discussion between the research team and
the paent’s clinical team on who is best placed to relay that information to the paent and
carer (supported by an information sheet). The research team will assist the clinical team in
informing all clinicians who should know of the withdrawal from the trial.
Reason for withdrawal: Study end
Supporng documents:
Informaon sheet for dyads (CARiAD Close out PIS Dyad Usual Care Withdrawal A, v1
150519)
Informaon sheet for HCPs (CARiAD Close out PIS HCP Usual Care Withdrawal A, v1
150519)
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Appendix 6 Interview topic guides
n each topic guide it was noted ‘these are the topics that the researcher will aim to raise in the
interview, the topics may be addressed differently or in more or less detail depending on the
content from the participant. Topics may be added or deleted in later interviews as we learn from
early interviews’.

O

Topic guide: intervention-group carers
1. Introduction:
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

introduce self, study and purpose of interview
explain what will happen – including the length of interview and followed by DCE
explain can pause or end interview at any time
explain confidentiality and audio-recording
take consent.

2. Experience of administering the medications:
Possible probes –
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

injecting – attitudes to/experience of
pain relief/control – attitudes to
if possible probe about attitudes to risk
the positive aspects of the experience
the most challenging aspects
any worries about the process
¢

¢
¢

where appropriate probe any concerns about ethical issues

how they dealt with those worries
what might have helped to make it a better experience.

3. How it affected themselves/coping mechanisms:
Probe –
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

impact on themselves at the time
systems of support for them
coping mechanisms
what helped/what hindered
reaction of other family members.

4. Training:
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

views on the training
how competent felt after the training?
how confident felt
most useful aspects of the training (content or method)
least useful aspects.
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5. Support from HCPs:
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

interaction with HCPs
relationship
type of support received
most useful aspects of the support received
what could be improved.

6. Practicalities:
¢
¢

drug storage and management
the equipment.

7. Trial issues – recruitment and measures:
¢
¢
¢

how felt about being approached
timing of approach
views on recruitment process generally
¢
¢
¢

¢

randomisation
¢
¢
¢
¢

¢
¢

PIS
way study was explained
consent mechanisms

understanding of process of randomisation
views on being randomised to intervention
how would have felt if had been randomised to usual care
what would have done if randomised to usual care

how recruitment could be improved
experience of completing the carer diaries and outcome measures.

8. What could be done differently.
9. Thank and explain what will happen to the data.

Topic guide: usual-care carers
1. Introduction:
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

introduce self, study and purpose of interview
explain what will happen, including length of interview and followed by DCE
explain can pause or end interview at any time
explain confidentiality and audio-recording
take consent.
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2. Trial issues – recruitment and measures:
¢
¢
¢

how felt about being approached
timing of approach
views on recruitment process generally
¢
¢
¢

¢
¢

PIS
way study was explained
consent mechanisms

how recruitment could be improved
experience of completing the carer diaries and outcome measures.

3. Views on being randomised to usual care:
¢
¢

understanding of process of randomisation
views on being randomised to usual care
¢
¢
¢

which group would have preferred
whether tried to get into intervention group
or tried to get different care from the usual-care group.

4. What could be done differently.
5. Thank and explain what will happen to the data.

Topic guide: prescribers
1. Introduction:
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

introduce self, study and purpose of interview
explain what will happen, including length of interview
explain can pause or end interview at any time
explain confidentiality and audio-recording
take consent.

2. Experience of supporting carers administering the medications:
Possible probes –
¢
¢
¢
¢

description of the process
the positive aspects of the experience
the problems/challenging aspects
issues or concerns about the process
¢

¢
¢

probe – ethical issues

how dealt with those concerns
what might have helped.
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3. If provided formal/informal training:
¢
¢
¢

what worked well
what did not work so well
suggested improvements to training.

4. Personal and professional impact/views:
Probe –
¢
¢
¢
¢

personal experience/impact of providing care this way
aspects that were personally challenging/rewarding
reflections on professional identity/role
support required for prescribers.

5. Practical:
¢
¢
¢

drug storage and management
the equipment
other practical.

6. Trial processes:
¢
¢
¢
¢

observations on trial recruitment and processes
observations on the carer diaries and outcome measures data gathering
interaction with usual-care group about trial recruitment/randomisation
interaction with decliners about trial recruitment.

7. Overall views on carers administering the strong opioids:
¢
¢

advantages/disadvantages
what could be done differently.

8. Thank and explain what will happen to the data.

Topic guide: decliners
1. Introduction:
¢
¢
¢
¢
¢

introduce self, study and purpose of interview
explain what will happen, including length of interview and followed by DCE
explain can pause or end interview at any time
explain confidentiality and audio-recording
take consent.

2. Reasons for declining:
Probe reasons –
¢
¢

barriers to participating
what might have helped.
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3. Their understanding of the trial.
4. Their understanding of what participation would involve.
5. What could be done differently:
¢

to help people make an informed choice about participation.

6. Thank and explain what will happen to the data.
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Appendix 7 Discrete choice experiment
attribute selection topic guide
INTERVIEW PART TWO:

What aﬀects carers choice for own versus healthcare professional (e.g. district nurse) administraon
of medicaons to seriously ill people in their own home?

Background / Introducon:
People who are seriously ill and nearing the end of their life may want to be cared for in their own
homes. As their illness gets worse they may ﬁnd it diﬀicult to take medicaons by mouth – either
because they are experiencing nausea or voming or because they are becoming too weak to
swallow. In the UK, when this happens, it is usual pracce for a cannula to be put in – this is a small
plasc tube placed under the skin. Once it is in place it can be used to give the person medicaon
under the skin without using needles – this is somemes called a subcutaneous injecon. The
healthcare team check the cannula most days and change it on a regular basis.

If a person is on regular medicaons, a syringe pump is often connected to the cannula to give these
medicaons throughout the day and night to keep symptoms controlled. The person may experience
some symptoms even when this is in place – these are called ‘breakthrough’ symptoms and the most
common are pain, agitaon, nausea and noisy breathing (rale). When this happens, a friend/family
member is advised to call a healthcare professional (HCP), usually a district nurse. The nurse will visit
and give the paent an extra dose of medicaon using the cannula that is already in place. It can
take a long me, oen much more than an hour, for the nurse to arrive, prepare and give the
medicaon. This wait can be distressing for paent and carer.

Giving injecons through the cannula that is already in place is usually less painful than an injecon
into muscle and easier to give. We want to ﬁnd out whether it is useful and praccal for a
friend/family member who is involved in the person’s care to learn to do this instead of having to
wait for a nurse to aend. This person acng as a carer would be trained and educated by a
healthcare professional to recognise breakthrough symptoms, and prepare and give these no-needle
injecons. This method of teaching carers to do this has been used successfully in parts of Australia
for many years. We are working with the team from Brisbane who pioneered it. We cannot be sure
that this approach would be welcomed in the UK, or if it will be useful and praccal for UK paents
and their carers. That is why we need to test it out and ﬁnd out what you think.
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Aribute Selecon STAGE 1: Ranking Exercise - Interview Schedule (Version 3)*

Key: Instrucons for interviewer

We are keen to ﬁnd out what is likely to aﬀect carers’ choice for own versus healthcare
professional (district nurse) administraon of these injecons.

Here are some factors** that we think may aﬀect a carer’s decision …
Interviewer displays cards (Appendix 7.1) in a random order in front of the parcipant.

Looking at these cards:

1. Is there anything missing? Are there any other factors what would affect your choice?
Interviewer writes addional factors on blank cards and places them alongside the predeﬁned cards in front of the parcipant. Record any self-nominated factors on the interview
record sheet (Appendix 7.2).

2. Which are the most important factors in your opinion? Can you pick up all the cards that would
most likely aﬀect your decision?
Explain that these factors can have been experienced, or not; and include any that were selfnominated in this exercise. Clear the remaining cards from the table.

3. Now, can you rank these in order of most important to least important?
Check the order the interviewer places the cards is i.e. So, you think ‘X’ at the top is the most
important? Encourage the parcipant to “think aloud” and explain their ranking. If
parcipants ﬁnd it hard to rank certain factors, or align them side by side, explore why.
Record the rank scores on the interview record sheet.

*to be completed with ﬁrst SIX parcipants in each group.
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Waing me for healthcare professional
Length of me it would take for the healthcare professional (e.g. nurse, GP) to
arrive at your home.

Time for medicaon to work
This is the me from starng to prepare the injecon unl symptoms are reduced
to an acceptable level.

Frequency of addional home visits by healthcare professional
How oen you would need to request a healthcare professional to visit and to
administer the injecon because the person you are caring for has breakthrough
symptoms that require medicaon.

Potenal for administraon error
Risk of making a mistake e.g. giving the wrong medicaon or the wrong dose.

Cost to the NHS
Cost to the NHS of the associated healthcare.

Number of medications
The number of diﬀerent types of medicaon prescribed for you to administer.

Amount of training required
Time it takes be trained and educated by the district nurses to recognise
breakthrough symptoms, and prepare and give these no-needle injections.
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Symptom severity
The severity of breakthrough symptoms before medicaon. Rated on a scale of
0-10 by the person you are caring for or your experience.

Frequency of symptoms
How oen the person you are caring for has breakthrough symptoms e.g. pain,
agitaon, nausea and noisy breathing (rattle).

Anything Else? <write here>

Anything Else? <write here>
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Participant ID: _ _ /_ _ / _ _
Interviewer ID _ _

Factor*

Rank Results (insert 1-10)
1 = most important
10 = least important
X = not selected

Anything Else? Write here:
Anything Else? Write here:
Amount of training required
Cost to the NHS
Frequency of addional
home visits
Frequency of symptoms
Number of medicaons
Potenal for administraon
error
Symptom severity
Waing me for healthcare
professional
Time for medicaon to work
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Aribute Selecon Stage 2: Cognive Interview Schedule (Version 2*)

*to be completed with remaining parcipants in each group.

Key: Instrucons for interviewer

We are keen to ﬁnd out what aﬀects carers’ choice for own versus healthcare professional (district
nurse) administraon of these injecons.

We have previously asked carers’ about what was important in their decision.

I am going to show you some cards that describe what they thought was most important - and some
examples of the type of quesons we want to use in our survey.

Then I would like you to describe to me what YOU think the card is explaining.

Interviewer displays cards* (Appendix 7.3) in front of the parcipant one at a me.

Prompts for discussion:
•

Can you describe what you see on this card? What does that mean to you?

•

Can you describe in Opon 1?

•

Can you describe in Opon 2?

•

Is it clear how they diﬀer?

•

What is your understanding of <insert aribute label>, presented here?

•

So, what do you think the card is describing?

•

Do you understand the queson?

•

Do you think the informaon here <point to box below Opon 1 or Opon 2> explains this
factor <point to aribute label>?

•

Do you think we could present this informaon diﬀerently?

* list of aributes will be informed by the results of the ranking exercise of the ﬁrst 6 parcipants in
each group. Examples provided in Appendix 7.3 show descripons of attribute, potential levels, and
choice task format. Maximum of cards per parcipant.
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*To be informed the ﬁrst 6 interviews in each group

Card A

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

1 hour

15 minutes

Waiting me
Length of me it would take
for the healthcare professional
(e.g. nurse, GP) to arrive at
your home to administer the
injecon.

Card B
In which scenario would you prefer to administer the no-needle injection?

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

1 hour

15 minutes

3 out of 10

8 out of 10

10 minutes

1 hour

Waiting me
Length of me it would take
for the healthcare professional
(e.g. nurse, GP) to arrive at
your home to administer the
injecon.

Symptom severity
The severity of breakthrough
symptoms before medicaon.
Rated on a scale of 0-10 by the
person you are caring for or
your experience.

Time for medication to
work
This is the me from starng
to prepare the injecon unl
the symptoms are reduced to
an acceptable level.
Please ck

one opon

[]

[

]
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